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1962 Astronaut Gordon Cooper. 

In the book We Seven published in 1962 Astronaut Gordon Cooper expressed this opinion: 

"I also had the idea that there might be some interesting forms of life out in 
space for us to discover and get acquainted with. I don't believe in fairy tales but 
as far as I am concerned there have been fur too many unexplained examples of 
unidentified objects sighted around this earth for us to rule out the possibility that 
some form of life exists out beyond or own world. I certainly don't pretend that 
the examples we know about necessarily prove anything. But the fact that many 
experienced pilots had reported strange sights which cannot be easily explained 
did heighten my curiosity about space." ( xx.) 

(:xx.) We Seven. Simon & Schuster. P.56. need location and editor 

1962 Oxford, Stonehenge area, England. (no time) 

Circular and bright. 

According to our source, a Major George A Filer (USAF) had a UFO experience: 

"In 1962 Flier was in a tanker aircraft over the North Sea. His aircraft had 
just completed a night refueling operation when London Control asked if they 
could investigate an unidentified flying object that was being picked up on radar. 
Other traffic was cleared and the tanker was requested to proceed toward the Ox
ford, Stonehenge area. The object was picked up on the aircraft's radar at the one 
o'clock position and appeared to be hovering. As the aircraft dropped to 1,000 and 
closed to within a mile, Filer was able to see the UFO. It was circular and bright. 
He saw its lights as it shot straight up like a rocket, moving at over 1,000 miles an 
hour. London Control radioed that no rockets were being launched from that part 
of England. The incident was not reported, partly because of the sigma associated 
with such reports in those days but also because Filer believed that what he saw 
was man-made." (xx.) 

(xx.) Compagna, Palmiro. The UFO Files. St. Oddart Publishing Co., Limited: 
Toronto, Canada. pp.124-125. 

1962 Hampton, Virginia. (about 4:00p.m.) 

Aerodynamic design expert views "mystery dirigible." 

" ... an outstanding sighting of a daylight dirigible-like craft by a highly quali
fied technical witness. Mr. Paul Hill, the witness, is an APRO Field Investigator, 
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and was at the time an employee of the Langley Research Center, NASA, at Hamp
ton, Virginia. When Mr. Hill retired in 1970 he was Associate Chief of the Applied 
Materials and Physics Division of the Laboratory. He had been responsible for the 
aerodynamic design for the highly successful P47 Thunderbolt fighter airplane of 
World War II, and had been called on to help with the aerodynamic design of the 
nuclear powered super sonic airplane for the AEC. Certainly he was in a position 
to be intimately familiar with the latest in aircraft design. Here, in his own narrative, 
is the story ofhis sighting over Hampton Roads in 1962. 

" 'The object was sighted during a stormy afternoon in Hampto~ Virginia, in 
1962. The time was about 4 p.m. and the storm was clearing. A heavy cloud layer 
with a bottom at about 3,000 to 4,000 feet altitude lay over the lower end of Chesa
peake Bay and over Hampton Roads, which is the body of water where the famous 
battle between the Merrimack and the Monitor took place dwing the Civil War. The 
rain had stopped, and the air beneath the cloud cover was clean and clear. The writer 
was heading west on Chesapeake Ave. which is on the north shore of Hampton 
Roads, and was near the intersection with La Salle Ave. Although a front seat pas
senger in an old Dodge sedan, he had a practically unobstructed view of the southern 
Bay and entire Roads area which he was scanning to inspect the cloud formation. 

"'Looking back over the southern end of Chesapeake Bay the author was sur
prised to see a fat aluminum or metallic-colored "fuselage" nearly the size of a small 
freighter, but shaped more like a dirigible, approaching from the rear. It was at an 
altitude of about 1,000 feet and following a path about parallel to the ship channel 
and parallel to Chesapeake Ave. It was moving slowly, possibly 100 mph or a little 
more. When it was first seen it was a couple of miles back over the Bay in a front-to 
quartering view by which one could tell it was round in cross section The author 
kept staring at this unusual object as it approached. It took about a minute to reach 
Fort Wool which marks the beginning of the Roads. Its shape was clearly visible in 
good lighting, with its bright surface contrasting with the darker cloud cover, and 
there was ample time to study it in changing perspective. 

"'Puzzled, the writer asked the driver to look for a wing or other appendages 
to this strange vehicle. It looked like a big, pointed-nose dirigible, but had not even 
a tail surface as an appendage. The puzzling thing was that the big dirigibles had dis
appeared from the scene many years before; in fuct the big dirigible hanger at Lang
ley Field had even been tom down .. Had this been the Blimp, I could have read 
GOODYEAR, but it was much longer. The driver didn't take time to look, as there 
was some traffic. 

" 'Soon after passing the Fort Wool, Fort Monroe area and when it was about 
opposite La Salle Ave., it began to accelerate very rapidly and at the same time to 
emit a straw-yellow, or pale flame-colored wake or plume, short at first but it grew 
in length as the speed increased until it was nearly as long as the object. Also when 
it started to accelerate it changed from a level path to an upward slanting path mak
ing an angle of about 5 degrees with the horizontal. It passed us going at an astound
ing speed. It disappeared into the cloud layer opposite the Newport News coal-load
ing docks in what I estimate to be four seconds after the time it began to accelerate. 
The accelerating distance was measured by the car odometer to be S miles. 

"'If the acceleration were uniform, to cover 5 miles in 4 seconds with a 100 
mph start means an acceleration of 100 times earth gravity and a speed at disappear-
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ance into the cloud layer of 8900 mph. But just as astounding as the performance 
figures may be, was the silent opemtion. Not a sound was heard. This was surely 
a sophisticated performance, to make the understatement ofthe year." (x:x.) 

(xx.) APRO Bulletin. June 1977. Vol. 25, No. 12. pp. 6-7. 

1962. Padang, Indonesia. (evening) 

Flying torpedo? 

A letter to Dr. Hynek stated: 

" ... in 1962 in Padang, Sumatra's West Coast, around 20 people, mostly Army 
officers and their wives, were attending a garden party in the evening, when all of 
them saw a UFO flying low and silently from north to south. It looked like a tor
pedo or bomb, without fins, with a fuzzy nose-tip and flaming tail. A circular row 
of portholes located laterally was observed. Its size was about as big as an aircraft." 
(XX.) 

(xx.) Letter: To: Dr. J. Allen Hynek. From: J. Salatun, Air Vice Marshal, Indonesian 
Air Force. Date: 24 February 77. Copy in author's files. 

"Probably" 1962. Dublin, Ireland. (about 6:28a.m.) 

Big as a bus. 

An APRO report states: 

"Mr. Austin Byrne of Dublin reported the following sighting which he personal
ly investigated. 

"Mr. Patrick Stafford, A C.I.F. bus driver of Dublin was just getting up into 
the cab of his bus when he noticed a bright object coming from the northeast. 

"'It approached at about 300 mph-about the speed of a Viscount [aircraft] and 
was at approximately 500 feet altitude. It was like an aeroplane with its engines 
stopped.' 

''The object was immediately unusual to him since it gave off no sound. He 
thought it was going to crash but what struck him was that it was not dropping but 
[was] in horizontal flight. 

"On describing the object itself, Mr. Stafford said, 'It was like the big spinning 
tops you sometimes see children playing with and it had portholes around the outside 
of it. It was not spiruring. Because if it were, you would see only a blur of light 
around the thing, not just light coming out through each individual porthole.' 

"The light he said was coming from inside of the thing through the portholes was 
described as being 'a fierce white (or) somewhat bluish' light. He said it gave him 
the impression that the light was centered inside the thing and 'you could see it com
ing :from the center through the portholes,' emphasizing it was a 'fierce' light. 

"He said the object was as big as a bus ... He emphasized the size and detail he 
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could see by pointing out the size of a Viscount aeroplane would be at a height of 
500 feet. 

"He described a curious sort of light-a 'misty light'-he saw come from the 
thing for about a hundred yards. It was 'slightly tapered.' It then went back into 
the thing and the object suddenly vanished. 'It just wasn't there anymore.' 

"All this took place in about ten seconds at about 6:28 a.m .... 
''Stafford said, 'it was a wonderful thing to see and I would love see it again.' 

One of the bus cleaners at the bus depot observed the object also, as well as a con
ductor, Mr. Kevin Lynch. Lynch was near the same spot where Stafford made his 
observation, and could only add that the object's flight path was from northeast to 
southwest." (xx.) 

(xx.) APRO Bulletin. January 1963. p.2. 

3 January. Woonsocket, Rhode Island. (9:15a.m.-?) 

Three maneuvering discs. 

According to our source: 

"Joseph Ferriere [Vice~ President] of the Fairmount Dye Works, Willis Harnois, 
and Rene Fauthier reported watching three circular silver~olored discs maneuvering 
from 5 to 7 minutes. The objects, they said, moved northeast in formation at tremen
dous speed. The phenomena were shiny and flat and brilliantly luminous; they hover
ed from 9:15a.m. for a period of time before disappearing into the distance. Visibility 
at the time was perfect." ( xx.) 

(xx.) Beckley, Timothy. "UFOs 1962." Inside the Saucers 1962. Interplanetary 
News Service: New Brunswick, New Jersey, First printing July 1963. p.9. 

3 January. Columbus, Ohio. (6:30p.m.- 9:00p.m.) 

Residents panic? 

Something in the night sky: 

''It was a clear evening, when suddenly there was a spectacular burst of bluish
green light in the northwest skies. It caused the area residents to flood switchboards 
at police and radio stations, and even WBNS-TV received calls. The calls began 
coming in at 6:30p.m. and continued after 9. There were reports that the UFO had 
landed in Columbus, but this went unconfirmed. It was also sighted over Dayton. 
Lima, Cincinnati, and Fort Wayne, Indiana. Jets were. scrambled from Dayton Air 
Force Base to investigate the UFO. A Cincinnati woman said she saw it come close 
to the ground and then rise again. A North High School sophomore in Columbus 
stated that he was watching through a 150-power telescope and was able to see a 
cabin with red and white flashing lights coming from within. He also said he could 
see windows in the saucer. Robert Miller, then Director of the UFORC in Newark, 
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got the following statement from Philip Bougher, the observer: 'I first saw the UFO 
about 9:15p.m. when it was pointed out to me by my mother. I immediately went 
for my telescope. It is a 2.5 reflector. Being an amateur astronomer, it could tell at 
once that it was not a meteor. After some movement, it became stationary and chang
ed color. I focused in on it with a 6mm eyepiece giving a power of about 150X. As I 
brought the object into focus, the first thing I noticed was a row of windows. They 
were clear and unmistakable. Behind the windows were four lights; other than that I 
could not see any other details inside the windows. The object moved several times 
both horizontally and vertically. As a guess, I would say the object was approximate
ly 12 to% of a mile away from me. I lost sight of the object when I attempted to move 
my telescope to another window. At times I could see something like electrical im
pulses. They appeared to come just before the object above and vertically to the hull. 
The lights inside the windows were yellow and rather soft. They were not the source 
of the object's brilliance. I caught sight of what I think was a sort ofbluish light. As 
for the over-all shape of the UFO, it is hard to say since I did not see the entire object 
at one time. I would say it was either bell-shaped or cigar-shaped.' 

"The official Air Force statement was that the object was merely a meteor. Appar
ently the Air Force is in somewhat more knowledgeable about meteors than even astro
nomers, in that it claims they can land and take off again." (xx.) 

(xx.) Beckley, Timothy. "UFOs 1962." Inside the Saucers 1962. pp. 10-11. 

3 January. Rep. Horace R. Kornegay (D. N.C.) 

Congressional hearings. Still a chance? 

The Air Force did well to prepare for any attempt to revitalize any UFO hearings. On January 
3, 1962, Congressman Horace Kornegay wrote Keyhoe the following note: 

"I am returning to you Flying Saucers: Top Secret along with my expression of 
gratitude for your lending it to me, I found it very interesting. 

"I shall return to Washington on January 8 and look forward to conferring with Mr. 
Miller, Chairman of the Space Committee, and otherson that Committee in connection 
with the matter of holding hearings on unidentified flying objects in accordance with our 
earlier conversation here in Greensboro ... " (xx.) 

(xx.) Hall, Richard. Ed. The UFO Evidence. National Investigations Conunittee on 
Aerial Phenomena: Washington D.C., 1964. p.l76. 

4 January. Ukiah, California. (2:30p.m.) 

Two cigar-shaped objects. 

According to our source: 

"Mr. and Mrs. Beryl Rawles of Ukiah, California, said that on their way home 
about 2:30 p.m., they saw two cigar-shaped objects flying over their car in a south-
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easternly direction and then veering sharply to the south and disappearing over a ridge. 
The couple told interviewers that the machines were about 30 feet long, 13 feet in di
ameter, tapering in to about 6 feet at either end. They also said that the objects passed 
within 50 feet ofthe car. The odd thing, Mr. Rawles said, was that no sound came from 
the UFOs, nor was there any sign of a vapor trail. Rawles said they were white with 
red trim and flew very low just above the trees. They seemed to be under perfect con
trol at all times.' (xx.) 

(x:x.) Beckley, Timothy. "UFOs 1962." Inside the Saucers 1962. p.IO. 

10 January. Between Catamaren and Tucuman, Argentina. (about 3:00a.m.) 

Strange machine. 

According to a newspaper account forwarded to the American UFO publication Saucer News 
by its correspondent in Argentina, a Henning Von Hippel: 

"A truck driver named Jose A. Fillipin made the following statement to El Mundo: 
'I was driving back to Catamaren last night from the town of Tucuman, accompanied 
by two companions, when we suddenly saw two powerful lights overhead. They were 
following our vehicle. When we stopped to investigate, the lights disappeared with sur
prising speed. Another sighting was made further along the highway, at Amadores. 
This time we noticed that a strange machine was standing stationary near a hillside about 
a hundred yards from the road, next to the shore of the Palin River. The light on top of 
the machine made it possible for us to make out the form of a dome, similar to the upper 
half of a bus. This object moved away rapidly when we tried to shine the truck's head
lights on it. When we got closer, we saw that there were two identical machines rather 
then one, and they were moving slowly back and forth in a zigzag motion.' 

"When Fillipin reached Catamaren, he went to the police with his story. A group of 
policemen accompanied him-still the same night-to the area where the sightings had 
occurred. Says El Mundo, 'As if to confrrm that Fillipin had not suffered any hallucina
tion, one of the objects graciously reappeared when the policemen arrived on the scene. 
The machine descended slowly and made a landing or a near landing at a considerable 
distance from them. A search of the area by the police did not have any positive results, 
but the lighted object was clearly seen by everyone. 

'The truth of this story was attested to by Inspector General Pedro Tolasa, who is 
Chief oflnvestigations of the province. He stated that, while asleep at his home, here
cieved a phone call from headquarters at 3 a.m. He thereupon sent out the above-men
tioned policemen to investigate Fillipin's story-{)nly out of duty, and in spite of the fact 
that he never has believed in sensational occurrences such as flying saucer sightings. But, 
upon hearing later of the sighting made by his own men, he decided to go personally the 
next night to investigate the area himself, in order to be able to give a full report on the 
strange episode (We [Saucer News] do not have the follow-up story on what, if anything, the 
Inspector General found on his own inspection trip)." (xx.) 

(xx.) Buenos Aires, Argentina EL Mundo. 10 January 62. Saucer News. March 1962. 
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15 January. (no town mentioned) Jamaica. (about 6:15am.) 

Stopped, "split up." 

A letter to the editor reported: 

"This morning, January 15, I was in bed at about 6:15 when I heard my brother ex
claim that he saw a bright object which he believed to be a satellite. I ran out and saw a 
bright object-much larger than a star~om.ing up above the northwestern horizon. It 
moved very rapidly but suddenly stopped at about 45 degrees in the sky. 

"There we saw an amazing thing-the bright object split up into a number of finer 
pieces--which moved around. What is more the number varied at times from three to 
five. They also became brighter, then dimmer at intervals. This spectacle lasted for 
about 10 minutes during which time the entire object moved to a northerly position. 
Then the units moved further apart but remained side by side until three of them rejoined. 
[?]. They then passed gradually north to disappear over the horizon as the day brighten
ed. In all we viewed the spectacle for about 20 minutes." (xx.) 

(xx.) (no town given) The Daily Gleaher. Flying Saucer Review. July-August 1962. p.? 

The resurrection ofDr. Donald Menzel. 

Menzel, Harvard University's firmly rooted UFO skeptic, made something of a comeback dur
ing this period. We can say that, because not much had been heard from the professor for some 
time. 

A renowned expert in optics and radio propagation, Menzel claimed that many unexplained 
UFO sightings were due to distorted interpretations of natural phenomena. He had enjoyed 
considerable notoriety during the Ruppelt BLUE BOOK era, frequently appearing as a panel 
member in UFO debates, but when even the Air Force expressed doubts his theories were 
sufficient to do away with the tough cases, his public profile greatly diminished. His relations 
with ATIC had not always been the best either. He was critical, for example, ofhow Ruppelt 
managed BLUE BOOK. 

To make sense of Menzel's resurrection, one might credit a change in personnel at BLUE 
BOOK, or perhaps a plan by "powers-that-be" to enlist Menzel in an "anti-Congressional hearing 
offensive." A combination of both scenarios is another possibility. In any case, some friendly 

. correspondence between Menzel and A TIC began to appear in BLUE BOOK records. Menzel 
expressed satisfaction with the recent more "scientific approach" by BLUE BOOK. That view is 
debatable since one notes that many UFO sightings were JWW being explained as "atmospheric 
phenomena" that didn't deserve it. The August 1960 Red Bluff case was a prime example. 

When NICAP's Richard Hall and Dr. Charles Maney book, The Challenge of Unidentified Fly
ing Objects, was published in the latter part of 1961, Menzel took the opportunity to discuss the 
volume's arguments. Dr. Maney was a member ofthe physics department at Defiance College, 
Defiance, Ohio, and Menzel expressed amazement a scientists would help author a pro-UFO 
book. Conspiracy theorists might also content that a book by a scientist might offset any plan
ned UFO debunking campaign. 
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Menzel and Maney began to exchange letters. Dr. Maney hoped to get Menzel involved in a 
discussion of a good UFO case, one with a wealth of detail and where the witnesses were profes
sionals. Menzel fell into the "trap." T~e Harvard professor tried to offer a prosaic solution to the 
1952 Nash/Fortenberry case. Capt. Nash himself answered Menzel. (See letter on pages 1 0-15) 

16 January. Vandalia, Ohio. (7:45a.m.) 

An .. airplane" without wings? 

A BLUE BOOK file card states: 

"Witness opened curtains to a window and saw a trail being generated by some ob
ject which was descended in an arc. Trail was bright orange at the top, changed as the 
object came down to pink, yellow, white, then gray. When object leveled off it gen
erated a gray trail for a while then separated from the trail. Object was described as 
like a transport without wings and about the size of a DC-6 at 1 to I ~ miles, but with
out wings. Moved at approximate speed of a landing transport." (xx.) 

(xx.) Air Force BLUE BOOK files. 16 January 62. 

20 January. Waburn, Massachustts. (5:00a.m. -12:30?) 

Orange cigar. 

A brief report states: .. January 20th brought sightings of a hovering orange-colored cigar
shaped object over Waburn, Massachusetts, at 5:00am. Jets chase it over Boston at 12:30 p.m." 
(xx.) 

(xx.) Beckley, Timothy ... UFOs 1962." Inside the Saucers 1962. p.ll. 

22-25 January. Villa Dique Los Molinos, Argentina. (9:00p.m.- midnight) 

UFOs "relax" in the mountains. Do UFOs take vacations? 

According to our source: 

.. A 'squadron' of 15 UFOs, flying above the vicinity ofthe Dyke, were seen by many 
local inhabitants. Some of the objects 1anded on the banks of the lake, while others even 
moved around on the surface of the water, at no more than 200 meters distance from the 
eye-witnesses. The diameters of the objects varied between five and ten meters." (xx.) 

(xx.) Cordoba, Argentina. Cordoba. 29 January 62. Manual de Informaciones. Vol. 4, 
Fol. 2/3, 1962. p.22. (Published by the Information Service ofthe Argentine 
Army) Flying Saucer Review. Supplement #12. December 1972. p.9 
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I 
_ponBl d ~. ~enzel: 

w_~,LJl ·'f .. !-, .t~~'f:l·o· tar, . 
·. · Harvard College Observatory, 

Cambridge 38, ;,tass. 

Lee.r ;:;r. ;,:enzel: 

Dr. Maney has been kind enough to keep me e.dvised concern
ing his debate with you on the subject of UFO's• which~ for the sake 
of ser;:antics, let us identify i mmedi.':l tely. UFO me ans to me exactly 
what it says; anE obj t; ct in the air which \':e have not identified. 

Almost anything resawes itself into categories. To me, UFC' . 
resOlve themselves into at least two major categories: those 'Ah:tch 
could, by their observed behavior,be or E.arthly origin, and those 
which obviously could not be from this planet. In other words• Dr. 
Menzel, I subscribe to the inter:planetary theory, as the only explan
ation for many human experiences with the UFO's. 

This is not a direct result of my own experience, but is e 
result or whe.t I am sure has been a f'lr more detailed study of the 
evidence than you have made. This becallle obvious when I read your 
writings on the subject. You speak of "scientific studies". such 
studies reQuire a deeper look into the subject than you have taken. 
You s:peak of "prejudiced approach". · I believe your B:;?proaoh was ex
tremely prejudiced. You gave :practically no scientific attention 
to the possibilities or an opposite theory. You chose the evidence 
that fit your theories, and did .• indeed ignore exam:ples which did 
not benefit your ideas. at least NICAP is objective. Dr. Uenzel, I 
cannot truly believe that a scientist in your position actually 
believes what he says when he writes as you do on this subject. It 
has been my opinion for some time, in fact. since reading your first 

'writings, that you are cooperating with Air Force public relations 
or some other such department. All of our astronomical observations 
are filtered through Harvard. You would therefore have a close assoc
iation with top-level Air Force. I do not wish to believe that a man 
in your position could be as unscientific as your vrr1tings on this 
subject demonstratey.!.. I ~ould feel even less sec.ure then I do now. 

Because or the above, and because I think you are writing 
"tongue 1o the cheek" about UFO' s, I !'eel that I aln wasting my time 
in writing to you, but since a copy is going to Dr. Maney, I decided 
to do so. writing takes more of my time than I care to spare, since 
in addition to !'lying, ! am president of a community civic group. 
en officer on a county group ~hich I originated, a voluntary flying 
police officer, an officer in the Air Line Pilots Association and 
a widov:er raising three children. I once ~as scheduled to appeer 
opposite you on a TV program- opposite you end ~illy Ley. You did 
not appear and Jonothen Leonard took your place. captain Joe Hull 
of Capitol Airlines tried to get you to appear opposite him on a 
TV or radio show. You would not do so. I suppose it is more difficult 
to push your theories when you are race to face w1 th a :pilot op:posite 
an audience. I really don•t ,~£~~ you. 

c. .J;.\CYr"- ~"'~ "·--=~\,,..,._: ~v-.cJ-n:..-:·\ : '~\ 

·~~ 

.. ; 
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:ii;#,~~?~~;!<.i !1i.JN·ow, in generel, abo~.~;s,Pur obvious opinion of airline 
· ts . ...;' you assume tpa~ pilots us·e th~ir imaginations aloft, and 

·: ·. ' lly 'ooled by th1ngs they see • You thus display a gross · are ees L • • 

ignorence of the character1st1cs. of a p~lot who eventuE'.lly be comes 
· an airline: .l?il o t. :·.~ t1 ny fell by t; :·,e v:ays1de enr cute . True , a pilot 
does not have t o be a genius, but s cheduled a i r line pilot s ar e 
above overage intelligence if I. O .• checks Giean anything. riowever, 
intelligence is .:not the total factor. One o.r the 1nos t important 
!'actors can te expressed "in a little ditty 'A'e keep in mind: ''In 
God we trust--everyone else. we. check". 

Y~u readily ascribe "assumptions" t o us. Do you know what 
we think of that word in an airplane? r:e call it a killer. \~·e divide 
that word up this v·ey''A.ss - u - me" --To assume makes e..n ass out of 
"u" and me. The way we get a 5 million dollar aircraft with 150 people 
from one place to another is not, sir, by assumptions or guesses. r.e 
know. end we make ~~ sure we know. Our mistakes are e hell of slot 
'iii'O're spectacular then a doctors. We cannot make excuses to ourselvel;l 
or anyobe else. \\e check and double check. V:e ,pre build emrgencie s end 
solve them-- regarding l:l{t~l{¥ ~·ee.ther ahM.d. Th!'M to five s.lternnt~ 

. ... plana are ready. v;e spend 85 to 120 hours per month in the sky, e.nd 
can consider ourselves ~X~MX theretore among the most experienced 
observers of things we see from those cockpits. Do you really believe, 
Dr Menzel, that we have not seen thousands of reflections? Do you 
therefore maintain the t we ce.nnot identify one wh€m we see it? Do 
you think we have not seen thousands of meteorites? I have watched them 
all night long. Do you think we cannot identify a reflection on a 
conventional aircraft, that we have not seen the "northern lights"? 
actually !fe are bester able to do these things than you or any other 
astronomer is--only because of our years of experience. Even so, we do 
not Assume that an object is a definite thing withput checking and 
double-checking. I believethat we must re-check more than persons in 
any other occupation in ti1e v;orld - except other occupation s .-herein 
lives depend on checking - not just theories. 'ri"e get in the hebit, 
sir- an~ we apply it also to such things as UFO's. Only after such 
checking and consideratbn of the facts would l'le go so far as to lllake 
a public announcement o~ military report. I have heard p~rsonally rrom 
many pilots, ex:periences they would not report because they could not 
be reasonably certain the object was not earth-made. I have personally 
seen other UFO · ·s , not ell from en airplane- but all I will or can say 
about them is :- 1~ey were in the sky and I could not identify them. 
The formation of objects ~1lliam Fortenberry and I spotted that night 
~e, in my opinion, not from this planet. 

\111;'\ 5 ·; , 

Now, to be specific. You ste.ted that the TBUE erticle con
tains an abundance of detail not reprted to ATIC. That is an un
scientific statement, end also an untrue one. You could not possibly 
know what was revorted to ATIC. All you could know is what they wrote 
down--or what they :placed in a reprt after possibly deleting much 
detail. Ee advised of this. at ? AU the morning after the sighting 
we were telephoned by the Air Faroe and comf lied with their request 
to come to B.O.Q.. at the Airport for ~uestioning. There were five men, 
~y~~-~~,~~orm. The others showed us I.n.,card and badge, of 
~c;\¥~- ~~tTgators, USAF· In se,pars.te rooms, we l.-ere quest't1oned 
~,oJ&~.O,~~ ·q~~,JS.nd 45 minutes- then about e helf hour together. v:e made 
~.ketChes . paiJer and drew the track or the objects on cha::r'tB,i-ff<OJrcothem. 
'l'~ tracks matched, they noted. The account matched. '!'l'ie116ilt5f'ke"'drct:r~z· v· 
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· · · · ~ to be e. 7, .pa-ge - q&E¥$'tloneire - legal size j)Sper. There 
apueare... · di 11 · · 

8 
··. ~rson present in the corner re cor ne; ~ . conversr; tl.on u.oon 
n~t rpe ilictCi':ine. Qur interroc; r: tor~ t er? OD~~ously ·well-tra:lned 
ter~ogation . If ~ e a~kE tl s quest1on tn~{ d l un: t v~nt to unswer~ 
set up a patter omong t UemselveB, ste e r 1ng sklllfully ull 

it, then asked their next questio.-, • If you think t he !;e treined 
tors dlid not s~ueeze e·;ery lflSt t it of informatio.n from us, 

haven • t the · respect we l e arned f or their skill. 

. 'fl').e:y were a.lso \';ell r,r0pa rcd. 1 iH.y l"1::>d a comple t ~:·. \~·e2. tlwr 
te:Port of the erea, and it coincided with our visual obs c,r'V~l tions, 
e.nd the re:port v:e twd v;i th our flight p l nn. This v;Hs 3/8 'cirrus 
clouds about 20,000 fet:t. There wes no inve rsion. It 'l'i<.!S a sharply 
·clear night, probably unstable eir. Visibility was unusually good. 

The invJstigators also advised us the.t they already hP.d 
seven other reports from persons who had witnessed ~bjects suvh as 
we ·described. These reprts were all within 30 minutes or ours, and 
wer~ from the s~me area. One ~es from e. LT. Commender and his wife, 
·who were driving back to his base or ship in an open convertable. 
They described a ~ormation of red discs travelling at high sp~ed . 
and making immediate direction changes without turn radius. 

These other reports alone ~ere enough to convince the in
vestigators tnat we had not seen "reflections". 

It is true that o~ly one or us observed the complete 
maneuver when the objects changed direction. This \las Mr. Fortenberry, 
the copilot, on whose side the craft departed (They ap:;?roached 
from 30 degrees to the right of straight ahead) I had flipped my belt 
off end moved out of my seat when I saw that they were e:pperently 
going to go under us. In doing so, I arrived at the copilots side 
window in time to see them flip back from on edge to flat. T:e reported 
thi.e to the ATIC. I did not see what they wrote down. I do not see 
any discrep&ncy regarding this in the TRUE story, and by using the 
word disorepency you are again 1mflying that airline pilots are not 
responsible :people. Tell me sir- do you ride the airlines? If I held 
your opinion of us, I'd welk. 

If there is a disore:penoy in the sp~ed of the objects, it 
is again because .ATIC abbreviated the report we gave the.:n.. The re• 
:port you quote "estimated et well over 1000 mph" is not from our 
oral re:port. It is from our inl tiel message from the airplane which 
we sent to a C.A.A. st<J.tion at Norfolk ' · va., which message v;e sent 
(and asked that it be forwarded to Norfolk Navy Base) in the event 
that there had been e;round or radar &ightinga, end the Navy might 
find our additional quick report of some value. It appGars to me that 
ATIC hes not made a clear, well organized report of 'ur experience. 
~e had not yet made our computations on the sp~ed of the obJects when 
we sent that message, and' we knew that "in excess of 1000 m:ph"wa.s 
effective enough if the Navy was at all interested. The sendin.g of 
this message is recorded in the TRUE article. 

-~ llhl..i.'i>C.Cl\1\ !..\V.£,\#,l..'\l·'f . 

r.~ t' fffri"'f/l).~ther, regar<Hng the speed or the objects, you make an
%t~~f"~EI'9t~'ti:f1c statement•beca.use you do not really kno-n;,~., ~o':,r 
~&.'$ "Ther~liB.S clearly no lt'ey of knowing the size and n~A~~~~o -!],~~, 
henoe. the estimate or speed is meaningless". we did not state r~;i 
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. • • - -o., • • \.~·.:..c.~·~ _{::·.'",~~~":' ~="':$'\ \.;O~S...\?.: 

·exaot . . size, ·n.or tb~;:"~Xact distence, nor the exeqt s:pBed, 
~sde cal. cal tioos be sed on experience and ability to ob s el!'lliil'e 

. you seem to discount - unless the obse:ver is an astronomer, 
-( -h· ·· ·ga· ze ·is focused millions of m_ iles or l~gh t ye ars away, or upon 

Yi OS ' h . F i camc re.s grnphs or cha rt sJ . T e } __ lr ·orce ;c:es part culerly inte r e s ted 
in our e~perience for t lle VG ry r6e. S 0!1 t ha t v:e h a d a gooC. o)p ortun l ty 
to a_pproxiDlate the spe e d and s i ze of the objects .'fhe y would not have 
bothered to question us if they had had no confidence in our ability 
to observe and compute. 

--1 Rega rding s i ze ; we both bed flown many thousands of hours 
at either 8000 or 7000 :rt,-becu.use t hese altitudes were high enough 
to be ebove most tu:;:-bulence, but not so higll s.s to starve us for oxy
gen. Hence, a sort of"instinct-judc;;ement" about the haght of: objects 
gradually developed. If: a:fte r 10,000 hours o:f fl y ing a.t the s ame alt
itued a pilot cannot judge if something (Even en unfamiliar som~thing ) 
i:s half- way between his plane and the ground, and split that in half 
again, he'd best quit. our judgement, after seeing these tpj.ngs travel 
nearly a hundred miles, and observing them both from a distance and 
almost directly beneath us, was that they \~ere holding 2000 feet for 
most of the observed time. To approximate tha size, therefore, we com
pared them with the wingspread or a DGI3 ( 9:5ft) Wld the w1ng13:preadof 
a 6C4(ll?kft.), and the objects' diameter wes about what these wing• 
spreads w:t.ould look llke at 2000 feet, or somewhe1·e around a 100 foot 
diameter, after perspective diminishment, y 

Regarding speed• we tried again to be very conservative iD 
our computations. The objects first appeared about 10 miles beyond New 
port News and cumberland. They travelled to -within about a half mile of 
our cre.ft(longitudioal Truvel),changed direction , and then crossed the 
western suburban ed,:;e of the town areas, seemed to travel out over a 
dark area at least 10 miles beyon« the lights • then angled up about 45 

degrees (It must have not been straight upbecause they were still ob• 
served behind each other) and travelled much more dis-tance before they 
were lost to view. To be conservative, we drew a . linethrough the lighted 
area, and . measured the distance from our aircraft (and we knew our exact 
position both visually and by VAR navigation using an ILS needle) to 
the line through tbe lighted e.rea. The distacot.. was 2q miles. v:e had seen 
them cross this line twice, so we knew they had travelled at least 50 
mile~:-we-dlscouoted all of the distance they travelled coming toward us 
before crossing the line, and leaving us after crossing ":;.he line again. 
To get a time, we were egain conservative. We , seven times, separately, 
using our-oin panel stopwatch clocks, pushed the button, mentally went 
through the time-even to saying to oursetes again "Whet the hell's thatJ" 
Each time we came up amazingly close to 12 seconds. To be conservative 
we increased tbe figure to 15 seconds , and used that in our computa
tions. 56 miles in 15 secondS equals 12,000 miles per hour. Again you 
assumed (bad word for us all!) that we Just guessed cround a bit and 
came up with a figurebased on no thought or experience. 

Dr. Menzel, regflrdless of your :figuees, the western horizon 
was not quite bright, and regarding your "reflection theory"', in the 
firs\v,P~!=\--0~ , t~e no:ti were between us and the ~eet. In the second place, . ~ to~'l.'d ))~~- e\Al:i'!\d, to damned :persistent and consistent and impossible 
rs,i'i __ ~ :t_ ftf~n- . have m&nifested themselves in ~ coolc_pi t ., windows in 
e:iB.g:t :f"hl s me way.\i'e first observed them through the trcfti"t!" ~l1-d'6i., 
'f..iJ'f. t4ey a roached and as I moved across the cookpi to er~'1t~~rmf0~~1fft 
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li?~~~i¥,~1~l~E~< · o. · 4~:t4t; 
fi'?'tbe obJects .and saw themct·h~Jlgh~•th'el.:'<fU:rved corner 'ldndo"' of the 

.,' wi~dsbield, ,.arid we both finish~.Q:'~our observe. t~ons looking through the 
, ,;-;··right ' side window. That is why there is ~o endence (as ycu complain 

-' . ·about to Dr· :aaney) that the pilots cons~dered that what they sew 
/ wes 8 reflection; and you state that 'J:E': vere t0o excited by whnt we 

saw t o make the most elesenta ry scientific tests. Agnin. ~Detar, 
pilots .do not excite easily or they v•ould not be airline ,9ilots"--

., . . :pl£$ese .., a lttle respect for us?v;e do think too, you .know. I am a 
A:~;.;:·;c,:;;;::~ .universi ty Bachelor of science graduate. and scien~e has been s. hobby 
, . .. , ., .. ·, with ine. Most of our pilots are University graduates. Bill Forten-
. berry' was with the U .::.. Navy Air eX}Jerimental wing for two years, and 

.. wa.s aware of more of the U.s. air developments :tmctii tbtln the average 
· . , pilot or citlzen.I was also a Navy pilot. 

Ycu mock that impressions can be received in 12 seconds. 
Again I must say that you dlt:.pley an absence of knowledge of flying 
in general. Both Bill Fortenberry and I 1 while in the ;:~avy, we-:-e 
specifically trained in "identlfice.tion" , as were all mill tery 
pilots. we memorized the contours of every ship in the German and 
.Tapenese Navies, even to learning the names of eveyy ship in the Germfin 

· Navy. i\'e did this also with all enemy aircraft. Needless to say 'fie had 
to learn ell of our own air end see. craft too. we had to draw outline 
sketches or any of them in tests. These, onee learned, were flashed 
upon a screen first at a lOth of a secondr e.nd later at lk'lOO of a 
second. In that length of time, we had to tell the instructor the 
type,nation end number of craft we had seen. It we.s enticipe.t'9d that 
there would be occasions in which we'd only get a glimpse of the . 
enemy through a hole in the clouds' etc. You say "Count it off" about 
our 12 seconds. You count lt off---and then compare it with 11100 th. 
we had all of thBtime ln t.he t'orld to make our observe tions 1-

And sir, I must again accuse you ot a poor opinio.n of Air
line pilots when you say in your letter to Dr. Maney.";.it is easy 
to remember things later the t perhaps never occurred"! · ·Thanks a lot. 

You elsa say "Unfortunately, the most sxperienced man in the 
crew , the Captain, ll!aS not available." '!hough I was not in command 
or this flight, and was acting as a First Officer, I have been a Pen 
Atnerican Captain sinoe 1946. You infer here that copilots, due to 
less . exper 1ence would not be as good an observer. There is no copilot 
who earns his plece on a scheduled airline who could not have znade 
the srune observations; perhaps better, with younger eyes. I fail to see 
that the TRUE article indictt~s eny hysteria. as you say. If I don•t 
become hysterical in the air-and you'd better damned we:l hope we don't 
if you fly with us, Jle certainlr wont get h:rstericel during the rather 
tedious job of molting e.n article--and I did write it. and many others, 
most not on :Flying .saucers- e.fter I found that I oould write and sell .• 
I have even written on your subject- an article on comets, published 
in Science Digest • 

You say that you are"trying to collect additional information 
that may lead to. other interpretations." (re: our sighting) You see, 
you are a bit prejudiced, but now you have some otrer bnformation. I'll 
~~'!:l"&&:t"E!'Bite« ..... iJl'<I"What you do w1 th it. 

·t' ltfff4·. 
,~l #~i"' ~Ji~re frustrating to deal 11'1 th. because you e.recal?r.9~~ "~)d.1ng 

--t:d('credit._observers other the.n scientists Tlith any sei\E?I?o""l-l¥i®-,··iQ~~· 
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our report that v:e ~ saw ~J~cts Y>hen you say "O:ptical 
illusion produced more by tre apparent motion of the observer 
than of the object~ as the observer stood u::;> to track the objects" 

You say · t he ch .icf e v 1o.c-:- n c{; on your s i de for ~~1 r e fl e c t i on the
or:, is our f a ilure to !IItcke tests r~or!;;~os sihle refleo1;ions from. th e ~;ester 
sky"., You can see that seeing the obects through three radicelly 
differently pcisi tioned windows precluded in our u:inds the nece ssity 
for ·such testE'. In addition, ~e "'ere there • and we know damned well 
that· the brillie.nt objects we saw v1ere none of ~·our reflections. The 
ground observations he lp to di scoura~e that theory t oo. :~ t:.~:.:l included 
these ground observations in the origina l TF.UE article. They deleted 
the sentence because they had no time to verify with ATIC before pub
lication. Tha t's how "hyste:rica~ THUL is. ':'hey check ' facts very closely. 

You say that "The detail-is somewhat heavy for a sighttng so 
short" • How long would it tak'=l you to write down the details of e. com
plicated multicar collsion which you witnessed in 12 seconds? It takes 
longer to retell than to see ••• just like this sighting. 

It we.e n~Jt mtwy days e,fter our sie!jhtins · that a radio engineer 
saw e. similar number of similar objects over r;ash. DC, end sht>rtly after 
that all radar sets in t'ashington had tnem for over 5 hours, and later • 
another night, Z-/! hours. Jets called in saw them. The radar ot one jet 
locked on one .• A.irli!me pilo-cs were vectored near them and saw them. I 
guess we're all crazy except the _ scientists, because we ma.lce decuctions 
from .our experience end knowledge instead of test tubes. 

I did - ~ee that in one 'report f:rom the .Air Foroe, your book 
was credited with explaining only i of 1% of the sightings. 

After studying the avalanche of evidence at !lend, it is more 
of a stretch or the facts to "explain sway " the interplanetary theory 
than to give 1 t s orne credence. 

In an unknown subject such a.s this, I have found it reasonable 
to go on evidence alone, end separate it from my own opinions formed 
from that evidence. As craclqlot as some repo"t~ ere, to be objective and 
scientific in an unknown area, we must investigate them all. Then they 
fall into an order of credibility. The most objective observations and 
facts I keep at the front of my mental and physical file;, and the least 
go to the :rear, many falling offthe edge .back there. NICAP is the only 
group in addtion to AFRO, m~~ng a truly objective, fUll time, scientif
ic study of UFQ's, and thiR includes our government if the fact sheets 
mean anything. Personally I find them more sheet than fact. The air Force 
1n hiding its findings (They could print it and sell et cost thru our ' 
Dept of Public Documents)1s assuming a privilege which is not theirs. 
They have been. hired by the citizens to defend us a~o;inst enemies on 
I;arth. They ere playing God when th.;,y de cide what the "Litt~e peojlle" 
should know and what they should not know re~ardine UFO's. I hope the 
hearings will end all of this. You have e knowledge it seems, that most 
of us lack • that"l9o2 willgo and so will the year 2000 and 3000 wHhout 
vis.it.ations :from .s:pec_e people .. " I Blil again surp~J.JWA,.r.Jcjlnl»J~S 1ent1f1o 
statements- especially to Dr. :.eaney, himself a PhyiP\~1\0t c ~~ 
know? I'm a pilot, and I don't make, such statementsV :"'"' . ry Nt as 
1bmli ''!!®being e believer in the inter:planetary theory. ho,pe d not 
"D!D1~n~t¥Y8 to your science: Sincerely, · · · 
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29 January. Eastern Holland. (no time) 

Prepare to attack. 

According to our source: 

" ... a Royal Dutch Air Force pilot flying an F-86 Sabrejet sighted an unknown flying 
device over Eastern Holland. The jet's radar also picked up the object. When the pilot 
radioed his base he was informed that the UFO was being tracked by control-tower radar. 
Following instructions, he tried to make radio contact with the unknown machine. When 
His urgent warning to answer went unheeded he prepared to attack. The F-86 was equip
ped with four 20 nun. Cannon and a 'Sidewinder' rocket. Arming the rocket, the pilot 
tried to close in, but the UFO swiftly pulled away before he could fire. Within a few sec
onds, it disappeared." (xx.) 

(xx.) UFO Investigator. Vol. II, No.5. August-September 1962. p.2. 

31 January. Rep. W.M. Abbitt (D. Va) 

Hearings? 

Our source states: "I am very much in accord with your sentiments and am hopeful that we can 
get the [UFO] hearings started in the not too distant future ... " (xx.) 

(xx.) Hall, Richard, Ed. UFO Evidence. National Investigations Committee on Aerial 
Phenomena: Washington D.C., 1964. p.176. 

1 February. Rep. W. Pat Jennings (D. Va.) 

Hearings? 

Our source states: "The Air Force, it seems, is taking the whole subject seriously, which is 
important at the moment because of the need to maintain our Nation's defense in an ever-ready 
state. It would be helpful to hear more of the background on these objects, and I shall await the 
actions of the Space Subconunittee with interest ... " (xx.) 

(xx.) Hall, Richard, Ed. UFO Evidence. p.l76. 

1 February. Rep. Hugh J. Addonizio (D. N.J.) 

Hearings? 

Our source states: " ... concerning the subject ofUFOs ... It is a pleasure to cooperate in the 
matter. I have expressed my deep personal interest in early and open hearings to the Committee 
and I shall keep in touch with developments ... " (xx.) 

(xx.) Hall, Richard, Ed. UFO Evidence. p.176. 
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Early 1962. The Hills conduct a series of pilgrimages. 

According to author John Fuller: 

''It wasn't until after the holidays that the Hills were able to think about returning 
to the scene of the encounter. The inevitable Christmas bustle helped suspend their 
lingering doubts and questions, if only on a temporary basis. 

"Finally, in February of 1962, a series of pilgrimages began that were to continue 
for many months, in all seasons. At frrst they would go two or three times a month; 
later, they were to skip many weeks at a time. But always with the same questions to 
answer: What happened during the inexplicable blackout? Where did Barney spin the 
car off to a side road? And, if he did, what happened? 

"The idea of hypnosis was temporarily tabled. Neither Hohman, Jackson nor Major 
MacDonald could suggest a psychiatrist [Maybe they were afraid to], and Betty, es
pecially, hoped that the return trips to the area might spark a chain of memory that 
would suddenly bring back their recall. 

"Again, Barney was ambivalent about taking the trips. Betty could overcome Bar
ney's resistance by suggesting they look for a new and different restaurant on each trip, 
a particular weakness of his. They would often pack a lunch tOJ~Conomize on the trip up, 
so that they later could splurge at dinner. 

"Or they might leave Portsmouth at three in the afternoon on a Saturday, drive along 
Route 4 toward Concord, then swing northerly on the expressway, planning to reach 
Route 3 at dusk. They reasoned that after dark the area would be as it was the night of the 
encounter, the landscape more provoking to their senses if they were to discover the 
vaguely defined road that they half recalled from the limbo period of their amnesia." (xx.) 

(xx.) Fuller, John. The Interrupted Journey. A Dell Book: Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 
1966. p.69. 

C.W. Fitch and the Hills. 

Mr. C.W. Fitch of Cleveland, Ohio, who used to investigate UFOs for Leonard Stringfield's 
CRIFO group in the 1950s, and now was a member of Coral Lorenzen's APRO, had his memory 
jarred when news ofthe Hills encounter came to his attention. For Fitch, the Hill's story was not 
that improbable. He told Coral about an impressive multi-witnessed case that had taken place in 
May 1956 that might have a bearing on the reality of the Hills' claims. It had to do with the pos
sibility UFOs might be kidnapping people, 

The case in question, which Fitch personally investigated at the time, occurred on May 9, 1956. 
The location was Jacksonville, Florida. · 

This story concerns the adventure of Joan Frost and her girl friend Gertie. Joan was a serious, 
well behaved, honor student with no interest in the subject of flying saucers, yet, on the night of 
May 9, 1956, she was the central figure in an episode so strange she hesitated to contact the 
police even though she experienced a bad scare. Eventually she wrote a letter to her father (who 
was out of town) knowing that that he had complete confidence in her aversion to pranks or lies. 
The letter refers to some additional witnesses, one of which was her best friend, Gertie Wynn. 

Joan wrote that she and her friend Gertie had left a dance at 10: 15 p.m. and walked to a bus 
stop close by. It was a neighborhood of few houses and little traffic, in fact at 11:00 at the onset 

. of the UFO incident no cars or pedestrians were in sight. 
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At 11:00 p.m. Joan and Gertie noticed two 'star-light bodies' pass overhead at a high altitude. 
Pulsating with light and following one behind the other, the pair ofbrilliant dots streaked out of 
sight. A quarter of an hour later (the bus still hadn't arrived), according to Joan, the two UFOs: 

" ... came back and one went up into the other. It came over towards us and 
dropped lower and lower until it got just over us. It was round and red and had 
three lights on it. I started to run down the street and Gertie just stood there with 
her mouth wide open. The thing didn't make a sound, no engine or motor or 
anything. Just then the bus came and the object rose again. The door (on the bot~ 
tom) opened up and the other object came out. [The apparent fact that the second 
object was smaller was confirmed by Joan in a subsequent interview]. The two 
objects started moving slowly away. There were only a few people on the bus and 
they and the driver got out. We all watched the objects for about ten minutes. The 
bus driver said they couldn't be jet planes because being so low we surely would 
have heard the jet engines. We knew they weren't jets. Gertie and I shook all 
night long. We thought we were gonners for sure. Whatever they were they saw 
us standing there. After our experience, we bought two books on flying saucers 
and are going to study them." (xx.) 

(xx.) Orbit. Vol. III, No.4. 6 July 56. p.3. 

A co-worker of Joan's father, Richard Scocchera, learned of the letter and knew the girl wasn't 
the type of youngster to imagine things. Mr. Scocchera obtained the information and forwarded 
it to UFO researcher Leonard Stringfield. The CRIFO chief was impressed with the story and 
contacted the school girl for more details. Joan wrote back, telling Stringfield the area of the 
sighting was exceptionally dark because there was no street light. The object's size, therefore, 
was difficult to determine although it was fairly low in the sky, perhaps as low as 3 Yz telephone 
poles place end to end. She didn't know the names of the passengers or the driver of the bus but 
she still urged Stringfield to make inquiries, informing him the vehicle was the "22" bus of the 
Jacksonville Coach Company r;!hat operated on the Lake Shore run at 11:00 p.m. on May 9, 1956. 

In her letter to Stringfield, Joan also said: 

"The door on the bottom appeared to be like a bomb bay, shaped in a long square 
with only three cracks visible. As it came down toward us, and while in the sky, it ap
peared to have three white lights which were pulsating. However, as it tipped down
ward and hovered above us it seemed to be surrounded by an eerie deep red mist of 
light." ( 18.) Ibid. 

The Jacksonville case was so sensational it called for efforts to confirm its reality. There were 
many obvious questions. What did Gertie have to say? Did the bus exist, or the driver and pas
sengers? 

Mr. C.W. Fitch of Cleveland, Ohio, volunteered to carry out a follow-up investigation ofthe 
Jacksonville case, eventually identifying the bus driver and obtaining his confirmation of the in
cident. The driver, Wallace L. Marlowe, had no trouble recalling the event, which he said had 
given him an eerie feeling. He told Mr. Fitch he saw a couple of strange objects in the air above 
the two girls as he drove up to the bus stop. The girls, he remembered, quickly boarded the bus 
and seemed badly frightened. The two, he said, exclaimed that they feared a kidnapping was im-
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minent. Amazed, Mr. Marlowe looked skyward at the mysterious objects. One of the UFOs was 
much larger than its companion. Its not clear from the driver's testimony but it is assumed both 
UFOs had the same general appearance in spite ofthe size difference: round-shaped and glowing 
red on the bottom and white on top. 

After hovering for awhile, the UFOs zoomed soundlessly out of sight upward. 
Gertie told investigator Fitch she had a strong impression someone or something was about to 

carry her off, adding: "It was also an exciting feeling of something different." (xx.) 

(xx.) Stringfield, Leonard. Saucer Post 3-0 Blue. Cincinnati, Ohio: Civilian Research 
Interplanetary Flying Objects (C.R.I.F.O.), 1957. p.36. 

Joan also contributed additional details to Fitch's investigation, stating that the "door" in the 
bottom of the big UFO seemed sizeable and was very visible because a bright red light, flame
like in color, was shining through the crack that outlined the opening. 

Neither girl stared very long at the UFOs because the "kidnapping feeling" enveloped them · 
causing them to panic. The bus evidently had made a timely arrival. 

Locating the two passengers on the bus seemed an impossible task but Fitch had some luck and 
found both persons. One was a Mr. W.T. Hill and the other was a Mr. C.R. Lewis. Unfortunately 
neither man wanted to be quoted in print but they did talk freely to Fitch off the record. Hill and 
Lewis confirmed the stories told by the two girls and the bus driver. (xx.) 

(xx.) Ibid. 

2 February. Rep. George P. Miller (D. Calif.) Chairman, Committee on Science and 
Astronautics. 

No hearings? 

Our source states: 
···.J' 

"I don't intend at this time to conduct any hearings on UFOs since that subject 
really is not a scientific, research and development, nor space related activity. I 
should think that the subject matter ofUFOs is really in the jurisdiction of the 
Armed Services Committee since the Air Force has been given the responsibility 
to investigate all such unusual phenomena ... " ( xx.) 

(xx.) Hall, Richard, Ed. UFO Evidence. p.l76. 

7 February. Rep. Carl Vinson (D. Ga.) Chairman, Committee on Armed Services. 

No hearings? 

Our source states: 

"While it remains true that some aerial phenomena remain unexplained, the great 
majority of the reports which have been investigated have been subject to a valid sci
tific explanation. As I have previously said, we have found no evidence to substan-
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tiate the allegation that such vehicles are under intelligent control. .. " (xx.) 

(xx.) Hall, Richard, Ed. UFO Evidence. p.176. 

2 February. Fremantle?, Redcliffe?, West Australia. (9:38p.m.) 

Orange,· ,:planet-like" object. (See report below) 

-
·_:; .. 1P~-:. - --~ .. -: :.~. ~;-~ .. -:_ -· ·-~;::. 

-- -'•· . . ·;.-~_r·:~ 

SIGHTINGS OF UN-IDENTIFIE~r./~:I~~ ·-~~-~TS -~~!'":'/ . 
.....,:..IOA.<,•t\''Jlll -·! ' .. ..~ . ( ~-- · 

·· t. ·. .•. Forwarded are reports ··on un-identified f'lyitJ.g· 'o!Jj 
::seen'in West Australia by Ivlr P. Hall-:-Robl? ·o,f' l:"fe~~:let~~~:4{ 

· Mr K Bell of Redcliffe WA • : : · ·· ' · . :::-:::;.~·;, '<~:_ ,. ·~;- -'f·. ·~ ;· --: .. ··. . . • • •>, .·. . ' :' ~--·.::~:-. . : . ~--: .... _ . ~~ ,~.t:~- .. :-. ~-;:~-:·~-~k;:~~·- . 

--...:. ;.~ .. . Tlle customary "Report 11 fo;;~ h~a·'n~~b·~~-n<•f'~';,S::c1~d -
>for- completion by -the reporters of these : incig~nta: bee .. · · ·· 

. ,,, of the 'considerable time lapse. ' ·. · · · · .. ·· ·: · .•; 
. . .... -- '- ' ~ 

.Jd~~CH) , ,_, .·· .. 
Wing Commander .,··~'f, · . .. · 
For Air~ Officer,. Commanding; 
. :·;-~ .. ~ ... - .. ~ ~-... ·: __ ~_;: ·. . . --~· 

2. 2-2-62. 8.59 p.m.,w.s.Time. Briffht white planet-like object, 
··' · seen first in Orion as then nos i tioned, then moving very quickly 

overhead in a generally southe ly direction , in a striking "zig
zag" p a th, not a "wobble". Sh3rp angular changes of about 20 degs., 
until near Canopus, when it mnde a 90 degree change in direction, 
shooting awHy due east, lost behind some clouds. Noted particularl~ 
no circling, simply instantaneous chtmge in direction without loss 
of the astonishing sneed. No noise, no red or green signal or nav
igational type lights. Must have been at or above level of fairly 
high tenous clouds in the set of dispersion as slight softening 
effect could be observed when object passed through or above them. 



5 February. Captain Nash and Dr. Menzel: 

Doctor Donald H. Menzel, 
· . Director · · 

· Harvard tollage Observatory, 
cambridge. 38, Massachusetts 

Deer Doctor Menzel: 
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761 Glenridge Rd., 
Key Biscayne, 
Miami 49, Florida, 
FebntarJr 5, 1962 

Please forgive the time element between your last letter 
and this an~1er. I have been flying heavily. In addition, as I mentioned 
b~tore, flying is not my only current responsibility. 

·- · .: 1 ·· · . 

.. 'lhenk you for taking the time from your own buay schedule 
to write a nine page let tar. 

. . I have a greet respect for yoqr intelligence and your exten-
sive work in various fields. Therefore 1 believe that this regular 

·.· : 'wo.rk requires too much of your time :t'or you to bother to debate with 
Doctor Mene7 and ma without good reason. In spite of your deniela, 
I think thereis sufficient evidence right in your own recent letters 
to strongly indicate that you have been asked by A.T.I.C. to help them 
get rid of the "unexplainablea" before the Congressional hearings 
begin~ The fo'llowing, I took directly from your letters, and is strongly 
indicative that you are now, even if never before, aiding the Air Force 
in its debunking campaign. 

1. Your"reoent" access to all A.F. files. 

2. Your debunking of Project Bluebook (They didn't agree 
with you, so you didn't like them). Your praise or the current A.F. staf 
probably because they, in grasping at strews rather des~retely, have 
come to you for help. 

3. Your casual inquiry in a letter to Dr. Maney - "By the 
way, bow are the plans tor the Congressional hearing progressing?'' 

4. You explain your position as th9; of the position of the 
Air Faroe. 

5. Your definite statement that the A.F. did not silence 
Capt. Killian. How could you~ if not closely associated with the 
A.F,? You said, "I can sa7 authoritatively that they (A.F.) did nothing 
of the sort."(silenoe Killian) 

6, You say, "- and one by one, to some extent wiih my help, 
the classic cases are being resolved." 

You claim that you have never been en official consultant 
or the government on U.F.O.•s. That could be devious wording.You have 
worked with the government in other fields, no doubt in en "official" 
capacity. This U.F.D. business could be a little extra job they tossed 
in - uno~ially. 

It is not nonsense, as you claim it to be, that the govern
ment, through its assigned investigative departments on the subject, 
is attempting to keep secret strong evidence that e percentage ot U.F.O. 
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~ -: ;,?f!f/~5~-:\ ··: 2. 
;,;~Jff·:~:;· :,\':5 · ' ;;- ·~ : :·-.::."~, .' 

•ar·· pro. bably extraterrestrial in origin. It may be true that they have 
·> <'..;:'' :/ , ." n~ inoontrovertable evidence, as you express it, which wording 

00Ufd also just be devious. This type of wording is the same trick 
used by the Air Force when they say, nThere is no such thing as a 
"flyi ng saucer" - meaniJ:J.:?: l:i.te:rs lly, a sauce :C' th~i t goe ~' with a cup. 
Eve n t.hi s can be di s puted by hus bs n.ds wi th viiHent \<i ves , aud we 
have plenty of flying saucers in our aircraft gallll:ys. 

You apparently respect the opinions of scientists only; 
therefore what have you to say about the positive report, created 
by scientists at A .F. request, which expressed the opinion that , 
incredible as it may seum, some of the U.F.Ola must be of inter
planetary origin? This report was mentioned in Capt. Ruppelt's book, 
end it did or does exist. A prominent Washington Columnist saw this 
report, along with other news men who were called in to soe'"Tt. 'Ihey 
wrote about it, quoting from it. I have one of the clippings. Also 
a personal letter to ma from this col~ist tells me that he, in facti 
sew this repott, and that the reporte~bad received a promise of 
more detail from it later. Then suddenly, he said, we were not allowed 
this follow-up, in spite of persistent efforts on our part. He told 
m.a h~ thought that the approaching elections (Presidential)mie.ht have 
caused then to withdrew- that perhaps no departmnnt in Wash. wanted 
to make any moves it didn't have to make until at'ter elections. Vfell

1 where is that report from the science group now1 ~~Y has it been kep~ 
from the American public? Can you deny that it has? If it hasn't, 
please show me a copy. Otherwise you must admit:-wTthout dancing all 
around Cobb's corner, that it ~been kept secret. A tact is a fact. 
e•pecially to a scientist. 

You oleim that the greet bulk of pilot reports have been 
solved. Solved to the satisfaction of whom? If much of the A.F. 
investigation has been as incompetent as you say, then it follows 
that many of the conclusions are invalid - as a result of this in
oompetence.Are you going over again, all of these incompetent reports? 

You speak of burdon of proof. When a"solution"to a sighting 
1s neatly written down· and shelved with a sigh ot relief, who has 
proved that a pilot sew a reflectionfrom en ice crystal formation or 
in his windows or that he saw some other natural phenomena? Who has 
photographed this deceptive image as proof? Has the A.F. caught any 
of the"meteors" whioh pilots have seen climb up out of sight in the 
sky after zooming the Earth's surface? V.'here is the evidenve to 
prove th~t the objects radar sets, military pilots end airline pilots 
saw over Washington for 5i hours one night and 2i hours another night 
were not solid objects? Where is the panbf that all or the people in 
the Mantell casewere suddenly attracte y a ''sun-dog", or Venus? 
It seems to me . that the "solutions"are on rather shaky ground. Proof 
is a word requiring complete de!inition. The opposite parties should 
agree on whet is proof. Does proof mean that to be convinced of an 
object's existence we must touch it? Then who has touched Venus lately 
Does pro~f recognize that all men are not liars, end that some can 
report fairly accurately whet they see? The "burden" of proof does not 
only rest on the person or persons reporting the experience. It also 
rests heavily on those who ere attempting to shelve the reports and 
who claim, in wri~ng to have solved so many oases. If the "solved" 
reports are so "olearA. as you say, why doesn't the A.F. publish~ 
ot the reports, at oost, through the department of public documents? 
Can you give me a good reason why not after so many requests? 
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3. 

I am aware that you are an expert in many fields of 
physics, and I do not at all discredit your ability, but I do 
feel that one must stretch thing<J quite a bit to e r;ree wi th 
some of your expla nati ons. ~he origi nal obse rver h~ s had t he 
distinct advan·cage of "being there", and even with your ability 
as an expert in certain sciences, that leaves you in the lesser 
position of being a " Monday morning quarterback". 

The burdon of proof is on you, Doctor Menzel, if you 
ela ct t o disprove, and . how many times have you "overwhelmed" 
anyone as you say, with provable evidence that a well documented 
sighting was , without doubt, reflections, sun-dogs, mirages or 
hot air layers over the Pentagon? 

In my records, I note that book reviewer Whitney Bolton 
of the Buffalo Evening News, 3/9/53 , says of your book "- is 
foggy with evasions and ignoring of demonstrable facts.~ 

Published in a national magazine, during an interview, 
Major General John A. Samford, Chief of Air Force Intelligence, said 
about your book1 "The Air Force cannot yet accept it as a satis
f~otory oxplanauion. Furtbermcro, it wo~d ~ot aocoUAt for all 
reports by any means". 

An Air Force major, in briefing a Reserve Air Officer group 
on U.F.O.'e said of your book, "It is beatifully written, but the Air 
Force doesn't think anything or it." 

My records show that a project Bluebook spokesman, when 
ques)ioned about your booksaid "These explanations were known to 
the project and carefully considered, even before Menzel published 
his theories. 'Ihey explain only a small percent or the sightings". 
" • •• At the request of A.T •. I.C., prominent scientists analyzed Menzel's 

.alaims. None of them accepted his answers." · 

A.T.I.C. said about one of your explanations:- "The eleot
ronia or iilXR&§ visual mirage of meteorologival phenomena is out or 
the quest~on as the radar set was on high beam and both would not 
ocour simultaneously in the same place." 

In your long explanation of how you interpret that which 
someone else saw, thank you for comparing us all to six year old 
boys while allowing yourself the luxury of retaining your own ident
ity, age and experience. You do reveal, through your letters, a 
degree ot: disdain ror those of us who are not scientists. That word 
"scientist" could stand some definition, too. 

Regarding your credulity, suppose, just before the fairly 
recent catches of the Coelaoenth off Africa, e men of intelligence 
returned from a trip to Africa end told you that he had seen a 
Coelacanth, but that the natives who caught it were hungry and ate 
it, and he couldn't get it rrom them because they had big spears. I 
doubt that you would even have considered the men's story about a 
fish long thought to be extinct. 

Regarding the television program on which you did not appear, 
I was contacted in Miami by Frank Edwards and asked to appear, with 
Major Keyhoe, opposite you and Willy Ley. When I arrived in Washington , 
Frank: Edwards advised me that you had decided not to take part, a.nd 
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4. 

that Jonathan Leonard, Science Editor of Time Magazine was taking 
your place. 

__ . I. ha?e let te~s. in m;y- posses~io~ t:;:-om . Captain W .J. Hull 
o f ca p1t ol AJ.rl 1nes , st<:T. lr!G Lta" he h ud J.nv :u; e(! you tuc- r e tLa n once 
to debate wit h him on the U. F .O. s ubj ect en t e l ev isi on or r ad io . He 
said you refused. Captain Hull has always been respected as a man of 
integrity. IncidentBlly, until he looked deeper into tbe subject he 
had been briefly mesmerized by your book. As the man said, It is' 
well written. 

You refer to"N,I.C.A.P. as a"biesed" group. 'I!h-s foJJovri--a-g 
The following q,uotes from your letters and writings rather fully 
prove that you are biased. 

1. "In my opinion, a reel live green two-beetled lion is 
fer more probable en object than the -interplanetary U.F.O.'s-~ 

2. "U.F.O.'s"(obviously meaning ell }"era distorted in
terpretations of natural phenomena" (that takes in a lot of U.F.O.s! 

3. "No - scientific investigation - is desired at the 
present time" 

4. "1952 will go and so will the year 2000 end 3000 without 
visitations from space people unless we ourselves go out there and 
bring them back to earth." 

. 5. The above were from recent letters. In TIME magazine, 
June 9, 1952, you said"(flying saucers) era as reel as reinbows-
~his science-fiction approach is like explaining lightaing by calling 
it a weapon of Zeus. How simple is this sort of science- end how wrong' 

e. InBLu!illOOK Magazine in 1954, in an article titled FLYIID 
SAUCERS .ARE 'IHE B\JNKJ, you wrote, "Throughout the ages apparitions 
have plagued the human race ---end now we ere seeing riying saucers!" 

7. In a recent latter you also wrote, "We still have the dreg: 
of unsolved cases" (underlining mine) 

It would behoove you to clean your own house before calling 
N.I.C.A.P.'s objective research group "biased". 

It seems that you do not agree that Mr. Fortenberry and I 
could, with our experience, estimate the size of the objects we sew. 
I suppose we'll just have to agree to disagree on that point since 
you wre uuwilling to concur that 10,000 hours ot flying at ?000 or 
8000 feet will help pilots' judgement at all regarding objects in the 
air between the airplane and the ground. An Air Force Officer (I be
lieve a Major 8har:p)who wee one of those who interviewed us, agreed 
that such judgement does develop, and the fact that the objects were 
between us and the Earth's surface was a major reason for Air Force 
interest in our sighting. 

I do not "suspect that you are naive", as you seem to think. 
I do suspect tbet you are very biased, and influenced by a strong de
sire of the government to explain away the bothersome U.F.O.'s. 
This approach limits you to an incomplete, therefore unscientific, 
investigation. 
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5. 

You are quite correct when you say, "an unusual type ot 
· re:t'l.eetionwould have to be required" to explain our sighting. I'd 

say it would have to be a real original invention. The Instantaneous 
reversal, on which you base much ot the strength of your reflection 
guess, i s common in U.F.O. reports from ground reports , and ground 
end airborne r~:;dar observa t i ons . Perhaps n!tl ny f lyi ne sa ucer be li evers 
have"tried to promote" (why don't yo u say , "Hav e t heorized" )( You 
don't like to be considered to be "Pushing" your theories) t he idea 
that this instantaneous reversal indicatesthat the craft contains 
a creature which is capable of enduring the "G-torces" involved. 
I presently agree with you that this is unlikely. However, I do not 
agree that this is evidence against the extre-terreatrlal theory 
or evidence which supports your reflection theory. Here is why. 

Einstein , in his unified field theory, (With which, I real
ize, he was not yet completely satisfied)says, "Gravity end electro
magnetism are different manifestations of the same thing". It H20 
is used as a comparison, we might say, "Ice , water end steam ere not 
the same thing, but they ~ different manifestations or the same 
thing. 

Well, tirst man knew water, ice end steam in natural states; 1 

lata!' hft lea1'nad. to 01'Mta steam rrom water. Muoh later, relativol:v, ·•· 
he learned to create 1oe tram water. Presently we know and use eleou
romegnetiam. It Einstein is right (and he's been pretty right in his 
oa~er)somedey we may learn to create gravity from electromagnet~sm. 
Perhaps creatures trom another ~lenet have already done so. Perhaps 
they even skipped our known met ods or flight such as lighter-then
air, airscrew with airfoil, jet with airfoil, and rocket propulsion. 
It could be why they ere so frequently reported follweing behind our 
eiroratt - perhaps to learn whet keeps the silly things in the air. 

Gravity, as tar as we know now, affects all material in the 
universe. Hold anything 2 • even a human, over the eoge of a cliff and 
let go. The force we ca.J...L gravity pulls it. It a strange race has · 
learned to create its own gravity within a space orart• and control 
it directionally, then it is not inconoei vable that they could. change 
direction without radius, ormeke instantaneous reversals without the 
occupants experiencing any sensation et all 1 tor they woul~ 1 be pullec 
with the ship with a common torc.e. Gravity evidently works0 'the funda. 
'iiiBritaJ. building block or the univerae,ot which everything' seems to 
oonsist - even humans. (It has been ' suggested by the Italian physici~ 
Bruno Pontecorvo, . who uni'ortunetely defected to Russia, and Yale's 
Dr. Hong-Lee Chiu that the be sic stuff or the universe might be the 
neutrinos. I see that Brookhaven National Lab. is presently attempt
ing to stufy and perhaps trep neutrinos.) I don't think occupants 
of these strange ora:t't would make such violent direction changes it 
to do so was a disoomtort1 and I presently don't believe, as you don 
that they ere immune to "G-forces". 

Please note that I say "presently" about my beliefs. All one 
can have in such an unknown subject ere current beliefs. It i s un
scientific, egotistical, and limiting to form firm conclusions witho 
incontroverteble evidenoe. I also believe that there ere no "experts 
on U.F.O.'s in existence -only persons who have kept themselves 
better informed then others because of their interest in the subject 

Incidentally, while on the subject or the propulsion of the 
interplanetary or interstellar UFO'a- if it were true that they use d 
strong electromagnetic forces to create gravitational propulsion, 
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Ai~c might oleo be true the:~ by-product of the electromagnetic 
forces might be the visible ionization of the sir im.raediately 

.· . . . . about the surface of the craft. Various degrees of power applied 
(hence changes in ionization) might chA~?, e the omount of air 
visibly glowing i n a n ioni ze d st s t e . ~.'his could expls i r. t he appar ent 
changes in shape sometime s reported , and also the changes in color. 
Ionization of gasses bas been accomplished in laboratories in 

· bell jars, and the gasses glow brightly. As we ell know, air is also 
a ,combination of gasses. 

I have a qu~stion. Is it possi ble for a he avy layer of 
ionized sir immedietely around a fast moving craft to protect a metal 
skin of. a craft from friction - with the outer ionized ai~ ,taking 
the brunt of the friction? 'lhis I have just conjectured about, but 
am not sufficiently ~quainted with the properties of ionized air to 
feel too strongly about it. 

To carry it further, photos at nightof odd fast lights 
aloft, end oral reports, frequently indicate a firm round leading 
edge, and a tattered trailing edge. One photo (I don't h~ve it) 
even showed a fine connecting line of light between a series of 
ever-decreasing bulges - like a long ne~e gaaglion. Would this possil 

. in4ioate a gradual collapse or the air ionized by the crett? I ask 
., ;} .;ii: .this because I felt that a bubble of ionized air! left behind, would 

··~.r~··\/be of a single electronic charge which would res at collapse oy a 
<~Y~·i/S'eries ot expansions before fa ding away to complete discharge. 
· · ···"Like" charges repel end if this resulted in such a cushioned 

· '· deterioration (unlike the sonic boom) it might explain the "silence" 
of these craft. This silence may be quite accidental, a mere by
product or the propulsion power-source. If the occupants are as 
anti-social as they seem, the illumination ot the craft also could 
be a by-product - and perhaps undesired by them. It is to be noted 
that daylight reports do not repoi"t changes in shape. 

· see 
You Doctor Menzel, reflections, mirages, end other such 

unsubstantial things are not the only guesses one can make to · 
explain the reversals, speed, illumination, and silence of the UFO's. 

Now I shall try to answer your specific questions: 

1. The side window of a DC4 is inclined approximately 10 
degrees, with the top nearest the airora!t centerline.(! believe 
you intend to get even more complex with your reflection theory. I 
can almost see it coming - ,that you are about to try a reflection 
explanation through three windows now, includin~ a curv.ed one. You'd 
better work on a four window theory then; -see U 5, below) 

2. Our compass course was 200 degrees magnetic. 

3. The exact ground speed and air speed, I don't recall. 
It has been almost ten years, End I don 1t have it recorded, but a 
DC4 averages 195 knots. We used the ground speed we were making 
(we had kept accurate track of it) to compute our exeat pos1~1on 
at 8:12 P.M., after overbeading Norfolk VAR Hange not much later. 

4. The objects seemed to appear first, in place about 
10 miles beyond Newport News end Cumberland on en approx!mate 
bearing of 30 degrees to the right of our heading. They seemed fo 
be low enough at that time to have bee!ll almost on the ground·. 
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/( Fort~~herr;· ~~~!/:.'::a':.'(~~~ ~i~~r.~t~;• ~~~=1 A ·:.· ._-_.--__ · ferent·angles n~~~-dietortion, air~rat1t gla~s)Thisdmiefans 
• that . I saw th - different panes o.._ g ass o.._ very -
f e, rent angles, and !ou~enberry s ew the m t. h r o uch a t least two 
dlfferent -panes ._of ~i;; 3~

0 ~os sibly tllre~ ,. if he el<3o obs erv ed t hem 
throueh the ' oorner curved windOW as I dla. 

,·,. f'~:-:-:·•2 ' {6 .'\nJ. and I were both looking through the right hand side 
window at the time of reverse. (I! somewha_t l a te at t he scene -Bill 
with e full, complete, and contin1ous view.) 

7 • we watched them disappear as we looked through t _pe right 
side window. 

. _ . . __ .. a. My seat w es already beck e bit. (It 1 s comfortable that 
· - way) It was easy to step into the aisle area between the seats and 

· lean -over Bill to continue watching. 

9. The departure track of the objects was about 30 degrees 
.: to the right (more westerly) or their approach track. 

10 • .At . the end of the flight, they- recrossed our nune" thru 
the city areas, seemed to travel about ten miles beyond that, then 
Dgl:dangled upward sharply. As they climbed, they oscillated up end 
down behind one anotha~ in an irregular fashion, as though they were 

.extremely sensitive to control. In doing this, they went vertically 
past on_e another, bobbing up and down. (just as the front three. went 
horiZontallY'Past one another, as the initial si:x: approached us.This 
appeared to be em intelligence . error - "lousing up the formation") 
\'\'hen 'they arrived at a high altitude, we were looking well up at 

... them, _ even though they. seemed to be horizontally quite Cllstant. 
- · (Judged from speed and perspective diminishment) We didn't venture 

a guess e~ to their height' but they disappeared by blinking out in 
a mixed up fashion, in no particular order. Some persons have sug
gested they were entering a carrier - or getting behin~ clouds. We 
never ventured a guess. However, they bed blinked out before, just 
after the reversal, and after t wo more came from beneath our right 
wing to Join the original six. · '!'he lights were out about one second. 
They seemed to dim just before the reversal, end brighten right after 
ward. The color , in quality, was not lenae-11ke, phosplj,orescent, or 
at all fuzzy, but appeared to have depth, as in the appearance of a 
hot coaL They were bright red, somewhat toward orange or amber. The 
edges of the coin-shaped objects were distinc~ and well-defined: not 
fuzzy in the least. Artists, drawing sketcijes for T.V. appearances 
wanted to elaborate and draw cabins, port holes and such, but Bill 
and I refused to appear if any such illustrations were used. 

11. Yes, they appeared to get bigger and bigger as they got 
oloser, (considerably) and decreased in apparent size as they de
parted. 

You demand further elaboration from me concerning my state
ment "We know damned well that the brilliant objects we saw were none 
of your reflections". I offer the above answers to your questions 
and emphasize the following as evidence against tba reflection theory 
Vlhich I consider very weak, 

1. 'Ihe apparent "intelligence error" of the objects s1id-
1ngpest one another as they approached. The objects also passed one 
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~other 
e. 

vertiually during the climb. 

2. The objects blinked off end on after reversal. and 
off separately. in disorder, at the end of the observed 
x. 

/ blinked 

·, ... · \ \ 

cJ.imb. 

:.'li. 'l'he intense "hot coal-like'' brilliance of the objects. 

4. 'l'he two additional similar disoa which came from beneath 
our rbight wing to join the original six. ~bese two were not ~n our 

. sight above the wing, as they should have been if they hadbeen 
refleot1ons. 

5. The objects turned on edge and baok flat again. 

6. One pilot sew the unchanging objects through four glass 
surfaces. The other sew them through two, perhaps three glass surfaces 
(The front windshield is V-shaped with two panels.) 

7. The (at least seven) ground reports of objects similar 
in shape, color end maneuvers. 

. e. The same ~j,qq Q;t:' ":re.t'leotions" Yitlrtl Btlen over Wash •• D.C. 
visually from ground w. d air. w. a by both ground ana aircraft radar, 

· :and were looked on by Birora1't radBr, ~ovarat least three separate 
nights, two tor hours at a time, within ten days after our sighting. 

9. Our extended experience ( tar greater than yours. and that 
of moat other scientists) in observing and analyzing actual ratlec

.tions md natural phenomena, end our Navy training in rapid identifi
qation. 

10. The faot that the objeots were observed between our air
oarft end the West. 

You ask me if I had been a believer in U.F.O.'s from exra
terreetrial sources before I had this sighting. TRUE Magazine III~ als 
asked me that, end I told them "yes"- that I gave credence to many 
of the reports from reliable sources which were then in existence. 
There was strong evidence, even in 1952, six years after the initial 

.reports had begun, that the interplanetary explanation was a logical 
one. I realize that to have withheld the fact of my previous inter
est in U.F.O.'s would hava benefited acceptance of my personal exper
ienoe ,, in all quarters, and I also em quite aware of the inference you 
make when you pose this question. However, I reel that truth is neces
sary, and also that such an interest in U.F.O.'s should not be con
sidered unique in en intelligent society. and en alert society. To 
fail to give et least some attention to this subject appears to me 
to reveal either fear ot learning that U.F,O.'s are real, or that the 
individual has unfortunately lost one of the fundamental human wishes; 
the desire for new experience. This human wish, as expressed by psy
chologists, has unfortunately been almost completely obliterated in 
many of us today by the over-emphasis of another of the human wishes; 
the desire for security. The oompexity of this era oausea many persons 
to errontously believe that they are behind times, ead they feel lost 
in confusion because they do not understand all that goes on about 
them. We should realize that we cannot possibly fathom all technical 
fields, end comfort ourselves with general understanding, except in 
our own particular specializations. However, to assuage the feeling of 
insecurity, the humanunooncioualy sets upthe defense mechanism of re
jecting that which he does not understand. Renee the success of "expla
l!XBCUQnx 
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9. 

~:c,)tionstt,.' for·U.J.I'.o,•s. Most people snatch at these with a sigh of 
relief end say "Ah" "'That gets rid of those nasty ol~ flying 

·: sauoersi"l Our Air Force, in suppressing in~ormation ~s helping_ 
to drive 'the people of our. nation fu:ther 1nto shells of secur1ty, 
when what our people need ~s a kick 1n the pants, a few shocks, 
an~ the regaining of soJL.e of the guts of t~eir forefathers • 

. ::<>:•: -: . _Even if the chance that the interplanetary theory is 
true' was a small one, proof of the theory would be the biggest 
news since B.C. became A.D. How can the subject be ignored - intel
ligently? Especially h~w could a pilot ignore it, when he spends so 
much of his life in the air? The fact that I had previously taken an 
interest in the subject does not help your case one bit. 

No, Bill and I had not discussed flying saucers before the 
experience we bad. 

No, we were not looking for flying saucers. However many 
other nights, I had out down the oookpit lights on 8 houx over-water 
flights, and watched the sky intently. I saw hundreds of meteorites, 

. the northern lights, other aircraft, bright, distorted and multi
colored Venus and various stars low on the horizon, but in at least 
rtve_yeal'e or auoh wetohing, I neve!' saw anything odd that !lppeal'ed 

'"-":to'·, b.~ intelligently controlled until July 12, 1952 when I was EE.i 
_wat'ching. It was Bill's first trip on that route, and it was such a 
·:'.clear night that I was taking advantage or 1t to point out to Bill 

the·.verious cities and landmarks as we passed them, such as Phila-
'delphie, Washington, and Richmond - end the reason we were both look
ing at the same spot at the same time was that at that moment I was 
pointing toward that spot and saying, tt'Ibere is Newport News and Cumber
land". 

. We were attracted therefore, simultaneously, by the redness 
of the objects as they seemed to light up, or appear in place, then 
shoot like small red tracer bullets toward us. When they moved over 
the bay, they came close enough for us to define their shape end to 
approximate their rather large size. 

To answer your question about whether or not Bill Forten
berry also concluded that the objects were interplanetary craftj I'll 
quote from a long article published in the Miami Deily News on uly 
16, 1952. 

"It was at this point that Fortenberry offered the idea that 
be thought these "saucers" were something from another body in the 
universe". 

I currently agree with your view that the U.F.O.'s do not 
originate within our solar system. In fact, I wrote an article (A feat\ 
article with title on the cover) on this thesis for CHALLENGE magazine, 
May, 1955. I think it more likely that they come from another solar 
system. I know you are a prominent astrophysist and you don't agree 
the.t this is possible but many scientists, who , of all people, shoulC: 
be open-minded, actually close their minds. Remember it took 200 years 
to get most scientists to agree with a few, that meteors found on Eartr 
were extraterrestrial - not just Earthly rocks struck by lightning. 

J.B.S. Haldane said, "My own suspicien is that the universe 
is not only queerer than we suppose, but queerer than we can suppose." 

Einstein said, "The fairest thing we can experience is the 
mysterieas. It is the fundamental emotion which stands at the cradle 
of ~true art and true science. He who knows it not, KKK can no 
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~.:;;~_:; · . ~ :·. · . ... ·.:· Y:> :· -~- - ~< ·.:.. .. - ;. _~:~-- ~ : .~ · .. . -
/~i~'f ' '-.:' . - •. 10. 

~r=·::.:~;~~~:;;~~o~;. ::~;~~;:~;:;::~; ;;~;:;;;:;~;:;;:t; 
de·structive, report s from imaginat~ve wri-c;ers notwithst frn dl ng'l • 

·.·.· ... 

. · . . How many officials with a " good grasp'' ot tact ics thought 
· · General Billy Mitcbellwas a crackpot many years after the above 
· articie in 1910? These officials were sure they were right, as you 
· are sure you erg right when you say, (not with modesty) "I have 
. based my resolution on my scientific knowledge. There is no question 
.about tho correctness .of my obsorvs·i;ions." 

Even though, at present, I give the greater credence to the 
interstellar U.F.O. origin theory, there ereroany scientists who .· concu: 
that life on other planets within our own soiliar system could mcist 
certairi.ly exist, even though it probably is not '!life as we know it". 

Axel Firsotr, in the British hl.agazihe , DISCOVERY believes 
Jupiter could have life based on ~ Ammono-chemistry. Both sys
tems produce well~known compounds, including amino acids of which 
proteins are built. Instead of oxydizing food to liberate energy as 
Ea;rth's aniiDBls do, .Tovien aniiDBla would combine it with nitrogen, 
and the final prodeuct would be cyanogen, violently poisenous to us. 
Such animals could breath nitbgen end drink liquid ammonia. 

The study of "exobiology" exists among eminent scientists. 
The growing of bacteria-like cells from the Murray meteor.ite of' 1950, 
and the organic compounds found in a 100 year old meteorite from 
France ere both or considerable interest. The scientists do carefully 
admit, however, that it is difficult to determine whether the meteor
ite from France was examined in its prist)(ine form, or whether Earth 
bacteria from the atmosphere or the ground h&d penetrated it. 

We will soon have to broaden our concept ofR~hat constitutes 
a living organism. Life forms raced with different g~vities, atmos
pheres and food sources could well develop very differe~~ eppeeranoes. 
We should begin to clear our minds of prejudices and pr~onceptions. 

Another thought, Doctor Menzel; "sight" (the only sense in
volved in your explanations) is not the only sense which has been 
affected by U.F.o.•s. They have been heard, and smelled (which, to 
a degree is associated with teste) and have physically disturbed our 
vehicles and at least the plane of Chiles and ~bitted of Eastern Air 
Lines, which sighting I note you explain away by attributing this 
moviom to the pilots' imaginations. (simultaneous imaginations) 

To ~er your question, I currently do not give credence 
to the story of any of the "contactees", but there are convincing 
examples of "landed" U.F.o.•s. However, I believe that a sincere, 
scientitio and unbiased investigator cannot ignore any contactee's 
report. All must be checked. Somaday one might be the real thing. 
(the old "cry-wolf" story again) '!he scoffer would end up looking 
ridiou.lou.s, u.nscie.ntific and small minded, like the Newspapers who 
would not print the Wright brothers' successful flight even when 
their on-the-spot repo:!rters sent then) the story. 

By the way, here is something rave been trying to learn for 
years. I wrote to the Harvard Dept of As~rophysics and the Observa
tory at the time (1948) for further information, but never received 
the courtesy of an answer. 
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· · , . . ~rhaps ·you"' c~n. :tell:, m~ .. _the __ :-: o~-~p~e~e .s_to~y~- IO: ~94_~ : 
in the NE\V YORK TIM.Es, · I , saw · an ertiole ' regardillg a ·atetement"· 
from the Harvard Obser:vatory that' .there were three "asteroids_", 

. as they- _called th.em in the ~ paper, circling the Sun in. the 
Eerth' s orbit. I believe t\vo were repo:J;ted to be 359,000 miles 
ahead .of t he . Earth, end one was 250,000! miles behind trn Earth. 
·In:-trying .to get further .,details, I was . ignored• _Can you, ·.- as a . 

· long· time Harvard ·. aatrophysist o!fer more -information o.n this Har-
vaJ~~~ observatioh'? ' :> : .; -; =<~i';~-: :·~~ .:::;. :i_: ~:. : .:· ,;- .. · · ._, · . 

. '. -. -~~ ":. · · . ·• I too~ : irrit'e without reno;~, ·though with some impatience 
· · et ,your single-mindednees. I don't m~nd a good debate, only' I hBI e 

__ litt'le time _ to •:participate , :_ . ~nd I ._le?k an office end a secretary • 

. ·It would be ' a ple'a'~ui-a:\·o have you aboard my aircraft. I 
' think , however, ·tha.t ¥Jhen_. I· invit:~d you to . the. cockpit, it would 
· .behoove us. to .avoid: this ,,subjeo:t;;,until '"on the ground. where we'd 

:: hav:e · /: ... _ 

· ''i1J~~iiu:· ·. 
;, l,; ... :. -. • ,' '. ~r\-~~:_:':;t-~. ~. ·-· .' .. :; 

· . - · · ~·. ·· .:·' · "<~ '('''•~'t'm/:':"''''e':·.d...'·:_\i!. ~~~,:~~r,~;A·r•-:;.·William 'B ·Nash, 

.-:=··.·.· .. · 

. -·; 

· . .:.:_' . 

. -~ :_: ,_:·<.:~ • . .. . · .. :-· · ·· 
.. 

• ~ ~ • • •• , .. ,A-~-

·: :~· .. ' . 
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7 February. Relax? 

With Congressional hearings still having a faint heartbeat, is it no wonder that the Air Force 
chose this moment to issue one of its periodical "no such thing" news releases. (See clipping) 

····· P .S. F acf.:ls ~They Ain't) 

Relculf:(ylng Saucers 
Belon_g ~o .. ThisWorld :__ 

. WASHINGTON, Feb. 7 (AP) rest were traced to aircraft, 
: ~They might have been birds, balloons, satellites, astronomi
c al1oons, hoaxes . or \ l.musu.al cal phenbmena, birds, lights, 
. · ·.. lights-but not spacecrilft hoaxes and other causes. • 
· . · om other planets. The report ·disclosed that a 
, : .. • That's the word from the Air new experimental beacon de
' ' orce today after 15 years of signed to prevent airliner col
iiive:ltigiltitlg fiying liil\lcef n- wion:~ ha:l been mi:lt~ken by 
ports. some persons' as an '\lnidentified 
. · . flyin gobject in the past sev-
·; It said there was no ,vt- eral months. The beacon is in
:dence that any of the fio- tense and flashes ~or a fraction 
.'called Unidentified Flying Ob- of a second. 
~ects checked on were space-
ships swooping in {rom dis- "It bas been seen as much . 
tant planets. _ as 50 mile!ii away and at that 
';' . distance only the light could 

: •··_To date, no Unidentified Fly- be seen, thereby producing a , 
· g {)bject (1J.F.O.) has given rather startling sight," the Air . . 

f hy indication cif threat to the Force said. . 
•: · a tiona! security, the Air Force Recently, too, there were 

. ncluded in summing up its widespread reports to the Air 
· vestigations ! rom 1947 Force of flashing -objects in the 

ough last year. sky. Investigation revealed that 
···It said its "Project Blue these were '(:aused by the 
· k" has turned up no evi- earth's passing through meteor 
. ence that any of the unidenti- showers, the report said. 
_ed sightings represented tech- The report did not "Specify 

logical advances "beyop.d the how many of the :7359 sightings 
· ge of our present day .scien- reported 0ver the past 15 years . 

. c 'knowledge," or that any ·of had been identified. But it said · 
· .. ·~ U.F.I.'s were "'extraterres- the percentage remaining un

. ial vehicles." · . explained had dropped from 
; clDuring 1961, the Air Force's 19.74 in 1947~52 -to. only 1.94 
• ce of Aerial Phenomena percent in the past six years. · 

obed into·488 U.F.O. reports -·-------
:;.;26 ~ewer than the -year he-

re. : . · 
;;.;:At year'~ end, only 10 of the 
-961' sightings still were classi
ed as unidentified. Most of the 

-. 
Boston, Massachusetts., 
Globe. 
7 February 62. 
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9 February. Near Dunstable, England. (3:30a.m.) 

"I came within 20 yards." (See article) 

THE IVINGHOE FLYING SAUCER 
Mr. Ronald Wildman's. sensational story 

I N a letter to the FLYING SAUCER REVIEW, Mr. 
Ronald Wildman, of 42 St. Margaret's Avenue, 
Luton, Bedfordshire, tells in his own words the 

.,tory of his amazing experience whil!l delivering 
a new Vauxhall car in the early hours of Feb
ruary 9: 

Skelcb of Hying saucer drawn by Mr. Wildman. 

•· I left home at 3 a.m. to proceed to S~ansea 
with a new estate car from the factory. I had 
driven through Dunstable and was approaching 
the cross-roads at the end of the deserted Ivi.ng
hoe road at Aston Clinton, the time now being 
3.30 a.m. apfJroximately. Then I saw something 
-it was ova shaped and white with black marks 
at regular intervals round it, which could have 
been port-holes or air vents. It was about 20 or 
30 feet a hove the ground and at least 40 feet wide 
across-which in my estimation was fantastic. 

" As soon as I came within 20 yards of it the 
power of my car changed, it dropped right down 
to 20 m.p.h. I changed down into second and put 
my foot Hat on the accelerator-nothing hap
pened. I had my headlights full on and although 
the engine lost revs. the lights did not fade. The 
object, which was silent, kept ahead of me by 
approximately 20 feet for 200 yards, then started 
to come lower-it continued like this till it came 
to the end of the stretch-then a white haze 
appeared around it, like a halo around the moon. 
It veered off to the right at a teiTillc speed and 
vanished; as it did so it brushed particles of frost 
from the tree tops on to my windscreen. 

"It was~nitely a solid object because the 
reflectio1i" of my headlights was thrown back 
from it." 

~n his let_ter, Mr .. Wildman makes tiie point that 
pnor to ~~ts exp~nence he was a s<;eptic on such 
matters, but th1s encounter of mme ha~ com
pletely changed my outlook." 

On behalf of the RI;vmw, three investigators 
~avell_ed down to Luton on February 10 and 
mtervtewed Mr. Wildman while the experience 
was still fresh ·in his mind. The investigators were 
Dr. B. E. Finch, a regular contributor to the 
REVIEW, Dr. J. Doe~, a radiolo~ist, and Mr. 
Russell, a photo~,•raphtc expert. We append their 
signed report : 

.. We travelled to interview Mr. R. Wildman, 
of 42 St. Margaret's Avenue, on February 10. 
During the interview and after we were con· 

vinced that Mr. Wildman had a genuine sight
ing, that he was not hallucinated and that he was 
trustworthy and honest. 

.. We also came to the conclus~on that until this 
incident occurred he knew nothing of Hying 
saucers and the like. There were no commercial 
aspects involved. He was a straightforward, 
intelligent man, a car delivery driver for Vaux-

/ 

.. _~s0'~20';:," I II= 
Hato/ 

appttuw:J . 
Orrtokr-df 

Sketch map of the lli"H, 

S•uf:f!r f"'O$. 011d 
SOOIT'd 45" due 
west and dir • 
appeared at 
terrifiC. 3pet!d 
towards west , 
Frost blown ovpr
thecar 

hall's and a skilled mechanic. We made a tour of 
his house and no literature concerning saucers 
came to light. 

.. After the interview he accompanied us to the 
scene of the sighting. We investigated the area 
for magnetic and radio-active changes. Although 

(Continued on page 4 of cover) 

(Continued from page 18) . 

several metallic objects (spades , wheels, tins, etc.) 
were highly magnetic, thi.s was not felt to be con
clusive. There was no obvious increase in radia
tion. We inspected the road, the hedges. the fields 
and interrogated neighbouring f.umcrs. No fltr
ther evidence came to light. However, lvlr. Wi.ld
man stated that two other Vauxhall delivery men 
had h11d similar experiences, having in the recent 
past seen a UFO in the vicinity of Luton's 
Vauxhall factory ." 

The London Daily Telegraph on February 10 
carded a brief reference and quoted an Ai.r 
Ministry spokesman who had stated that: " He 
may have seen a low cloud .lit up by heacijights. 
Or it may have been a joke." When the Air 
Ministry was interrogated on the telephone, the 
Press Officer said that all such incidents were 
investigated. At the moment of writing no Air 
Ministry representative had visited Mr. Wildman. 
The Air Ministry's comment was, therefore, un
informed and a gratuitous insult to ll·lr. Wildman. 
He had, by the way, performed his duty as a 
citizen and had re(lOrtecl the matter immediately 
he had recovered from his surprise to the police 
at Aylesbtu"y. At llrst incredulous, two policemen 
later admitted that Mr. Wildman was sane, sober 
and sensible and was clearly tellinp the truth. 

(xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. March-April1962. Vol. 8, No.2. pp.l8, back cover. 
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Menzel' s book 

In 1962 there was the publication of a translation ofDonald Menzel's first UFO debunking book, 
Flying Saucers, in a Russian edition*. 

20 February. Campbell, Ohio. (evening) 

Glowing balls doing the herky-jerky. 

A Librarian, John William LaRocca, wrote scientist Dr. James McDonald to say: 

" ... on February 20, 1962, I observed, along with my mother, the following: 
I was leaving my mother's house-she was with me-to go and do some shopping 
at a local plaza. The sky was already dark and the skies were relatively clear. The 
night was clam and serene. 

"As I backed out ofher drive which faces directly west to east (in backing out), 
I noticed two huge glowing balls, you can best envision them accurately by saying 
they were the size of two silver dollars held at arms' length at about 20 degre,es 
above the horizon and directly in the front of me-traveling west to east-the direct
ion in which I was moving. 

"As they cleared the trees in her back yard I noticed, as did my mother, that they 
were gliding in a peculiar herky-jerky or pulsating manner-sort of a glide up-fall
glide up-fall or ~ pattern. I would estimate you could have placed 

another silver dollar in the space between them-but this space was filled with a red 
(deep red) glow that was, it seemed, dissected into perhaps three parts-this was 
only faintly visible. 

"This is what it looked like approaching us in a slow pulsating glide (The lights 
were not pulsating}-! use the word to describe the rhythmic movement of the ob-

ject. ,.. t ~·w 
'f~'::::,~.s l1111 II T ~II. A IJCa~ t'c~._ • ..., 

"As ifthis were not fantastic enough-more happened. My mother and I-after 
I stopped the car-which was still in the drive-got out and stood watching the huge 
object which was flying directly overhead and down the drive. It was flying at an 

elevation of(here I must guess) about 200-300 feet. It would seem to have had 
a span of 75-100 feet from sphere to sphere. 

* I've always had questions about this but have no clue to possible answers. Did Menzel get 
official Russian approval to circulate the book behind the Iron Curtain? Who suggested the 
idea? Who paid for it? Did Harvard University foot the bill or did Menzel pay? Did the 
U.S. Air Force play a role? 
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"Once out of the car, I realized this was no oddball reflection on clouds or wind
shield, I and my mother took off our glasses to be sure we were seeing what we 
couldn't believe. It was there! 

"Directly overhead a strange thing occurred. We were so intent on watching-! 
cannot say speaking for myself-that it did not hover above us for a few seconds; 
when suddenly the left sphere grew bright-like a silver mirror-it seemed to me to 
contain three rings-glowing brighter than a welders arc (I know. I am a welder 
with years experience prior to becoming a librarian). The light seemed to reflect 
from a mirror surface. The beam oflight was unusual however, it was not like a 
search light or sold[?] light (As a navy man aboard ship I have seen nothing tore
semble it). It was brighter, but the light seemed to drift down like a falling glowing 
snow flakes. This is as clo$e as I can come to being accurate in describing the light. 
Even my mother said the light was unusually bright and spray-like. It glowed from 
maybe 3-5 seconds, and as the sphere returned to nonnal orange-yellow, the light . 
seemed to flow back to the sphere in the same snow-flakey manner. 

"During the search light incident the right sphere remained a constant orange
yellow and never changed color once. It continued to fly directly east over the 
horizon and the deep red section appeared the same from the rear. While over
head I did not notice the center space-we, or I was at least, too occupied with 
observing this craft. As for sound-there was none to speak of--I'm not sure 
but it might have hummed very low or softly. 

"It did not to my knowledge throw heat from the light, or burn us in any de
gree or manner. I do not recall turning off my motor or lights-and was so awed 
by what had occurred-! just can't say I had to rerstart or turn on my lights to go 
to the plaza-1 was it seems, as was my mother, flabbergasted! 

"The flight took place in a matter o:f--1 would guess 30-60 seconds. It was 
really amazing-so much so-that I have never told the authorities. If others 
saw this machine-you wouldn't be able to find out in the local paper or news 
broadcasts. To this day-we seem to be the only two who saw it, but see it we did!" 
(See drawing by witness below) (xx.) 
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(xx.) Letter: To: Mr. (Dr.) McDonald. From: John William LaRocca, 724 Devitt Avenue. 
Campbell, Ohio. Date: (Too faded to read) Photocopy in author's files. 

Late February? Major Coleman writes Stanton Friedman. 

BLUE BOOK's new "scientific approach." 

In a letter to Stanton Friedman, Maj. William Coleman discussed a number of issues of mutual 
interest. One was the October 2, 1961, Salt Lake City case that received good coverage in the 
press (See the UFO history monograph detailing that period). Originally e~plained as a balloon 
or the planet Venus (BLUE BOOK had a curious habit of assigning dual answers), the case was 
now classified as a "sundog,'; the phenomenon of sunlight reflecting off ice crystals in the air. 
Dr. James McDonald called such a solution "nonsensical," maintaining that sundogs (if there 
were any) would be at 40 degrees elevation, left or right of the noon time sun, far higher than the 
reported UFO. (xx.) 

(xx.) McDonald, James E. UFOs:Greatest Scientific Problem of our Times? Prepared for 
Presentation before the 1967 annual meeting of the American Society of Newspaper 
Editors, Washington D.C., April22, 1967.) Case# 14. Copy in author's files. 

Sundogs were among Menzel's favorite answers to UFO reports, so apparently this was one of 
the cases he was now helping BLUE BOOK to "solve." This, evidently, was an example ofthe 
project's new "scientific approach," which amounted to BLUE BOOK submitting cases to 
Menzel for review. 

It can be said that the sundog theory was much better than the balloon or Venus answer since 
there wasn't much a match between the witness' testimony, and a free-floating bit of rubber and 
a fixed point oflight in the sky. That said, there is still a problem with the sundog idea. When 
first spotted by Harris, the UFO was "gray-colored, like dull aluminum." (xx.) 

(xx.) Salt Lake City, Utah. The Salt Lake Tribune. 3 October 61. 

Major Coleman also attempted to defend the military's "A Priori" single person policy when it 
comes to UFO reports (BLUE BOOK required more than one witness to take a sighting 
seriously). 

Another point Maj. Colman made (and no doubt one he emphasized when debriefmg Con
gressmen) was the question of spending "additional funds" and "assigning increased numbers" to 
the UFO project in face of the Russian threat (Remember only one officer and $3,000 dollars 
were suggested but were denied!) 

As a final touch before signing off. Coleman couldn't resist a jab at hopes for Congressional 
UFO hearings. (See letter on pages 37-38) (xx.) 

(xx.) I'm pretty sure this letter was copied from Stanton Friedman's personal files. He let me 
copy quite a lot, but as you can tell, his UFO logy career was just beginning so little use 
can be made ofhis correspondence for the early 1960s. There is a penciled note on the 
frrst page that says the letter was received approximately 2/19/62. Coleman did not 
date the letter-L.E. Gross. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON 
: .... :.l-:.,t ...... 

Your letter of 19 January is in hand. I have been delayed in 
ans1vering since a little terrestrial virus not yet well kno'm to 
American medicine established· a beachhead within this tired body of 
mine. ~ 

h · 
The Salt Lake City sichting eva luat i on has been completed. Our 

conclusion is that a sun dog 1-ras responsible. Here's 1-rhy: The absolute 
elevation o:f the sun at the .time of the sighting "as 46:59:4.2. Sky 
condition ~Vas hiGh cirrus (ice crystals). Sun dogs appear 22.5 degrees 
and 45 degrees from the sun. Reports indicate that the pilot placed 

<•: elevation of the object at 24 degrees . Pilot reported object as movingj 
ground observer reported object as stationary. As you can see, the sun 
dog would appear to move with the pilot •.•• when your aspect chances 
beyond the range of arc neceosary to permit seeing the "dog" it IJauld 
disappear. I have oversimplified the details, but Bob Friend can provide 
you vith these. 

\~e had a mixup in the signals on the Baltimore sighting. I don't 
have the papers and advised Friend. I will foT>{ard them as soon as I 
get them. 

Enclosed is the lstest fact sheet • .... just completed. 

The requirement for an additional l·Titness depends entirely on the 
ability and capability of the observer. You must admit that every man's 
individual, private experience issuspect. Also, we could not accept 
a rej)OJ; t from one person in a large city ,.r i th no other corroboration. 
In .ii.Pj-<case many months ago, an investigator became suspioious of repeated 
reports from one lady. He visited her ..••. discussed her sightings •.•.. 
personally took her to a medical doctor. The doctor's :findings ...... acute 
high blood press ure ( cause unkno1-m) "hich affected 4er vision •.. the 
higher the 1)ressure, the bigger and brighter the UFO. Further explanation 
of the unidentified and insuffiecient categories is made in the fact sheet. 

The fact sheet provides details on the "under evaluation" question. 
However, there are no "59" cases under evaluation. We do periodically 
re-evaluate some of the old cases. We do this to reconfirm or because 
of new information lfhich might be applicable to the case. 

- ---- ·---.-;--- --·---·--··-

\ 
~ --·--

\ 
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Ticst assured that our Dew Line people report to us in considerable 
detail and instantly. I agree, perhaps many reports of observation of 
Ul~'s 30 unknown because of reluctance of people to come forth. I must 
say, though, that we have done everything reasonable to get them to 
report to us. .'\nd ti1is gets to the crux of the problem, I .believe. Our 
business is defense against a threat to n.:J.tional security and secondly 
to det!'!l~ine technological advancement an .... to explain all sightings. To 
date . ~1cr~ bas been nothing presented that would indicate a technological 
state in advance of present day knowledse. The. Air Force stand on this 
is: lvbyspend additional funds and assign increased numbers of people 
to a project lfhen we need these people and monies to contribute toward 
the answers needed to combat a b1own, proven threat1 

Stan, you are a man of science. Do you really believe you'll find 
the clues to an adva~ed propulsion system from UFO statistics? vfhy not 
devote your efforts toward an advanced propulsion ·system. He both agree 
that fuel rocket pm1er (liquids and solids) is or will be a primitive 
system som~dsy. These systems manned can 1t take us anywhere since the 
nearest star beyond our sun lies nearly five light years away. 

I would like to discuss this more at length, particularly from the 
st~ndpoint ofaectromagnetics. Unfortunately, I am no longer assigned 
td''this project. A Major Carl Hart has been assigned as spokesman for 
Project Blue Book and this constitutes one of my last pieces of corres
pondence on the subject of UFO. I'm still pondering about a book. I 
believe there is a need for one. 

I shell be happy to hear from you anytime end discuss this 
interesting subject when you are out this way or vice versa. I have 
enjoyed our relatively short acquaintance. Please accept my b~st 
wishes for continued success. 

~ ~ I , , 
'-ti~~~;l ---,- I --

UFO Project Officer / 
Office of Ioformat~on 

P. S. I Hould say that Congressional Hearings will not be held. 
This is a personal opinion. 

Mr. Stanton T. Friedman 
Aerojet-General Nucleonics 
P. 0. Box 77 
San Ramon, California 
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Early 1962. Admiral Hillenkoetter jumps ship. 

An article in the International UFO Reporter explains an important development: 

"In his book (Aliens from Space 1973) Keyhoe relates how, in the run up to 
hearings in Congress, he was relying heavily on Hillenkotter's support and the big 
influence he would have in backing NICAP's effort to force the Air Force to open 
its files. But suddenly, out of the blue in early 1962, carrie _a short letter from Hil
lenkotter. The text, quoted by Keyhoe in Aliens, reads: 

'Dear Don: 

In my opinion, NICAP's investigation has gone as far as possible. 
I know the UFOs are not US or Soviet devices. All we can do now is 
wait for some action by the UFOs. 

The Air Force cannot do any more under the circumstances. It has 
been a difficult assignment for them, and I believe we should not con
tinue to criticize their investigation. 
I am resigning as a member of the NICAP Board of Governors.' 

"Keyhoe was stunned and naturally put Hillenkotter's action down to pressure 
from above: 'persuasion at a very high level,' as he put it. Even in retirement it 

I 

seemed Hillenkoetter was not immune to these mysterious 'persuaders.' Despite 
this Keyhoe did admit that 'the cause ofthe admiral's action was still a mystery.' 
Never once did he hint that Hillenkoetter resigned through disenchantment with 
NICAP. After this Hillenkoetter dropped out ofufology and made no more public 
statements." ( xx.) 

(xx.) International UFO Reporter. Vol. 20, No.2. March/Aprill995. p.16. 

It should be noted that in his resignation letter Hillenkoetter did not deny the possibility UFOs 
could be alien craft. In fact, what he says was probably what someone at a "very high level " 
told him. UFOs are real and not earth-made. There is nothing we, or you, can do about them. 
Don't torture authorities. 

27 February. 

"Joint Committee on Atomic 
Energy and UFOs?" (See clipping) 

ue.r- ht.iJ f 4-

.j 
I ro J tu J 

fe..-~ '1. 7 , t C,{, 'J.. 

wltb Rep. J•mea P.:. 
Vu Zaadl 

In Washington 
FLYING SAUCERS - Aller 15 

years of investigating flying .sau· 
cer reports, the Depar~ment of 
Air said there was no evidence 
of the 7,369 unidentified flying ob
jects checked on during that peri
od. The Joint Committee on Atom
ic Energy, of which I am a mem
ber, has worked with the Depart
ment of Air and the extent of the 
investigations, as reported from 
time to time, r e v e a I s tbe thou
sand!; of dollars that have been 
spent through qualified manpower 
only to find there i.5 no basi:. for 
the so-called sighting ol $paca 
craft from other planets. 

f 
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March 1962. Barney: "Forget your dreams." 

The Hill case could have ended here if Betty had finally given in to Barney: 

"As the Hills attempted to settle down to something like a reasonable routine, 
they occasionally discussed the incident with a few close friends, Betty still being 
haunted by her graphic and startling dreams~ For Betty, talking it out with close 
friends was helpful. Barney continued to try to ignore the subject, except on those 
occasions of the trips. He continued to plead with Betty to forget the dreams." 
(~) . 

(xx.) Fuller, John. The Interrupted Journey. A Dell Book: Dell Publishing Co., Inc. 
1966. p.71. 

March? 1962. The Hills. The subject ofhypnosis comes up again. 

Fuller writes: 

"On one day in March of 1962, Betty had lunch with Gail Peabody, a friend of 
hers who was a state probation officer and in whom Betty had full confidence. She 
mentioned the idea ofhypnosis, and Gail responded promptly by recommending a 
psychiatrist she knew of who was medical director of a private sanitarium in 
Georgetown, Massachustts, only about ten miles away from Portsmouth." (xx.) 

(xx.) Ibid, p.71. 

7 March. Bolton, England. ( 6:00 p.m.) 

"Couldn't believe her eyes." 

According to our source: 

"In the March-April, 1962, issue, the Flying Saucer Review reported a 'wave' of 
sightings over Bolton in Lancashire. The Bolton Evening News on March 8 prints 
the following account of a new sighting over the town: 

"'A level-headed 12-year-old schoolgirl couldn't believe her eyes when she saw a 
flying saucer hovering in Bolton's evening sky. It happened when Jane Barnett was · 
walking home along Albert Road West at 6 p.m. last Wednesday. 

"'I gazed at it for several minutes as it hovered in the sky,' says Jane. 'It appeared 
slightly blurred, but I could see the shape quite clearly. And the colour appeared to be 
a dark silvery blue.' 

''Jane made a quick sketch of the saucer, and her drawing shows the conventional 
bulging disc. . 

"'When Jane told me about it I thought at first it was a figment ofher imagination,' 
said her father, Mr. Maurice Barnett, of9 Greenmount Lane. · · 

"'But I questioned her at considerable length about it and I am quite sure she must 
have seen something. It wasn't a balloon or anything like that.' " (xx.) 
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(xx.) No Case. (Infonnation Only) Air Force BLUE BOOK Files. 7 March 62. 

17 March. BristoL England. (9:25 p.m.) 

Height: 100 feet. 

According to our source: 

"Mrs. W. J. F. Cox of 45 Pembroke Road. Bristol8, states that on March 17, when 
she was in the company of a witness, Miss Welshman, she was standing at her front 
door looking to the east when she saw a sharply defined circular object about 50 feet 
above the tops of the houses on the opposite side of Pembroke Road. The time was 9:25 
p.m. The night was clear and frosty and the evening stars were prominent. The object, 
which was stationary, seemed to be end on to the observers, presenting its face to them 
like a full moon. It would seem to have been 40 to 50 feet in diameter. Occasionally it 
gave a tilt. It remained in sight for four or five minutes and suddenly vanished. Its height 
was esti.nlated at about 100 feet and appeared to be about 150 feet away from the obser
vers. It was pale amber in color and gave off vapor from part of its circumferern;e, 

"The other witness, Miss Welshman of2 Kings Road, Brislington, Bristol, 4, describ
ed the incident as follows: 'I saw a round silvery object shining over the rooftop of the 
house opposite in Pembroke Road. It looked about 2 feet across and at a fair distance. It 
was stationary, hanging full face toward us. I watched for a moment and then took leave 
of my friend. I learned later that she had watched it through the window ofher sitting 
room on the ground floor and after about five minutes it had disappeared suddenly." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. July-August 1962. Vol. 8, No.4. p.22. 

25 March. The Hills are interviewed by Dr. Patrick Quirke. 

Fuller writes: 

"'At no time did I feel uncomfortable,' Barney said. 'The doctor sat across from 
us at his desk, while we sat in comfortable chairs, and I felt relieved to talk to this man 
about our experience, particularly since he did not look at it as if it were two persons 
talking about an obvious hallucination--and he was giving his professional attention to 
it. He acknowledge that we had an unusual experience, but he felt that we might grad
ually begin to remember some of the missing things, since we had probably suppressed 
much of the experience as a protective device. He felt that at this stage it might not be 
a good idea to explore this block of mine and Betty's disturbing rea~tions, forcibly, at 
least.' 

"The ultimate, mutual decision was to postpone any action at the time, but that if 
problems should persist, then therapy might be indicated. The Hills felt relieved that 
Dr. Quirke ruled out simultaneous hallucination, a matter that had been giving them 
both some concern." (xx.) 

(xx.) Ibid, p.73. 
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22 March. Boston, Massachusetts. (10:45 a.m.) 

"Sudden darts at high speed." 

r"--~~--~--~--~----·--------·------------------------------------~ 

' ;~~St~~~um~ .. -... 

UNITED STATES ·GOVERNMENT 

· ··. · TO 
·· -' ' DATB: !1arch ~J. 1962 . 

Fli.Ol\4 ,..,'R···_·:,• ............ ~· 
'suiijBCr_;-~;_r~;;'UF(YI~ Observed at 10.45 a.m. EST, March 22,. 1962. · 

. .. . 

from Hr. , Washington Street, Hyde Park 36, 
The ~-o.l·. lowi · . r e o.lii"as received last. night . b:Y telephone · 

Mass. (Tel. : · · · 
' ~--<; ··c.·- ; .. ... • • • - ' • \. 

· t-lr. was looking to the nor th-west out ·of the 
window ·o.f. an office bu1ld1ns situated near the Cathedral :l,n 
Boston. He noticed a jet plane traveling ~the north
west -till it passed over the building. Above the vapor trail 
of the plane he noticed three objects at a great height and 
thought at firs_t they were seagulls. Then q.e saw that they 
were d,efinitely round, though small because or distance, and 
were mo,ring in sudden darts. at high speed and making sharp 
right-angled turns. They were silver gray and shone brightly 
in.ths sunlight. Hr. observed these objects for two 
or three minutes until they finally passed over the building 
a.""ld o-g.t of sight. He was alone in the room at the time. 
His accot1nt sounded sensible and authentic. ·· 

A.B.G • 

... .. --. · ··· 

· ···-~--- -.· 

. • ! _,,J ,·. 

~t. ·vc. ~ J\~'...:J-

(xx.) Air Force BLUE BOOK files. 22 March 62. (FBI Document?) 
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27 March. Rep. Charles F. Ducander, Executive Director & Chief Counsel, Committee 
on Science and Astronautics, House ofRepresentatives. 

The question of hearings again: "At the present time, the Committee agenda does not include 
any investigations ofUFOs. In addition, I must be candid and tell you that the Chairman has no 
plans for scheduling this type of investigation in th~ foreseeable future." (xx.) 

(xx.) The UFO Evidence. Ed.: Richard Hall. National Investigations Committee on Aerial 
Phenomena: Washington D.C., 1964. p.176. 

29 March. Taupo, New Zealand. (11 :32 a.m.) 

Hovered over a launch. 

A story in England's Flying Saucer Review states: 

''The Hawke's Bay Herald-Tribune carried the following report in its issue of 
March30: 

"'A mysterious unidentified flying object was seen in the sky by a group of'Hast
ings men on a fishing holiday in Taupo yesterday. The object was hovering over 
Whanagamata Bay where the men travelling on Mr. E.P. Taylor's launch Ponui. Mr. 
R.C. Bauld, a Hastings grocer who first sighted the object, said at first it resembled a 
parachute. But as it moved overhead it could be seen through binoculars to be rotat
ing in an anti-clockwise direction. As it moved over, the shape changed to that of a 
cross very much like that of the new model aeroplanes[?). ' 

"'Till then, somebody suggested it might be a meteorological balloon-but the 
object dispelled this possibility by suddenly taking off. It took four seconds to disap
peared from sight, said Mr. Bauld. 

"'According to the Herald-Tribune's Taupo correspondent, Mr. Taylor said to
day he frrst saw the object at 11 :32 a.m. It appeared to have a reflected silver light 
and was shaped like a parachute with an extension of the lines at the same angle from 
where the parachutist would hang for about a third of the length of the chute. 

" 'It passed over the launch and hovered for about two minutes. At first he 
thought it was a was a weather balloon or similar lighter-than-air object. The launch 
was about half a mile from the Kinloch Marina home at the time and because the 
launch engine was running they could hear no noise from the object. At the end of 
the two minutes the object appeared to revolve anti-clockwise, then suddenly move 
at a very high speed. By then Mr. Taylor had his binoculars focused on the object, 
and he held it in view for a few seconds longer than the other observers. 

" 'It disappeared faster than any jet aircraft on a shallow curving course slightly 
east of south, said Mr. Taylor. He would not like to say what it was, but it appeared 
to be a controlled craft of some sort. He bad never seen anything like it before over 
Lake Taupo. 

"'The party had previously watched the satellite Echo I go over. Mr. Bauld's 
impression was that yesterday's object was travelling at least three times as fast. All 
on board saw the object and were at first skeptical, but very soon mystified by the ob
ject. 
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"'The party-comprising Messrs. V. Watkins, M. Lush, R.E. Goodall and M. 
Dentice---as well as Mr. Bauld-had spent five days at Taupo.'" (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. Sept~mber-October 1962. Vol. 8, No.5. p.23. 

7 April. Near Winnemucca, Nevada. (Late night) 

"Followed them for 60 miles." (See clipping) 

UFo:,sigh·_ · .teet ;b ;1Tfi.o ~·· . ·-· . . . ,· y!. ". 
~-. · · ···a· · ·_ . . ~. . . ... ~,-~;.l · ·· · In:·. ortherttm;Uoa 

·' · · u~fteritlhed ;dymi· ob)edl 
<UFOl are. back .. in 1he''news, 

. this time.,ret:M>rted in(nOJ;t~erp 
Nevada. _ ·. . . .. .., . ,,... , . 
. . 'l'hree women :: reiurriii\t 
from the general· conference 
of the ·Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Sainb 'in ,Sa1t 
Lake. City •. Utah, ·reported 
sighting tQe object as they 
were traveling iouth from the 
Oregon' state · line · towaJ:"di 
Winnemucca late Saturday. 
night. · • · .. · 

· The women ·reported that 
the b~t object, about the' 
size of a · beacll ball, glowed 
with .a yellowish.,orange _light 
and &eemed to · ·hover ; just 
abQve the ground .. lt was first 
sighted as it crossed the high
way in front of the vehicre, 
casting a light beneath it ta 
it traveled. ShorU¥ after
wards lt appeanid behind tbe 
vehicle, the women said, ·and· 
followed them for about 60 
miles, disappearing only when· 
cars approached from the op-· 
posite direction. It disappea~: 
ed for the last time .shortly 
before Uw trio arrived in Win-.' 
~ettl~;~ca. 

9-20 April. The Air Force's Orwellian demands. 

Medford, Oregon 
Medford Daily 
Tribune. 
9 April62 

' 

It should not be too much of a surprise to find the Air Force open to proposals for 
ending its UFO public relation difficulties. Congressional hearings had been turned 
aside, but it had been a near thing. 

Air Force advisor J. Allen Hynek had formerly urged a change two years before, 
suggesting UFO investigations: " .. -.be brought to the cognizance of scientific offices 
most directly able to cope with them." (xx.) 

(xx.) Letter: To: Office of the Commander, Air Force Research Division, Air 
Research and Development Command, USAF, Washington 25, D.C. 
Date: 17 February 60. p.3. 

Hynek, however, was small potatoes. His letter was ignored. What got things rolling 
wasn't science. What prompted action by the major players, apparently, was Congres
sional pressure. Dr. Robert Calkins., president of Brookings Research Institute, felt the 
Air Force needed "to get off the spot" they were on He expressed that opinion to 
Edward Trapnell, Assistant for Public Relations to the Secretary Zuckert of the Air Force. 

In April 1962 the UFO program was still the responsibility ofthe Foreign Technology 
Division (FTD). This fit the assertion that the Air Force's primary interest in UFOs was 
to determine their threat potential and/or military value. However, the UFO program was 
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considered a "special project" with its own project name and spokesmen, making it too 
high profile and vulnerable to civilian critics. 

Documents discussing a shift of responsibility are revealing. If any changes were made, 
the Air Force: " ... should not be required to disprove the claims of independent UFO or
ganizations or investigators that sightings are due to interplanetary space vehicles." (xx.) 

(xx.) Letter: To: TD-G (Colonel Carlisle). From: CoL Edward Wynn, USAF, Deputy 
for Science and Components, Foreign Technology Division, WPAFB. (?April 
1962) 

What that demand would do, would be to terminate any future chance of Congressional 
hearings. 

Another demand was that: "Probable causes for sightings based on limited information 
should be accepted [Emphasis mine-L.E. Gross]" (xx.) No wonder Menzel and his 

.. 
(xx.) Ibid. 

half baked explanations were enjoying a comeback. This would no doubt shock civilian 
critics who were certain something important was going on in the atmosphere. 

Moreover, the Air Force stated: " ... the public would have to be educated to accept ... " 
such explanations. [Emphasis mine-L.E. Gross] (xx.) Why? Can't the public decide 

(xx.) Ibid. 

for itself? 

Yet another curious demand, was that if the UFO program was: "Contracted to some 
private organization, such as Brookings, ... [it] will make positive statements regarding 
the program and the Air Force's handling of it in the past ... " (xx.) 

(xx.) Letter: To: "TD-E (Colonel Wynn). From: "Lt. Col. Robert Friend, USAF. 
Foreign Technology Division, WP AFB. Date: 9 April 60. 

What the Air Force wanted, apparently, was no complaints about its work even if criticism 
was justified! 

While the Air Force entertained the idea of releasing its hold on the UFO problem, it never 
seemed determined to do so. What occurred was the folding in of the UFO program into re
gular military operations. That gave the Air Force complete control of the situation without 
any public relations hassles. 

Perhaps some ofthe odd events that took place during the University of Colorado (Condon 
Committee) UFO project in 1966 can be explained by these 1962 demands by the military. 

Three drafts of the Air Force proposals for the future of official UFO policy are reproduced 
on pages 46-53) 
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1uoJEc.r' Unidentifie<;.Aerial Phencmena ,. 

ro: TD-G (Colonel Carlisle) SMt 
1. Reference our letter to AFCm-P, subject: "Project Blue Dock (Uniden
tified Flying Objects)," dated 20 April 1962, relating information concern- . 
int; the briefing 9.n unidentified flying obJects given to Y.r. Edward R. • 
Trapnell, Assistant for Public Relations to the Secretary of the Air Force. 

2. Paragraph 6 of the referenced letter expressed that in the opinion of 
F'l'D tht'! UFO p!'O«t'A!II should bt'! d.ii!Mntinut!d AS A special project and the 
function absorbed by the Air -Force in the conduct of its overall mission. 
Investigating and evaluating UFO sightings should be the responsibility of 
the Air Force facility nearest the scene of the incident. · Attempts should 
be made to determine the cause for all sightings, but the primary objective 
would be directed toward determining the threat potential of the occurrence. 

3. Our· opinion that the UFO program should be discontinued as· a sl>ecial 
project is.drawn from the following: 

a. During the past-'1'5 years the USAF has studied over 7300 cases c:if 
sigbtings of unidentified flying objects without discovering one '~ead of 
evidence indicating that UFO sightings are due to interplanetary splt;c!" 
vehicles. · · .,. · ·') 

b. Discontinuation of the UFO project would not \result in the los-~ of 
valuable information. For those incidents which. may be siBnificant other 
than as UFO sightings, reports are made to other Air Force elements through 
channels completely independent for those spelled out for UFO reports. 

.....:: 

c. lle.sed on experience gained from handling thousands of cases, it is 
believed that field organizations could determine the caus~s .for approximately 
75 . percent · of the cases and ~aluate the threat potential of>'":' them all. 

d. Due to the' time element and familiarity with the local eiXVironment, 
field organizations are often in a .better;position to determine the cause 
for sightings, such as those which result from ·the misidentification of air
craft, balloons launched locally, etc., than is FTD with the present method 
of operation. 

4. Scme of the sightings which take place during a year require more sophis
ticated treatment than some field units are caJ?tb}-e of giviog; however, in 
these instances the fiel d unit should recognize the s ignificance of the 
s ighting and notify some agency with a specialized capability, e. g., the 1-' 

/' .... · . 
. ~.~'- .: :.,'! . . •. , •. . ' ' •• 

· ? ·' 
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Smithsonian Institute, in the instance of suspected meteorite impacts. In 
other G&ses it should only be necessary for the field unit to collect the 
data 8nd forward it to some interested agency for analysis, e. · -g~-, radar--
scope films to RADC. 

5. Before the UFO program could be discontinued as- a special proJect, the 
public would have to be educated to accept this new philosophy. The follow
ing information would have to be brought to their attention: 

. a. The USAF's pl'imary..,_interest in UFO' s· is to determine their threat 
potential and/or _ ~litary v~. · ~- . 

b. Posit:llre determination of' the causes 'for all sightings is desirable, 
but to accomplish this would require extensive iar,estigation and s~ of all 
sightings, in most cases placing an unnecessary strain_ on the Air Force's 
budjet. 

c. Probable causes for sightings .based on limited information _should be 
accepted. 11 .... '._,:· 

. d. ·The Air Force should not be required to disprove the claims of inde-
pendent -UFO organizations or investigators that sightings are due to inter
,Pl~tary space vehi~les. 

I
)~ 6 If, contrary to.--our- suggestion, the UFO program is continued as a special 

" , ,\,Foj:~· ~he ;:1~::. ':;:::~: :.::,:•:::;,:::~,,.,. with intelli-

"''_-__ ~ :J, _ \..,__ gence and ass;l.gned to some organization within the Air Force's scientific 
~--\ V \ \\. _·structure. ~ 
~~ - : 0,· i': .· b; The proJect office be staffed with personnkl who have the proper r \__,! backgrounds to analyze the sightings, conduct the investigations of significant 
!,;,# incidents, and to conduct an effective public-relations program. 
i'' $~ 
!'.:~: :· 
{iNa: 

-~~' 

ii ·g 
:~!1 ' 

I I ~~~1· 
'fili!t 
t'fl"j' 
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c. A public education program designed to allow discontinuance of the 
. program as a special proJect after ,a specified time pe~, be a part of the 
mission of the proJect office. 

-~J . '""',..,._ -,__~ s-
C"ol:Ollel, US.'Ii__ 
Deputy for Science - -- - · 

and Ccmponents 
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• HEADQUARTERS 

FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMM'AND 

UNITI::D ITA.Tii.! AIJt I'ORCI!: 

ATTN or: TD-E/Lt Col Friend I 

sueJEcT: Trip Report (UFO) 

9 ~PR 1962 
ro: TD-E {Colonel: Wlam) .'< 

1. On 6 April 1962 Lt. Colonel Friend, TD-E, visited DOD to particlpa.te 
in a briefing on the Air Force's unidentified aerial phenomena program for 
Mr. Edward R. Trapnell, Assistant for Public Relations to the Secretary of 
the Air Force. Also present were Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Project Consultant, 
and MaJor c. R. HArt, SAFOI-3b. Mr. Trapnell requested this briefing 
after his interest in -the matter was whetted by a statement by Dr. Robert 
Calkins, President of Brookings Institute. The gist of Dr. Calkins' state
ment was that it was unfortunate the Air Force must suffer the bad publicity 
associated with unidentified flying obJects, with a suggestion that some 
private agency might relieve the Air Force of the problem. 

2. ~ing the briefing Mt<. Trapnell was informed of the origin of the pro
gram, the Air Force method of handling it, conclusions a.nd recommendations 
regarding it by such groups as the Robertson. Committee of January 1953, ~
Force conclusions after 15 ye.ars of stUdy, current problems, and recanmen
dations f"or solvingthem. The foremost · conclusion was that n6 evidence has 
bec.ome available to the Air Force indicating that UFO .' s constitute a. threat 
to natioDal security or are interplanetary vehicles bearing life or intelli
gence or aey sort. The outstanding recommendation was that definite steps 
be taken to carry out the recommendations of =robertson Committee; to 
wit; that the UFO program be stripped of the aura of ~~zyste;o:l(' and put into 
its proper prospective and that a program designe to infofbl the public 
regarding UFO' s be instituted. In the eyes of the lay public anything 
associated with intelligence assumes an air of great secrecy; therefore, 
it was lllggested that the first step toward stripping UFO' s of their cloak 
of mystery would be to divorce the program from its connections with the 
intelligence community. · ~ 

3. Mr. Trapnell was amazed to learn that the UFO traffic today vas three 
times that of the early years of the program and observed that this could 
grow into a life-time job unless headed off in some manner. He' stated that 
following a planned meeting with Mr. Zuckert, Secretary of the Air Force, 
Dr. B·. ~Millian, SAFRD, and Dr. Calkins, Brookings, one of the follO\Iing 
actions might be taken. 

,a. The UFO program will be transferred to some agency such as NASA, 
NSF, or Smithsonian and pursued under an entirely d~ferent titl~ such as 
Atmospheric Physics. 

' .' 
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b. Transferred within the Air Force frqm teciu&-~al intelligence to a . 

strictly scientific ccmplex ·and contracted to same private organfzatio~, 
such as BrookinSs. 

c. Contracted to scme private organization, such as .Brookings, which 
will Dla.ke positive ·statements regarding the program aDd ·the Air Force 1 s 
handling of it in the past and make rec001111endations .regarding its future, 
i.e., disban the program ccmpletely or handle it as outlined in A or B 
above. · 

4. Following his planned meeting with Mr. zuckert, Dr. 1-k!Millian, and Dr. 
Calkins, Mr. Tra,pnell plans to visit FTD with . Dr. Calkins for an informal 
discussion prior to a decision regarding the UFO program. No date has been 
set for this visit. Mr. Trapnell suggested tbat the UFO file~;~ be put into 
order to allow transfer o~ the complete office at· ~ moment 1 s notice. 

5. lt ;l.a m;r op;LW.o~ tbat it will prove very difficUlt, 1f not 1mposs1ble, 
to transfer this program to another e.e;ency because none of them want to · 
inherit the public relations problem that goes with it. The final solution 
will probably be either to disbanl.the project entirely and allow the Air 
Force to absorb it in the norm8.1 course of its overall mission or to contract ~ 
it to some private organization, the contract being monitored bY some agency 
within the Air Force 1 s scientific structure. 

~J.:n~ 
~/~mm -·-

Lt. Colonel, USAF 
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Tn-E/Lt Co11/tend/vw/69216 

ProJect Blue Book (lhideDtU'ied Flyiq ObJects) 

JJq USAF 
AJ'CIB-P 
Wash 25 DC 

~FFICtAL Fl LE COPY 
. -

· -2 0 AFR 1962 

1. On 6 AprU 19612 :rrn participated 1n ~ietilla on the USAF UD1dent1t1ed 
t}3'q- ObJeCts proJect vhich 'liu S1Ten to Mr. Edward R. Trtqmell, Assistant 
tar P\lblic Relations to the Secntc'7 at the A1r Force. '!'his brietine w.a 
requested b7 Mr. 'l'rapwll, tollavina a casual emmn-sa.tion 'betveell him and 
Dr. Robert CaJkiua at lk"ookiDp Research Institute where the latter Bade a 
~k reprdills how untortUDate it w.a that t~ Air Force vas forced to 
BUffer the bed publicity associated with un14ent1tied t]JiJic obJects, 

2. Dm'i!ls the 1lrietills Mr. 'l'rap~~ell vas intormed ot the histoq'at' thlt pre
aram, the Air Force I B method at haDdlinS t~ proJect. aDd t~¥t major probl.ells 
vbich ban bet!n eucau$ered, Be was also int~d ~the stuq cODducted 1n 
1953 by a panel at scientists beaded by Dr. H. P. Robertson at CeJ.11'orD1& 
Institute ~ 'l'eolmology. This panel concluded that UFO's did not constitute 

- a threat- to the security at tbe United states aD4 reoOIIIIIeDded that a Jll'OSl'alD 
desiCDBd to ~ate the public aDd strip the aura at m;ystery frOIIl tJlPO's be 
instituted. Mr. Tr~QJDell was intormed that our continUed stud7 at OFO's 
ainoe 1953 bad not reYealed any eTideuce vhich YOU.ld change the conclusion 
at the RobertsOn COIIIIlittee. · 

3. It was pointed out that a maJor step ~d strippins the air' at 111st~ry 
from UP'O' s volll.d be ace0111pl1shed U' it ve;;"d\.Torced trom any association 
'With 1Dtellipnee. Mr-. Trap~~ell vent a step further and otated that tbe pro
sraa wan out of' place 'With the Air Force, aDd :lDdicated that he iDteDds to 
talk the Jlllltter ontr with ~. Zuekert, Secretary at the Air Force, 'With a 
view tciward accomplishins one af the followina: 

a • . Transfer of' the UFO proJect to another age~ such as NASA, BSF, 
or the ECithaODian Institute and have it co:aduoted as a program to atudy 
atmospheric physics. 

b. DiTorce the proJect from any _association vith 1ntel~nce aDd hire 
a contractor to eo:aduct the prosram UDder Air Foree IIIOilitorship. · 

c. Contract a priT&te' orpnization to at~ the mat~ri&l. vhich ~ ~eJJ. 
accumulated to date and recCJIIIIMnd a course ot aCtion. 'lhb recc:aelldat1on 
could be to ccmpletely disbe.n thlt program as a special proJect aDd allow it 
to be absorbed by the Air Fcirce 1n tba conduct of its anrall lllis&ion; or a 
moditication at A ox: B above. 
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~. Mr. '1'nlpenll pla11S to rteit F'l'D Pl"ior to a f111al decilica as to -~ 
course ot letioll 11boUld be purned. BonYer, be did 1Dstract Fl'D nr~ 
to pt tM UFO . tile• ill aD order vhieh would allov tru.af'er at a ~' • _..,. 
aoUce. l't 111 · 0\U' 1Dtellt1CD to reTiev all report• vitll a Tie¥ towaz"d, 4ollll-
sre4SDI a4 d.ecliU111f1118 u ~as ~Bible. '!be ~1a1CDe of AP'R 205-l, -" 
10 J\IDe 1960 with clatps, AlB 205-t , l March 1961, aDd AJ'R 200-17, 12 .rcm-
&r7 1961 VU.l be adhered to dur1JC this exercise. 

5. ~ :plus' to transfer the UFO proJect to saae other SonrD~~Dent apney 
or to contract it to SOllie priYate orpnizstiOD are ~ considered teas1ble 
tor tbe foUCI¥1Da reasons; · 

a. Tbl Air Farce wv.l.ll ~Ul ~ Wl-de~Mtd v~tb baDd11na the c~ca- r • 
tion of all rqorts except the tev vh1ch voul.d be ailed directl.7 to the · · 
a&m1C7 ar · cor:ttractor by pr1n.te citizens. 

b. 'l'nmster of. tile Fosr'Ul to sOIII! asency such as BASA voul.d onl.7 aerft 
to CODW'1Dce a l.arpr sesmeat ~ the public that s~!Dgs are due to Tiaits 
to earth .b7 illt'er,PJ.aDetar:y space nhicles. 

c. Coatractilll the FOP'• would be 1llaiV times 110re expell81Ye to the 
Air Por'ce thaD the present llll!tbod of QPerat:Ulg IUid would DOt relieTe the Air 
Force of the respcm.s1b111t7. 'l'be public vould still feel tbat aD orpl'liza
tiOD Ullder contract to the Air Force vas directed to IIBke certa1D state~~ants. 
We ban e.xp~rienced this on a saller scale reprd1ng statements made b7 Dr. 
J. Allen ~f~Dek, tbe present pro,1ect consultant. 

d. A coatractor VOilld sene pr1Dcillall.y as an anal.y'zinS eaency, ·aDd the 
Air Force vou1d still fad it Qeceesary to imres~e the maJority of the 
case11. \ 

e. It 'WO\lld be aecesaa.ry to provide a contractor vith spee1aliud 
iM'~ioD uucb as Jl1ae1le, satellite, aDd balloon dataJ · iDf'Ol'llllltion re
p:rdiJ11 special progr11118 aJJJl/ar operations; and other specialized informa
tion to support their analysis effort. 

t. Air Force perooamel would be required to monitor t~cou:tract aDd pro
vide support to the eotltractor. 

6. It is the :P"l'D OJ!Udon that the UFO prosra~~~ shOUld be d1sc0Dt11Ned as a 
special pro,2ect 81111 the tunctiOD absorbed b7 the Air Force in the ~ 
c~ ot lta overall lliasion. Each a!&hti:Ds vo;lld be tbe responsibility 
or the Air Foree fac111t7 oearest to tbe sce~:~e at tbe 1Dc1dent. Tbe . im'ee
t~q Ullit VOill.4 eval.uate the occurreDCe vlth a Tiev toward detel!'lll1zi.1Dc 
1:t the ob~ct is a potential threat to national security. .DeterlliDatiCD ot 
the actual c.use of the iDaideDt should be attempt~!~ but is onJ.,y ot secondary ) V 
importaDce. UFO reyorts vhich ar1CiJ:Iate as coarpliance with JARAP-146n should 
coDtillue to 'be processed. 1D the .zmer <NtU.Ded ill this directive. 

2 
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7. Altllculb I'1'.D 18 DOW tbe atr1ce or FDu'7 iDtft'eet re~ I'QCII't• 
at im11tD"U'ie4 ~ o).1ecta 1 tb.S.e letter ia. 'beSJIS t~ to Al'CD 
au. to tte ..-u.r usce1at101l with thia proJect ad the tact tb&t scae 
~tie ..,arts ... _Oil m•s. • 
rcJ\ '!JIB COIINDER 
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13 April. Modesto, California. (no time) 

Their bodies became numb all over. 

According to our source: 

" ... at Modesto, California on April 13, 1962 five teenagers reported a strange glowing 
light slowly descending at 500 feet altitude and becoming brighter as it neared the ground. 
The eyewitnesses started to get out of their car, but found themselves physically affected\ 
by their encounter. Their bodies became numb all over and for a time they could hardly 
move. All of them were visibly frightened by their experience." (xx.) 

(xx.) No case (Information Only) 13 Aprill962. Modesto, California. Air Force 
BLUE BOOK Files. 

23 April. NICAP's difficulties. (See letter on page 55) 

24 April. Springfield, Pennsylvania. {about 7:45p.m. & 8:10p.m.) 

A very close CE-1. (See IUR article below and on page 56) (See additional details collected 
by Dr. James McDonald on page 57) · 

As pert of a long-range program to 
follow up well-documented cases from the 
past (for the purpose of determining life
effects. present thoughts about . the past 
UFD-elo'el\t and about the UFO phenomenon 
Itself on the part of the witness or witnesses, 
and to see how well their present memoJY of 
the event compares with what WillS reported 
originally), we have recently been In touch 
with Lt CoL J.A. Gassleln Jr. (Army Re
serve. Ret). For 30 years Gassleln has been 
employed In the aviation lndustl)', speclaUz· 
lng In helicopters with Boeing. during which 
time he has been "exposed to all types of air
craft. "In 1962 he reported two cases occur
lng within minutes of each other (presum· 
ably slghtlngs of the same object) and wit· 
nessed by several Independent obServers. 
Dr. James McDonald, who was Interested In 
the case, corresponded with Gassleln and 
with NICAP Investigators. Gassleln has been 
kind enough to respond to our queries. Be
low Is a recap of the original reports and 
Gassleln's present comments about the 
many-year-old sightings. 

TYPE: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
DORA1101"1: 

Sighting 1 
CE-1 
April24, 1962 
Approx. 7:45 P.M. 
5+/- minutes 

WITNESSES: 3 + sew:rallndepl'L 
Springfield, Pennsylvania PLACE: 

TYPE: 
DATE: 
TIME: 
DORA1101"1: 

Slghting2 
CE·l 
April24, 1962 
Approx. 8:10P.M. 
3-5 minutes 

WITNESSES: 3 + sew:rallndep'L 
Springfield, Pennsylvania PLACE: 

Sighting 1 

It was a clear spring night The sun had 
set an hour before. and Mrs. Gassleln and 
her mother had just ctmen out of their drlve
wrry and-re less than two blocks from their 
suburban home when "coming In level with 
the roofs of the Cape Cod homes was this 
WlJY large round thing. sunnounted with a 
dome that was emitting flashes of green 
Ught" 

"That's no airplane!" one woman ex· 
claimed to the other. 

A band, rotating around the ~body, 
consisted of 11 series of square "windows" 
from which carne shafts of brilliant white 
light Similar shafts of brilliant white light 
were directed downward from the base of the 
craft; the object had a well-defined outHne, 
or shape. 

Startled and anxious to have her hus
band ( pn>fesalonally competent In the mat· 
ter of aircraft) witness the blzan-e objeCt. she 
quickly returned to her house and Nshed In 
to get him. He 1Up011ded Immediately and 
ran up the s~t to get a better view. 

"By that tlme." he reported. "the object 
appeared to be about a quarter to a half· mile 
distant. moving In a westerly direction.' It 
was seemingly suspended In the air, about a 
45 degrees elevation from my position. 
appearing smaller at the top than at the 
base, and was gMng off colored lights." The 
object was moving at a cross angle to the 
tree-Uned ~t and thus was soon lost to 
view. 

Gassleln returned to his worl<shop In 
the basement and his wife continued her 

.. 

Interrupted journey, taking her mother home. 
That seemed to end the adventure for the 
. ew:nlng, but not for long. 

Sighting 2 

"Returning from taking her mother 
home." Gassleln related to us. "my wife 
drove the car Into the driw:way alongside the 
house, facing west The rear of the house 
faces onto a partially-wooded publk park. 
As my wife Willked down the driveway toward 
the street she spied a .)'OUng lady (a neighbor) 
20 yoears of age. coming tOWilrd the house." 

When Mrs. Gasslein saw her young neigh
bor, she Immediately wanted to tell her 
about her sighting. "Walt until I tell Barbara 
what I sawi" she thought. as she related 
later on. 

But she never got the chance. Mrs. Gass
leln recalls, "She was looking up with her 
mouth wide open lind said. 'My God. what's 
that?'" 

From the park area was emerging an 
object veJY much like the one seen less than 
11 half-hour earlier. It was heading for the 
house. Judging from the height of the trees 
In the Gassleln yard, the UFO appeared to be 
not over 20 feet above the ground lew:l, so 
low that a good view of Its underpart could 
not be obtained. It moved slowly and silently. 

At this point Gasslein was called out 
from the house the second time. He now 
relates: "Once Inside our relatiw:ly small 
fenced backyard, the object turned to pass 
behind the same Cape Cod-type houses of 



Dr. Askold Ladonko 
Apartado 911 
Caracas, Venezuela 

Dear Dr. Ladonko: 
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April 23 , 1962 

I hasten to assure you that the only reason for our silence 
is our continued financial predicament, and the fact that we 
have no staff to handle our voluminous correspondence. It goes 
without saying that we are glad to receive your reports; please 
continue to send them. We have been unable to check out whether 
any of the objects have been satellites, as I explained earlier, 
due to the fact that our Adviser who was in a position to make 
such a check no longer is. It is now a more difficult task, but 
one that will be done eventually. 

As for our plan vis-a-vis the Air Force and our alleged "mis
takes," I am afraid you have misunderstood the plan completely. 
We have no intention of merely handing over our reports to the 
AF so they can label 96% explained and put us out of business. 
That is why we have insisted, and continue to insist, that NICAP 
representatives be present to examine any evidence and reasoning 
used in specific cases. We will not accept generalities. 

We have never made direct attacks on the AF, and have only 
criticized their one policy--about UFOs. From the start, we have 
attempted to work out a cooperative effort to get at the truth 
about UFOs, and still desire to do so provided it is an honest 
and open scientific study. We have no illusions about the chances 
of this . ha~pening; however, I am afraid you and others in foreign 
countries (including Aime Michel--until I explained the situation 
to him) grossly underestimate the influence our AF has had on the 
UFO investigation here. They can not be ignored since their pro
nouncements discourage and inhibit scientific study, influence 
legislators, and keep sightings secret. Our recent offer called 
their bluff when they had repeatedly told Congressmen that NICAP 
had been asked to turn over their evidence but didn't do so, 
therefore it must not exist. 

An independent scientific investigation is impossible at this 
point, and will be until the AF statements are re£uted or counter
actad. NICAP is on the verge of bankruptcy. What other organization 
is there to supervise a scientific investigation? There is none. 

Sincerely, 
Secretary of NICAP 

(xx.) 

(xx.) NICAP Files. CUFOS archives. .. 

(" 
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our neighbors. I saw It plainly after It made 
the tum. The <JFO had, at the closest point 
of observation, not been over 50 feet from 
where my wife and the young neighbor 
were standing. .., 

"The object presented 11 dram11tlc sight. 
Strangely, the brilliant white light eman11ting 
from the rotating band of square 'windows', 
11nd from the base, ciiUsed no eye dlscom· 
fort whatsoever. Again the object had 11 
clear- cut outline/ sbucture, and was Itself 
dark in appearance. 

"After passing along the backs of the 
adjacent properties, the UFO disappeared 
from ourvlew, passing overhlgherground.lt 
left no signs, either on the ground or In the 
foliage of the trees, of Its having been in 
the area." 

( xx.) International 

~--T.Fi.- I 

t:J 

UFO Reporter 
January-February 
1985. Vol. 10, No.1. 
pp.9-10, 14. 
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Immediately after this second sighting, 
both Mrs. Gassleln and her neighbor went 
Into the house and Independently drew pen· 
en sketches of the <JFO. The sketches agreed 
in basic details, and tallied with Gasslein' s 
own observation. 

The actual size was not difficult to est~ 
mate since, as Mrs. Gassleln related,"lt 
came toward us, about as far as 1 0 feet from 
the house, moving slowly and making no 
noise." The witnesses estimated the dia
meter of the object to be 30 feet. 

NICAP Illes contain c:onespondenc:e b& 
tween Gassleln, McDonald and Ted Bloec:her. 
The Investigators were Interested In locating 
the names and addresses of several other 
witnesses who came forward after a brief 
account of the double sighting became known 
(particularly from 11 short Item In the Phlla· 
delphia Inquirer entitled "Strange Objects 

Seen Over Philadelphia," April 26, 
1962). Some dozen additional witnesses 
were found. 'The times, locations and des· 
criptlons furnished by these witnesses 
tallied quite well with the slghtlngs of the 
close encounter witnesses. 

Unfortunately, as so frequently hap
pens, no cameras were available. From wei~ 
attested experiences, however, it Is known 
that t!Wln when witnesses have. a camera 
within reach, when confronted with an ut· 
ter1y foreign, frightening and upsetting en· 
counter, they forget to use it. Sketches 
generally are av~~ilable. In this case the com· 
poslte sketch of the two women witnesses 
and a map are shown. • 

(xx.) 

The UFO, which appeared to be no more Utan 20 feet above Ute witness' small fenced-In yard. 
luJd a slowly rouaung band a( square, equallJtspaced 'windoWs' (rom which a brtlllanl whltl!! 
light emanated. Ught was also diffused downward from the botlDm of the UFO. 



4 . Spr~ngfield (Delaware Co.), Pa., April 24, 1962 . 

Multiple-witness urban-area siqhtings of OF05 
take on special interest in that ma ny uninformed 
persons are under the misimpression that UFOs are 
never seen except in rural areas by lone witnesses . 
Near 8:00 PM on Tuesday evening, 4/24/~, a number 
of persons in different parts of greater Philadel
phia ~bser~ed a slow-movi~g disc-shaped object with 
flash~ng l1ghts. NICAP f1les gave basic info~ation 
on the backgrQund to this case, but I have been in 
direct contact w.ith one ~f the princip4l witnesses, 
Mr . Joseph A. Gasslein,. near whose home two separate 
sightings within a 20-minute period occurred. Gas
olein, who is with Boeing's Vertol Division at 
Morton, Pa., was working in his basement when his 
wife called him out excitedly to see an object mov
inq low over their neighborhood, at about 7:45PM. 
His wife, Mrs. Alice W. Gasslein, had been driving 
her mother, Mrs. Estelle w. Wilkinson , to her near
by home when .the two of them observed the object, 
and hastened back to alert Mr. Gaaalein. 

By the time Gasslein qot outside to look, the 
object had passed to a distance from his house 
(148 Schuyler Rd., Springfield) which he estimated 
at about a quarter of a mile, •but nevertheless 
clearly defined as to configuration". His ·Summary 
states: HI saw it as an object smaller at the top 
than at the baseJ seemingly suspended in th e aiP at 
an ang~e of about 45° from my position~ and giving 
off colored lights. 1 know that the object was not 
any kind o f conventional aircraft or balloon.u (It 
may be relevant to note here that Gasslein is a 
lieutenant colonel in the Army Reserve and his work 
brinqs him in contact with helicopter equipment.) 

His wife and mother-in-law had seen it from 
very much closer than he while it was moving in a 
westerly direction at only about 50 feet above 
street level before it turned northward. The des
cription qivcn by H•u• G~sulein included the follow
ing points; "The UFO appea:red to be about the siae 
of one of the Cape Cod houses over which it passed~ 
which would make it app:roximately 30 ft in diametePJ 
and about the same dimensi on in height. It was 
circu~al' (in planform), surmounted by a dome givi·ng 
off f~asheo of green ~ight. The center section 
(had a rotating) series of square shaped 'windows'~ 
eaoh giving o ff a brilliant ·white light. The baee 
section was somewhat sauoer- shapedJ curved upward. 
Shafts of white light were directed downwa~d from 
the base." Clearly, we are not here dealing with a 
report readily equatable to any of the commonly 
proposed meteoroloqical or astronomical explanations 
of UFOs. No sound was ever heard so an aircraft 
explanation is inadequate. The shape, seen clearly, 
was quite unlike an airship. 

When the UFO departed, Gass!ein returned in
side and Mrs. Gasslein took her mother to her near
by home. On returning, she had just parked the car 
when a neighbor, Miss Barbara Berryman (now Mrs. 
Richard McClure), called •in a tone of astonish
ment" to direct Mrs. Gasslein's attention to a near
by wooded park area, from which was emerqing an 
object of the same description as cited above. 
"Movinq easterly at low level--not over 50 ft above 
the ground level, as judged by trees in that area-
the UFO proceeded slowly and without sound. It was 
approaching the rear of our home and adjacent pro
perties,• Gasslein recounts his wife's description . 

His wife again c a lled him out from the bas eme nt, 
and by the time he got outside, "tho object wao pro
ceeding pa~allel to thB backs of t h e h o uses in the 
Ba.'Jl~ line as ot.frs. It was then perhaps 150-200 
yards distant. Ny obsez•vations of the cha:raotePia
tics of the UPO tallied with my wife's and the young 
lady's. Each of them independently made a pencil 
skBtOh within a few minutes after the sighting~ and 
the sketches were substantiall y alike." (Gasslein 
enclosed a copy-sketch in his 1/6/69 letter to me.) 
It is so unlike any conventional airborne device 
or natural phenomenon that one would be obliged 
to discount the testimony of evidently cred ible 
witneeses to assimilate it to any conventional 
object.) 

Through the assistance of. Or. Charles P. 
Olivier of the University of Penns ylvania's 
Flower Observatory, NICAP· secured reports of a 
number of others in lhe southwest sector of 
Philadelphia who had reported basically similar 
sightings at about that same time. Mr. Paul T. 
Scattergood, living about a mile west of the 
Gasslein residence, was out walking his doq near 
8:00 PM, when he saw to his southeast , "a 
brilliantly lighte d object Z o~ in the southern 
sky." At first h e supposed it to be a jet; but 
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its slow speed, lack of engine noise, and peculi
ar blink pattern of tpe row of lights did not 
match that explanation, he stressed. 

Two other observers, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. 
King; contacted Or. Olivier , describing an unusual 
object with flashing lights similar in features to 
that seen at close range by the four persons in
volved in the two aightings at the Gaselein's. 
Three students at St. Joseph's College, about 6 
miles to the NE also reported seeing an unidenti
fied object move over the Colleqe area that even
ing, and other witnesses that night reported un
identified aerial objects , but details are sparse 
in the latter instances. 

Remarks: In answer to a number of queries 
on this case, Gasslein wrote me and provided , 
helpful clarification. He states that the observer
to-object distance was approximately 50 ft, at one 
part of his wife's sighting in the object's second 
return. Since no sound was ever heard, and since 
the clues to distance were here much better than 
avera9e (trees, backyard fences, etc.), it is 
difficult to propose any routine explanation or 
even any unusual natural or technological explana
tion to account for this sighting. 

This incident was not reported to any official 
agency, though much effort was expended by the 
Gasslein•s to contact othe r witnesses and to discuss 
the event with astronomer Olivier. Mrs. Gasslein 
contacted a friend on the staff of the Philadelphia 
Inquil'er, to indicate that their account miqht be 
of public interest, but the paper did not follow 
through and no press account was published. (This 
is reminiscent of the 2/4/68 sighting over Redlands, 
Calif., where a total of at least 30 residents saw 
a hovering disc estimated at a height above street 
level of a few hundred feet. A 2-inch story in the 

.-~' local paper, commenting on a single witness's ac
count, would have been the entire coverage hijd not 
professors at Redlands University become interested 
and undertaken an investigation. The Air Force did 
no witness-interviewing. Since I have interviewed 
a half-dozen of those main witnesses, I can say 

'I~.- ~hat I regard it as a quite significant UFO sight
ing. The Colorado Project also investigated it, 
yet not a word about that Redlands case appears 
in the Condon Report for reasons I fail to under
tand.) 

The Gasslein sightings and related sightings 
near Philadelphia on 4/24/62 are parallelled by a 
very substantial number of other urban-area sight
ings, often involving close-range observations, 
such as the 4/22/66 Beverly, Mass., case that 
appears (incompletely reported) in the Condon 
Report. It is true that more reports exist for 
non-urban areas than for urban areas, but it is 
incorrect to assume that UFOs are never within 
major cities. What are they doing there? The 
answer is simply that no· one knows, because UFOs 
are regarded as a nonsense problem; hence the 

. kind of intensive surveilance that would be re
quired to pegin to shed light on such highly 
relevant questions is not now in progress. 

To exaMine UFO cases in the Co ndon Report 
bearing at least general resemblance to the fore
going case, study Case 6, p. 266 (Beverly, Mass.) , 
Case 8, p. 27J (Donnybrook, N.D.), CaBe l 2 ,p. 282 
(New RichmQnd, Mich.), Case 13 , p.285 (Granville, 
Mass~), Case 14a, p. 287 {Joplin, Mo.) , and Case 
31, p ~ 342 (Winchester, Conn.). All six .of those 
cases end up -in the Unidentified category in the 
Condon Report~ If you next ask how Condon could 
conclude that the UFO problem holds nothing of 
scientific ~nterest with a half~dozen cases of j ust 
this general ci"tagory in his own Report left un
explained, you are asking a highly relevant ques
tion. I cannot understand it, fr a nkly . But there 
are many other still more interesting Unidentified 
cases in that curious Report. Indeed, of the 
rouqhly 90 cases considered, about one-third are 
Unidentified! Yet Condon recommends that he sees 
so little of significance in all this that he feels 
even Air Force Project Bluebook can be dispensed 
with. I think that only a project director who did 
no field investigation, who would not interview 
(even by phone) any of the hundreds of airline 
pilots , military p i lots, law enforcement officers, 
and other hiqhly credible witnesses who have con
tributed the truly baffling UFO cases of the past 
20 years, but who was whimsically intrigued by 
the nuts and crackpots would come up with Condon's 
negative conc lusions--the same conclusions he 
explicitl¥ stated at corning, N.Y., a few months 
after his project wa s f ormed . 

(xx.) 
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(xx.) McDonald, Dr. James E. "Some Pennsylvania UFO Cases and their Bearing on the 
Condon Report." Presented May 15, 1969, Mansfield State College, Mansfield, PA. 
Copy of speech in author's files. 

25 April. Detroit, Michigan. (no time) 

Mother ship? 

Our source states: 

"A large circular UFO, with three small lighted objects moving around it, was ob
served through a 6-inch reflector telescope by William J. Witkosky, member of the 
Detroit Astronomical Society. As the large UFO hovered, two more small objects 
emerged, then it moved across the sky." (xx.) 

(xx.) UFO Investigator. Vol. II, No.5. August-September 1962. p.7. 

25? April. Fiji Islands. (no time) 

Flying in formation. 

Our source states: "Reports in Suva say that four bright objects flying in formation were seen 
over Suva Bay. Three of them flew off at high speed, while the fourth hovered for a while, then 
followed the others." (xx.) 

(xx.) Birmingham, England. Birmingham Mail. 25 April62. 

26 April. Milan, Italy. (night) 

Topped by a glowing red dome. 

According to a press report: 

"An American family living in Milan today reported that they had seen a 'flying 
saucer' last night (April26) 400 meters above their home, moving at great speed and 
heading towards the northwest. The Americans, Mr. and Mrs. Lagyos Von Szeszich, 
said the round saucer was topped by a glowing red dome. The Von Szeszichs said 
the saucer remained in sight for a whole minute as they were returning home with 
their children." ( xx.) 

(xx.) Hong Kong. South China Morning Post. 27 April62. (AFP) 

30 April. Magdalena?, New Mexico. (no time) 

According to our source: 

"On April 30 a saucer-shaped object over N~w Mexico was seen by three persons 
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who watched it through a telescope. The observers were Macario Lopez, Robert L. 
Dobbins, and Mr. G.G. Thompson, the superintendant of schools in Magdalena." (xx.) 

(xx.) Beckley, Timothy Green. Inside The Saucers 1962. Privately published. 
February 1963. p.l4. 

April 27th or May 4th. Near Granby, Connecticut. (night) 

''She was too petrified to look ... " (See NICAP report below and on page 60) 

llO.U SUBCOMHIUD MASS. Ullt 1/1 
10/12/62 ! 

UFO'S CRASE OAR IB COBNEOTICUf - APRIL OR MAY, 1962 

1 r i:stntl-= J t · . 
! JA....,ai.CI: ptl'l"t,f1tfl- . 

It ns fS~matillfl 1n late 4pr1l or urly May, 1962-two ot the 
v1tne&ses bEt~eve it ws on a P'r1day night, either 4pr11 27 or Kay 
4. ~~d Drennan an4 ho~ sister, th-e. P-etty Iatohie, Mrs. 
R1 tob1e s 1 o=year-Qld oon Donald, and Madge and Detty's mother 1 
Mrs. Oella Br&nnan, nre returning to their house at 233 West 
Granby Road (State Route 20), Granby, Connecticut. It ~e lat~ 
dusk and they vera south or Grenb;r driving west on Da;r Street. 
he~t:-• llho wae d.ri v1ng, and !A.adge vera in the front oeat; Mrs. 
~annan and Lon vera 1n the beek seat. Sud~enl;r the two sisters 
noticed two big, bright, yellowish lights up ahead in the sky and 
to the right. Tne lights, separated from each other an.d in a near
ly horizontal position, crossed the road at low ~lt1tu~e and van.-
1sned behind a olump ot trees to the lett. Madge aa1d &he was not 
sure how !sr away the lights were 6t this point, and when presued 
for an estimate, she guessed 11 a th11'd of ha:i..r a lll.i.le." The 1d t
neosoo thought an. Et1rpla.ne tJuet be about tc cr~.sh. But as they 
lirove paot the trees, they could. see both lights hovering over a 
field, this time one above the other an.d the bottom one several 
!eet above the ground. 

Betty otopped the oar end shut off the ensine, leaving tho 
hoa~lights on. All four observers watoh6~ the ob~ects hover for 
up to a minute (uncertain), Then the objects turned to a horizontal 
position again and began to npproao~ the cer. Apprehensively, Bett;r 
started the car and as it aooelerated down the road, the objects 
turned to .i'ollolf, · 

~il.e UFOs pulled up close behind the ce.r very quietly and 
matched the oar's spaed for w~at ~adge eetlmeted w~s &bout four 
minutea. To Madge, the objects seemed to be only several !eet from 
the rear window and at the level or the top or the car. The 1m
pression was that the;r were spherical 'With a clearcut round outline, 
onl;r a few rnt in d18.lli.eter, and l'tlllowish with a bright red patch 
ot colQr t4at seemed to be moving around as 1t rotating. There was 
no audible sound. The helicopter theory is ruled out sinoe the ob
Jects were widely eepareted 1 each about a foot to the left and right 
ot the ear, and apparentl1 not connected by any visible structure. 
The witnesses oould see·stars and the saY betl~en the UFOs 

Betty was driving as !ast as she could, but the objects kept 
pacing the:m ju~r;t beyond the rear of the car. Everyone was shouting 
and panicky. Mrs. Erennan said she was too petrified to look back. 
At the end or the encounter the objects turned awa;r to the right 
and disappeared behind trees in the direotion of G:rll.nby. 
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A young UFO enthusiast, Joe logg1 o! Boston, was responsible 
:tor· telling me about this sighting. He heard it from a neighbor 
.friend wbo knew- the Brennan~~. Joe called the witnossos then ho 
cnl.led ne (October 4). I arra!l.bed :tor an interview October 10 nt 
the Bremw1 home. Madge and her mother are 11 ving at 15 Estrella 
stnot, Boston (Jamaica Plain section). Phone 522..0049. Bett7 and 
her ao.a vere not :prosont u they still U n 1.!l Granbr. 

c 
0 

«---- ~~-

I \ 
ww•s SK<'-rt:r-u:~ 

'FT~M MA. t>C.e E:RnJtJAN'~ 
j)~ ~C.il-1 rTiON 

? May. Speluzzi Vertiz "area," Argentina. (no time) 

The APRO Bulletin printed: 

- Walter H. Yebb 

t 
FR.DM MA!>G€ 
t:t;NNAN'~ !:KETCH 

"The wife of a well-known and respected rancher in the Speluzzi Vertiz area, saw 
a landed unconventional aerial object from which came a robot-like creature. It careful
ly explored the area around the craft, then suddenly apparently became aware of the wo
man watching, re-entered the object after which the craft ascended into the sky and dis
appeared toward the north. The woman, in shock, ran crying to her husband. She event
ually had to be hospitalized for shock. However, her husband arrived in time to see the 
object take off. He and others approached the place where the object had rested and 
found a round area of burned grass. No date was given, nor time of day of the appearance, 
but 'authorities' and neighbors confirmed the fact that the UFO was there, and that the 
grass had been burned. The object appeared during the 'rest' hours, which is probably be
tween 12 and 3 p.m." (xx.) 

(xx.) APRO Bulletin. July 1962. p.4. 

12 May. Near Bahia Blanca, Argentina. (4:10a.m.) 

"Like a brightly illuminated railway passenger coach?" 

According to the Argentine press: 

"Travelling from Bahia Blanca towards Jacinto Arauz, three truckmen, Valen
tino Tomassini, Guro Tomassin~ and Humberto Zenobi, observed in a field, at a 
distance of some 40 meters from the wire fence, a light resembling a lantern, which 
kept brightening and dying down alternatively. As they slowed down their truck 
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they saw a row of lights (from 20 to 30) come on, and they had the impression that 
they were looking at a brightly illuminated railway passenger coach. When they 
had reached a point 70 meters from the object, it rose up and crossed the road at a 
height of four meters; its lights went out, and from the lower part of it came a red
dish flame and at the same time it made a soft humming noise. The UFO then 
divided into two parts, which flew off in different directions. At the landing site the 
grass was burnt over an area 60 meters in diameter, and there were damp leaden
colored patches which, when analyzed subsequently at the Southern National Uni
versity, turned out to consist of calcium carbonate and potassium carbonate." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. Supplement 12. December 1972. p.lO. 

12 May. General Douglas MacArthur. 

''Ultimate conflict?" 

The General wrote: "[Today we speak] ... ofultimate conflict between a united human race 
and the sinister forces of some other planetary galaxy, of such dreams and fantasies as to make 
life the most exciting of all time." (xx.) 

(xx.) MacArthur, General Douglas. Reminiscences. McGraw-Hill: New York, N.Y., 1964. 
p. 483. 

12 May. Lexington, Massachusetts. (no time) 

According to our source, four objects: 

" ... looking like aluminum-colored round-topped circular saucers were seen and 
reported to me, as they moved slowly north near a transport plane leaving Hanscom 
Air Force Base. In all three of these New England sightings the mystery objects 
were seen under good weather conditions and showed good clear edges. The des
cription (parachute-shaped) in almost a half-dozen sightings near the vicinity of 
Hanscom Air Force Base was repeated time and time again. 

"Upon contacting Hanscom Field authorities there stated that there had been no 
sightings of'flying saucers' or UFOs over or near Hanscom in recent weeks." (xx.) 

(xx.) No Case (Information Only) 12 May 1962. Lexington, Massachusetts. Air 
Force BLUE BOOK files. 

12 May. Official Argentine UFO news release. "Concerned since 1952." 

According to NICAP, it said: 

"A report officially released by Capt. Luis S. Moreno, Argentine Navy, one of 
a government team investigating the recent wave of sightings: About 4:30 a.m., 
three luminous UFOs approached a car at close range. The intense glow, like bright 
sunlight, caused one passenger to suffer serious eye damage. Capt. Moreno stated 
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that the Argentine Navy Department had been constantly concerned about UFOs 
since 1952. He also revealed that he and an Argentine frigate captain had sighted a 
UFO in Mar del Plata. 

"'It was not a matter of stars or planets,' he said, 'but of mobile bodies with 
incredible speed."' (xx.) 

(xx.) UFO Investigator. Vol. II, No.5. August-September 1962. p.7. 

13 May. La Arana, Argentina. (4:00a.m.) 

Powerful light. 

Our source states: "People attending a meeting saw a powerful light which was on the ground 
to begin with and then rose and moved away accompanied by various luminous objects of sim
ilar shape. They seemed to rotate as they flew along." (xx.) 

(xx.) I;Juenos Aires, Argentina. La Prensa. 16 May 62. 

13 May. Near Oncativo, Argentina. (4:00a.m.) 

A sort of"little house." 

An item in the Flying Saucer Review stated: 

"Two ladies, driving from Rosario, saw a long object flying at moderate altitude 
and irradiating a powerful luminosity of many colors. A few moments later the sur
roundings seemed to be covered with fog and they saw, through the trees, and stand
ing on the ground, a sort of' little house,' with green, red and yellow lights set in an 
arrow-shaped arrangement." ( xx.) 

(xx.) Buenos Aires, Argentina. La Razon. 15 May 62. 

13 May. Mercedes, Argentina. (4:15a.m.) 

100 meters 11om the road. 

According to our source: 

"An [Argentine] Air Force sub-officer named Giashischa was driving his car, 
accompanied by his wife and family, when they saw, to one side, at a distance of 
some 100 meters from the road, a luminous mass of considerable size. They 
thought it was about 20 meters in diameter and 2 or 3 meters high. It seemed to be 
rotating on its axis, and emitted no sound. Giashischa wanted to get out and go over 
to the phenomenon, but his wife prevented him." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. Supplement 15. June.l973. p.IO. 
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13 May. Rio Cuarto, Argentina. (4:45a.m.) 

Big ball shoots out small balls. 

The Flying Saucer Review also tells us: 

" ... a flight of20 UFOs, displaying the most varied colors, were seen by numerous 
people in Rio Cuarto (Province of Cordoba). One saucer seemed to fall out of forma
tion and come down like a shooting star to a distance of some 300 meters from an eye
witness's car. It could then be seen that it was a great fiery ball some 30 meters in 
diameter. Suddenly, from one side of this ball there shot out four small globes. 
These then lined up behind the large ball and together all five flew away keeping the 
same formation with the large ball in the lead. In the neighboring state ofMendoza 
many people saw the same craft." (x:x.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. Vol. 10, No.4. July-August 1964. p.10. 

12-13 May. A busy night. 

Comment by Gordon Creighton, the Flying Saucer Review's translator: 

" ... during the 24 hours from midnight of Saturday 12 to Sunday 13 ofMay. UFOs 
were seen all over the Argentine, and landings occurred at several places, such as 
Oncativo (Cordoba Province) and Zapala (Neuquen). One newspaper said that this 
vast flood of sightings might well mark a new era with regard to the UFO problem, a 
key day in the history of Mankind. The paper added that strange cosmic happenings 
throughout the country had had a profound emotional impact upon the many eyewit
nesses." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. Vol. 10, No.4. July-August 1964. p.10. 

14 May. Santa Rosa, Argentina. (night?) 

Perfect formation. 

A quote from the newspaper La Nacion: " ... [in Santa Rosa] many saw overhead the strange 
spectacle of six or seven moving objects, strangely bright, advancing in perfect formation from 
north to south." (xx.) 

(x:x.) Dublin, Ireland. Evening Mail. 18? June 62. 

14 May. Wolfeboro, New Hampshire. (no time) 

Teenagers and some "missing time?" 

Some very strange things were happing in New Hampshire. First there was the Hill case, and 
now some terrified youths. 

Here is the story: 
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"Two terrified young students requested psychiatric help after apparently being 
blacked out by a UFO. It is interesting to note that both psychiatrists in their case 
used the conventional explanations--overactive imaginations, exaggeration, fantasy 
projections-in spite of the fact one of the boys told the same story under a 'truth 
serum' injection (narcosynthesis). The witness mentioned having strange feelings 
following the sighting [Unfortunately details ofthe sighting are not available]." (:Xx.) 

(xx.) Webb, Walter N. Webb. A Dramatic UFO Encounter in the White Mountains, 
New Hampshire. The Hill case-september 19-20, 1961. Draft copy. Author's 
Collection. 

14 May. Puerta Belgrano Naval Base, Argentina. 

Agitated? 

The APRO Bulletin states: 

"Scores of witnesses were cross-examined concerning what thy had seen during the 
night of May 14, 1962, in the near vicinity ofthe Puerta Belgrano Naval Base. Little 
or nothing is known about this specific case, but the Navy seemed to be somewhat 
agitated about the incidents." (xx.) 

(xx.) APRO Bulletin. July 1962. p. 4. 

18 May. Pompano Beach, Florida. (about 7:00-7 :09? p.m.) 

As fast as a "flash of lightning." 

A NICAP report states: 

''Mrs. Elizabeth Scott, a housewife and college graduate, saw a hovering cigar
shaped object May 18. The UFO was first noticed about 7:00p.m. in the northwest 
sky. The underside was brilliantly lighted, the top dark. For about 9 minutes, the 
object remained motionless. 'Then it moved very slowly south for 30 seconds, and 
then speeded up and disappeared into the southwest very rapidly,' Mrs. Scott report
ed. As it sped away, the lighted underside dimmed suddenly. When it accelerated, 
it moved 'like a flash oflightning,' she said." (xx.) 

(xx:.) Hal4 Richard. ed. The UFO Evidence. The National Investigations Committee 
On Aerial Phenomena: Washington D.C., 1964. p.71. 

22 May. Dorchester, Massachusetts. (10:20 p.m.) 

Circular-shaped object. 

Our source states: "Switchboard operator Mary A. Fortuna reported one circular-shaped object 
with brilliant yellow blinking lights around its outer edge and with one red and green beacon 
light that revolved over Dorchester, Massachusetts at 10:20 p.m." (xx.) 
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(xx:.) No Case (Information Only) 22 May 1962. Dorchester, Massachusetts. Air Force 
BLUE BOOK files. 

22 May. Espora Naval Air Base, Argentina. (7:10p.m., 7:20p.m .. 7:10p.m.. 7:45p.m.) 

Official results of an Argentine inquiry in events of May 22. (See pages 65-67) 

ARGENTINE EMBASSY 

AIR ATTACHE Washington, D.C., October JO, 1962. 

Mr. RichArd HAll 
Secretary of the 
National Investigations Committee 
on Aerial Phenomena 
1536 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Hall: 

AGR£,1 WJONAUTI~o u..s.r •. 1 
· '<lfl&. ~ 1 J' 7 . i 

Lel:rL- ···---~-~~~· . ...! •.•. :Y- . I 
Cde .•• _______ ___ Foi•---- ---· I 

F.N'flll) no;;;!:f.i:r· -- ~ r ·--- -··· . 
lli• -----··----- llio •• .J1 ...... : 
••---·-------- lh·o •••••• ·.(>3 . 
.ol.ln . . ... ..... .. .\1\_o. .. . . ~.? ' 

With reference to your letter of 
Aueust 29, I am pleased to enclose herewith a report made 
by the Naval Information Service in Buenos Aires. 

I hope it will prove useful for the 
work you are doing. 

Please be kind enough to forward to 
this office all conclusions of interest reached in your 
special field. 

Sincerely, 

;}~.1/;;;ttlt II 
R ERTO CESAR MUL?EN 

CoJ.onel 
Air .1\.tt;_,cho 
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INFORMATION ON UNIDENTIFIABLE FLYING OBJECTS 

a) D.A. c. Document N° $72 lRf /55 .• The Directorate of Aeronautics 
of the Province of: Buenos Aires sent a photographic copy of the 
occurrences arising from the appearance of a supposed flying 
object seen in the vecinity of Dudignac, Province of Buenos 
Aires. The Chief of Staff of the Argentine Air Force took due 
note of the document. 

b) On May 23 Commander Constantino Nunez (MC) went to the Comandante 
Espora Naval Air Base to work on observations related to luminous 
objects in the sky in that area. Specifically this work con
sisted of determining whether there were ionized radiations on 
the presumed landing spots that produced radioactive residue 
from nuclear combustion that eventually could be used as a source 
of energy propulsion. At daybreak on the 13th, the location of 
the area where, according to the accounts of several witnesses, 
the supposed flying objects landed was located and a careful 
search with a Geiger counter was made of the land with no positive 
results obtained. 
Conversations were held with personnel of the Comandante Espora 
Naval Air Base, with witnesses of the luminous phenomenon obtain~ 
ing the following results: · 

1) While Lieutenant Jos~ A. Ventureira and Ensign Eduardo 
Vigier were in the Turryt Control at the Base on the 22nd 
at approximately 1945 o clock, they was a luminous object 
in the sky about the size of an electric buoy at 10• above 
the horizon that moved vertically and horizontally and 15 
seconds later disappeared in the horizon. 

2) Lieutenant Rodolfo Cesar Galdos asserted that on the same 
22nd of May at about 1930 o!clock he was flying as leader 
of an instruction formation school. At about 1.000 feet 
he received a request from the Control Tower asking him 
whether he saw an object in the sky. At about 30° above 
the horizon over Bahia Blanca he saw a disc or luminous 
circular spot, orange colored and of an apparent diameter 
of a small moon (about 50 ems.). The object was moving 
towards the South, obscured at times by the lights of 
Punta Alta. The observation lasted between 40 seconds to 
l minute. 

3) On May 22 a student Eduardo Figueroa said that while flying 
in formation led by Lieutenant Galdos and on rejoining him 
at 1910 o!clock, in the Northwest he saw an orange object 
below the horizon. The phenomenon moved in oscillating 
movements finally disappearing. In his judgment it could 
not have been a planet or satellite. 

4) Student Roberto Wilkinson said that on the same day at 1920 
o!~lock more or less, while he was flying at 4.000 feet, 
the inside of his cabin lighted up. Immediately,he thought 
that the light was caused by something abnormal in the 
plane, but later noticed that the light came .from the stern 
of the aircraft. Later he saw it below the plane. His 
impression was that it was disappearing, that later he 
passed it, losing sight of it among the lights of Punta 
Alta. vlhile observing he noticed that his radioelectric 
transmission was not working. 
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The following findings from the mission are arrived 
at by Captain Nunez: 

1) The observations made of the presumed landing area of the 
unidentifiable objects with the appropriate equipment 
(Geiger counter) reveal no signs of radioactivity. 

2) No signs, direct or indirect in the same area have been 
observed that might indicate in some way the possibility 
of a temporary stop by said objects. 

3) The testimonies of Naval Air Officer pilots and personnel 
of the Flying Course indicate the existance of abnormal 
luminous phenomenon. 

~) From the aforesaid it is not possible to obtain conclusions 
on the nature of this pehnomenon. 

23 May. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (10:15 p.m- 11:05 p.m.) 

Round, spinning, "saucer." 

A BLUE BOOK report says the witness was outside his house in a residential area of Philadel
phia the evening ofMay 23rd. The time was 10:15 p.m. The sky was full of stars and a few 
clouds. Bright moonlight lit up the neighborhood. 

The witnesses' son was the first to notice the object, which was in the atmosphere several 
blocks away. The thing was the size of a grapefruit at arm's length. Binoculars were obtained to 
get a closer look. 

The UFO was a gray or silver-colored solid object with fuzzy edges [See drawing]. The top 
and bottom sections were rotating. The "flying saucer" moved around on a circular course, in 
and out ofthe clouds, for about 45 minutes. When it finally left, it sped off at ''terrific speed." 
(xx.) 

(xx.) Air Force BLUE BOOK files. 23 May 62. 

2~. In order that you con give a.s cleDr o pl<ttur• ea poasl\tl• of what you aaw, we woul41 IJk• rot you -fa lmavh'• thet you eeufd 

eonstruct the ~'biect that y&u •ow. O(what type material would you male• It? How larve would It be, and wJtot aha,. 

\IJOI.!Jd It hctv•? O•serlbe In your cw" wotdl o ~e"""'on o'-l•ct or o\,l•eh whlc~ wh•n plocH up lr'l tf,e sky W(Juld glv• the 

eam• op,.orane-. cu the obJe~J whJeh you •aw. 
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23 May. La Canada, Venezuela. (II :00 p.m.) 

Mysterious luminous object. 

(xx.) NICAP files 
CUFOS archives. 

-JesusCI ··Spoce~n, 
Say~ Red Tf!OC~~r 

MoscOw, M'ay 24 (.fi • ..:..A aus..;ian 
uaiversity Ject.uru says Jesus 
Quist actually was a spacema 
wbo came from another · world. 

This theory by Leningrad Utii 
versity lecturer V. K. Zailo;ev .was 
published by Pravda. · The pa . 
said Zaitsev told student . audt · 
ences at the University the Hoi 
Trinity really was the crew of 
a s!laccship which landed llll 
earth. Christ, Zaitseve said, was 
the ship's docU>r and gaint'rl fam 
by healing earthlings with the~ ~se 
or L~>pnosis. . 

Zaitsev was ~uoted as saying 
these and · other space travelers 
were "inspirers or social progres.s 
in ancient times and brought SCl· 
ence, culture, arts, mor~ aDd 
eovernments to the earth.. .. 

Zaitsev said he beijeved tbe 
resurrection 4Dd Ascension ·· of 
Christ were real hlstoric81 . e9enta.. 
1M · that tbe . Ascension ~~CWSlly w• ·Jn · the . rocket "1hip that .. 
~. blm to. earth: -... ••.. :.? 

·• ... ---... .- .. ,. ~ .. ·-~ 

.A.sko1d Ladonko, ps.D. 
Apurtado 911 

~~~=~~~~~~~=~~! 
I?. I. C. J;.. P. 
1536 Connecticut Avenue, 1:. \i. 
1Yashington 6, D. C. 
U. S. A. 

C~raC3.~ 
VEi{EZ.D::LA 

Cc.racae: Y,ay27, 1962 

Deer ~:r. Hall: 

The follo>~ing is the translation of the e!lclosed clipping:· 

El Universal, ~;ay 24, 1962, pal1ie 49.

;: U 1 I A 

EYST::JUNTS C:EJECT liAS S::::EN IN TH:S S'lZY OF "LA CANADA" 

LA c;.;~ADA, District Urdaneta, State Zulia,. Hay 23. 
(Iln;AC) .- A my~t~r~ou!: lurain:n:.f: object waE seen la~t night 
by several ir.llabi tants of this region ae it sto.pred in· space 
for alrJ.O[!t one hc,ur. 

cne cf the pe:·eonc -.. :h::· obsc!'"ved the phenomenon was the 
oil worker Je:o6.s VargaE who at that time r:as elivering his 
g.;,ard at the Richmond indallaticns and v1ho told that the 
object had co!Oc a;>parentl;,' :from the mountain chain of . Perija, 
s.scendinE and at h:.[;h sper.od l'ii thout a:ru:ing any sound. 

O~her persons c.dti.ed that the phe:.1omenon had stopped 
nearby in space exactly over this region in the lake and 
that it disappeared by the same ;:ay it had appeared. 

!he lal:e referred to is the Lake o:t: l',aracaibo. 

Sincerely yours, 

~~ 

24 May. More wild speculation 
from Russia. 
(See clipping) 

~l& ~rt$'. 
).fe.y ' 25. 1962 · . 

(xx.) 
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25 May. Dayton. Ohio. (9:35p.m.) 

7 5 foot "football." 

Air Force BLUE BOOK files contain this letter: 

''My name is [ ... deleted] and I am 38 years old. All of my senses are in perfect 
order and I consider myself a responsible person. 

"On the evening of May 25, 1962 at 9:35 p.m. I saw an object at a distance of 
about one to one and a half city blocks away. My position was north of this object 
and I was on a hill [The drawing that accompanies this report has a "side view" of 
the area of the sighting]. The object was rising vertically at a rate of about four or 
five feet per second with a slight easterly drift. I saw this object when it was about 
100 feet offthe ground and it slowly went into a mist or fog at about 250 feet off 
the ground. The size of the object I estimated to be about 75 feet in length (from 
the angle which I saw it) and about 30 to 40 feet thick. There were two lights clear
ly visible on either end. The left end had a red light and the right end had a white 
light. These two lights looked like ordinary trailing lights[? Auto taillights?]. In 
the lower center portion of the object however was another lighted area which is 

difficult to describe. This area seemed to be about 15 feet to 18 feet high and about 
20 to 28 feet in length. It was reddish-orange ish [sic] with vertical ripples showing. 
This area seemed to diminish as it [The UFO] went higher into the fogged area. The 
red and white lights were the last to be seen. There was no noise. Being in the po
sition where I was, the possibility of reflections are out. There was definitely an ob
ject there. At first sighting the object, the first thing that came into my mind was a 
zeppelin. Realizing that this was so remote the only practical thing I could compare 
it to was a helicopter however, and there was no noise. When I went on to my des
tination which was right under the fogged area, I asked the people if they had heard 
and they answered 'no.' I saw no other movement on it [The UFO] except rippling. 

"The weather. conditions were clear to the north (behind me) and to the south it 
was it was clear except for the fog area to my left but where the sighting was first 
noticed, it was absolutely clear. 

"The sighting took from 40 to 45 seconds approximately. My wife aJso saw this 
as she was in the car with me." (xx.) (~ee drawing on page 70) 

(xx.) Air Force BLUE BOOK files. 25 May 62. 

Late May. Swedish Mini~try of Defense. 

Ivan Troeng, professor of the High School of Forestry an.d Chairman of the Ifologiska Salls
kapet (The UFO Research Society of Sweden, a group of civilian UFO buffs) contacted the 
Swedish Ministry of Defense to announce that a wave of flying saucer reports could expected be
cause of the near orbital approach of the planet Venus to the Earth (Troeng, like England's 
Prince Phillip, seems to have been a fan of George Adamski). Troeng declared that May 2200 

would be the magic day. Well, nothing of note occurred in Sweden on the 2200 but news of the 
Argentine flap reached Europe on May 28th, apparently giving Troeng some kind of credibility. 
(See June 7th). (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. September-October 1962. VoL 8, No.5. p.3 . 

• 
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May?/June? Juyjuy district, Argentina. (4:00a.m.) 

Saucer landing? 

The APRO Bulletin states: 

"A third-hand case forwarded by Bernard Passion from his friend Mr. Echinique, in
volves the May or possibly June sighting (no exact date) of a saucer landing by four peo
ple. The people (4) were traveling in a pickup truck bound for a town in Juyjuy, and ran 
out of gas. They pulled up alongside the road and waited for a car to come along so they 
could go for help. It was 4 am. and drizzling rain. Suddenly they saw a bright light com
ing up the road in their direction. At first they thought it was another car but then realized 
it was not when it was about 200 yards away. It veered off the road, shot up into the air, 
'lighting the area as if it were daylight.' Then it landed. The object was round in shape, 
very luminous, and blinked its lights on and off several times. It remained on the ground 
for about an hour. After that, it took off and disappeared into the distance at high speed." 

(xx.) APRO Bulletin. July 1962. p. 4. 

? June 1962. Quiman, Georgia. (about 8:30 p.m.) 

Brilliant baU. 

Charles Howard was sitting on his front porch after supper talking with his aunt and son. The 
moon had yet risen and the stars were clearly visible. Suddenly he noticed an odd light high up 
in sky moving downward. What happened next is related in a letter and sketch sent to NICAP. 
(See below and on page 72) 

Slt'tftch showing direction of' UFO coming down and going away. Object 
seemed solid & small at first as it made its descent but. when it · 
r~!.c!_led a heigbt of' about 102_ to .200 f't. it was easy to tell it was; 
appr-oximately 100 tt. in diameter. It remained motionless as 1t 
suspended by something for abouta minute or two. Then it seemed to 
begin rotating around the outer rim with red, white, & green color 
lights or jet streams coming from all around. It moved off with 
incredible speed and was out of si~t in a matter of seconds. My 
fir s t si~~ting was as I sat on the front porch of' my home with my aunt 
and my 10 year old son. I wa3 sitting in the swing facing the eas~. 
The object at first looked like a star in the southeast and almost 
straight overhead. I noticec it again in about a minute because it 
had beccme much larger. I called my aunli and sorts attention to it. 
They remained on the porch watching while I went out in the street. 
I would say the actual time descending was 3 to 4 minutes, time it 
remained stationary 1 minute, and time ascending ~Wt:l.t out of sight · 
25 secunda. I was no more than a hundred feet from being directly 
under the UFO. My aunt was fri ~:,htened by the reflection of the diff
erent color lights as they danced all ofer the area as the UFO ascended. 
The color of object as it descended a~ remained motionless was bright 
white as something white hot. This is about as clear a description as 

'can be given. 
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(East) 

Direction 
of 

Descent 

/ 
/ 

(West) 

(xx.) NICAP UFO report form. Copy in author's files. 

June 1962. Prince Philip and flying saucers. 

TowarCl Valdosta, Ga. 

Business 
District of 
the City of 
~itman, Ga. 

(xx.) 

The British royal family needed to be better served by the Air Ministry. The American ma
gazine McCalls (30,000,000 readers) had story in its June 1962 issue about the Queen of 
England and how she entertains at parties for close fiends. The magazine article touched 
dinner conversations and mentioned one subject of interest to us. Someone happened to ex
press an opinion about "flying saucers." Prince Philip remarked to those present: "I'm sure 
they exist. All the evidence points to it. So many people say they have seen them." (At this 
point one thinks he may have good contacts within the British military, however. .. ) The prince 
continued: "You should read the book, Flying Saucers Have Landed." Adamski!!!! 

1 June 62. Bordentown, New Jersey. (11:00 p.m.) 

UFO throws TV out of kilter? 

A local newspaper reported: 

" 'The TV set was acting up all night. Then about 11 :00 p.m. it got very bad,' 
Mrs. Jessie Bilancio ofHomestead Ave., Bordentown Township, explained. 
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"Investigating the cause of the disturbance, the woman walked out into the rear 
yard and there 'off to my right-about the size of my fist-was a very bright ob
ject.' It was last Friday (June 1, 1962) evening when the UFO apparently touched 
offthe electrical disturbance in Mrs. Bilancio's TV set. 

" 'It didn't reflect light,' the woman explained. 'It-the light-hovered in the 
top of a tree in my yard less than 30 feet above me. Then it moved to the lower 
limbs, something like a firefly. I first thought it was a spotlight,' she continued, 'but 
then when it moved from branch to branch and finally flashed away into the sky, I 
realized it was something that was giving off its own light.' Mrs. Bilancio said it all 
happened so fast she did not have time to become frightened. 

"When I told my husband about it inside the house, he started kidding me."' (xx.) 

(xx.) SPACE. Published by Norbert F. Gariety of Coral Gables, Florida. August 1962. 

1 June. District of Sauce Viejo, Argentina. (between 12:00 & 1:00 p.m.) 

Partly like a sombrero. 

A press report said: 

"Yesterday afternoon, Wednesday between 12 and one o'clock, in the neighboring 
district of Sauce Viejo, department of the Capital, a strange object was seen, flying at 
a high altitude. 

"Accortding to some witnesses who saw the phenomenon, mostly workers in the 
factory, D. W. W. Auto Union, the object was oval-shaped and partly like a sombrero. 

"Other witnesses said that the object was a large disc and that a group of three uni
dentified airplanes (seemed to be, were said to be) flying over the spot. 

"In trying to obtain details, information was requested from the local airport, where 
we were told that they had no information about (knew nothing about) this phenomenon 
(sighting), but that at the hour in question three airplanes from the Parana Airbase were 
flying in the area and had landed to refuel." (xx.) 

(XX.) Buenos Aires, Argentina. La Prensa. 1 June 62. 

7 June. Swedish Ministry of Defense. 

Concerning professor Troeng and the Swedish military, according to our source: 

" ... on June 7, Mr. Troeng had been invited to a conference at the Ministry of 
Defense. At this meeting Colonel Von Vegesack, Head of the Staff Research De
partment, took the chair. In attendance were two staff captains. The conference 
opened with the statement: 'UFOs are not military objects.' When this declaration 
had been made, it was easy to discuss how the reports could be handed over with
out revealing military secrets: a convenieht solution seemed to be that the place of 
observation should not always be disclosed. 

"The interpretation that the UFO research Society puts on the Commander-in
Chiefs statement was that UFOs seen in Sweden's air-space should be considered 
friendly and not as intruders. 
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"Following this official announcement, Mr. Troeng was invited to be interview
ed on television, when he showed one of the Adamski photographs and answered 
several questions put to him by a space expert. Colonel Von Vegesack then stated 
that he could see no reason why it should not be true that people on other planets 
had solved the problems of traveling in space before we had. The television program 
was widely commented on in the Press and a lively controversy followed." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. September-October 1962. Vol. 8, No.5. p.3. 

9 June. Biloxi, Mississippi. (between 8:00p.m. & 9:00p.m.) 

A round-flat object? 

A 45-year-old woman was fishing off a pier at the foot of Pat Harrison Avenue in Biloxi, 
Mississippi, when she noticed what she thought was a large airplane coming out of the east. It 
was to her left over Biloxi Bay in the vicinity ofKeeler AFB. As it approached she was curious 
about the lack of engine noise. The UFO crossed in front of her, zooming westward at fantastic 
speed. In a matter of 5-6 seconds the thing disappeared into some clouds. (See drawing and 
notes below from BLUE BOOK files) (xx.) 

(xx.) Air Force BLUE BOOK files. 9 June 62. 

:the1shape: of :the obj8flt .or .objects • . Label :and ·~nclude : ln .your•ak*'~iui~y .details 
. .Such.as wlngs,:protruslans, :etc;i:and .eapeclally:ellhauilt ttall~.or. vapor ·trol.lli 

i ; P.IilteJ~h : Cirr'c•~ ; ~.esl•de :the :drawl1Tg116 ~show :the . dl~ectlon :the .object :was; moving. · 

Lcc- ~.t'll J./kl£ A CJ_ :..'~'-k . .Cfc~I:J.At.~· • ~- No .w,t¥s: 
/']P~Ro~U>/ 1~Tc "S/::1-1£' ol=) . 

- -...: 

f · F ~-,,,..,.IT <:~"" J.JGNJ.s. . Jr Nf)b II t.INE" o T . , 

T/J/?v i He (' '"'" 7'CI'! /?k'.S£ r>)!].l.JIV'G rll!NDd<<l-.1' c.J: .A 

f'f,)SS.;"N.:.c;h2 TRAI•V AI NIT~ . . l?Xf!GPT ""'' l'{ TH.&'" . 
t..I~,{P••·.; oi< L,od-r l'>li?F.('7L'/ i Jf'P•51!1-· /'71< I"' THE: ('e/\'7'~-~ 
NA~ fifr~/11. TI-lt: t>TI·/ei('S t=-"!De:f) dt''i" 7c t:liCI-1 <>ll>c- _: •. 
Sv 6-G-t:~T/<:'<G · ~: or t.;ctlrs · · 

· 1a. ·The edges of:the object;were: 
·.: _, 

{Cirde- Oile):(ii:) · J=·~uy or blu~ed 
. ':'b. .l1ke.a.brlght star 

~. Sharply outlined 
.d • . Don~t remem~r . 

.e. Other---------------

19. · IF •there wos MORE :,THAN ONE obl•et, .then how .mony were there? . . DN t .. j 0 c(/;; 

· O..W.a picture of how they ..... ~,:ei!Cf<P.Ut · an arrow .~'lhow. the dl~"ctlon.that : they.were trawtl~~g. 
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10 June. Woburn, Massachusetts. (no time) 

Parachute-shaped. 

Our source states: 

"Four Woburn, Massachusetts, persons witnessed a white parachute-shaped object 
as it descended in the sky over Woburn, Massachusetts. This sighting along with the 
Lexington and Burlington, Massachusetts, sightings mentioned above all indicated the 
same shape-'parachute-shaped' objects, but none knew ofthe sightings and photo
graphs of the other eyewitnesses during the 28 day period and all the same location." 
(xx.) 

(xx.) No Case (Information Only) 10 June 1962. Woburn, Massachusetts. Air Force 
BLUE BOOK files. 10 June 62. 

1 0 June. Call for an Argentina investigation. 

Our source states: 

"On June 10, the paper La Nacion (Buenos Aires) reported that UFOs had been 
seen three times since the beginning of the year in Catamarca and that the Govern
ment ofthat Province had called upon the local astronomical society (newly form
ed) for an investiga-tion." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. July-August 1964. Vol. 10, No.4. p.ll. 

13 June. "Flying Saucer Day." 

, ARKAt'SAS GAZE'nE · June 13, ]962· 
·""""-· , ........ ,. .. ::; ...... '10-~w:;:;.~·~..:o=-=-=-=--=· =======::::::=== 

'~·Fi'yin~ .Sauter Day Sighting Oay" and urge8· ·P<J>'s/ 
. ' Yokoliami1 Japan, June 12 lA'!. and girls out on dates the evertfQ, , 
~~ ...... 'J'lje Co~c Brotherhood ~- oC that day to watch for ~:.~ 
f.~.· · n of Yokohama baa de- ships and send. out "a Jt' 

, •.· . · June . 24 ''FlyinJ Sa~JC!!' telepbaUc ~!_i~!_!l!n.:.'~.:. \:.......J.:i 

13 June. Call for another Argentine investigation. 

Our source states: 

"On June 13 the Buenos Aires paper El Mundo reported that there had been so 
many saucer sightings over Bahia Blanc area that the Chief of Police in La Plata 
had summoned all eyewitnesses to appear before him and give statements. Some 
of the reports were of landings. The paper described the events as sensational and 
said the UFOs were visitors from space." (xx.) 
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(:xx.) Flying Saucer Review. July-August 1964. Vol. 10, No.4. p.11. 

15 June. Mar del Plata, Argentina. (9:30p.m.) 

Vividly illuminated cigar. 

According to our source: 

"During the night of June 15, at Mar del Plata, numerous people saw a UFO, while 
at the neighboring coast resort of Miramar a cigar was seen at 9:30 p.m. flying in 

/ from the direction of the South Atlantic. The whole craft was vividly illuminated 
and carried, in addition, three very bright lights (red inthecenter, yellow on the right, 
and green on the left). The apparent size of the cigar was greater than the diameter of 
the Moon." (:xx.) 

(:xx.) Flying Saucer Review. July-August 1964. Vol. 10, No.4. p.11. 

19 June. London, England. (6:08p.m.) 

Like an inverted cup without the handle. 

A report in the Flying Saucer Review: 

"Mr. C. L. Davis of 16 Ravenshaw Street,London, N.M. 6, has sent us the fol
lowing: 'At precisely 6:08p.m. on June 19, I began to take an interest in a UFO 
that I had noticed five minutes previously. I was on my way home from my office 
in the City of London and walking down a footpath running adjacent to the railway 
from West End ·Lane to Ravenshaw Street and Bloomsbury Street. The direction of 
the path is about due West. The object was seen passing from my right to left. It 
had, I would imagine, have come from the direction ofEdgware and disappeared 
from my sight at about over Hammersmith, this being at precisely 6:09p.m. It was 
travelling very slowly at about 400 to 600 feet and about two miles away, or maybe 
only one mile. It traveled from side to side in flight very slowly in a shallow loop, 
hesitating sometimes and practically stopping in mid air. It was in the shape of an 
inverted shallow, very shallow, cup without a handle and had a wide lip running 
round its base. Dull gray (metallic gray) is the only color, which would describe it 
with accuracy and when it caught the sun at the base of its shallow loop it shone as 
though it were burning magnesium, a brilliant blue and white color. No one was 
near enough for me to call and corroborate this sighting. I have the very best of eye
sight and believe my own eyes implicitly. I would appreciate any further informa
tion as to whether or not any other person or persons saw it." (:xx.) 

(:xx.) Flying Saucer Review. September-October. Vol. 8, No.5. p.21. 

22 June. Indianapolis, Indiana. (no time) 
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Windows? 

Our source states: "A flying disc with rectangular lights-apparently windows-was reported 
by groups of citizens. As the disc rotated, 7 to 10 'windows' could be seen at a time, showing 
red, green and white lights." (xx.) · 

(xx.) NICAP Investigator. August-September 1962. Vol. II, No.5. p.7. 

PAGE 6 . SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, Saturday, June 23, 1962 FHE* 
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25 June. Tucson, Arizona. (9:00 p.m. - 1:16 a.m.) 

"Rocket-Shooting" SAUCERS over Tucson. (See Fate article on pages 78-82) 

Rocket-like objects emer.ged from and returned to the 

saucers. And one disgorged an even stranger gimmick. 

ON THE EVENING of June 26, 
I opened the Tucson Daily 

Citizen looking for a story dealing 
with city street improvement. When 
I came to the local news section I 
promptly forgot street improvement 
as these words jumped at me from 
the page: SAUCERS, ROCKETS 
INHABIT NIGHT SKY. 

An unconventional aerial object 
had hovered for a time over Tucson, 
Ariz., on June 25, 1962, and a 
strange device had been lowered to 
the ground. Fourteen-year-old John 

Drawing shows " rope" lowered to ground during remarkable saucer activity over Tucson. 
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Westmoreland, his brother James 
and next-door neighbor Ronnie 
Black had spent the night in a tent 
in the Westmoreland backyard and 
for four hours had witnessed some 
strange aerial phenomena. 

I read the article and reached for 
the telephone book. Seconds later 
I was talking to Mrs. Logan West
moreland, mother of John and 
James. She graciously invited Mr. 
Lorenzen and me to come to her 
home and interview the boys. Three 
hours later we were seated in the 
comfortably furnished living room 
of the Westmoreland home in south
east Tucson. 

37 

"LAUNC-H'/ 
PL-ATFORM 

=$ 
SCALE OF 

SMALL OBJECT 

I really didn't expect to find out 
anything of importance; 11 years' 
experience investigating UFO sight
ings, as Director of the Aerial Phe
nomena · Research Organization 
(APRO), has taught me skepticism. 

However, the boys were eager to 
talk about their adventure and they 
told this story: 

John and James Westmoreland 
and Ronnie Black had been given 
permission to spend the night in 
the tent in the backyard. Armed 
with a deck of playing cards and 
pad and pencil for score-keeping, 
they had settled down to a game of 
500 Rummy by lantern light. Short-



ly; before 9:00 they were bored with 
the card game but not yet sleepy 
and they decided to go outside
to watch for meteors, to look at the 
stars, to catch a passing breeze. The 
day had been hot but summer rains 
were in the offing and the night air, 
although still warm and humid, was 
beginning to cool. 

John noticed an odd-looking star. 
It was very bright, white in color, 
and "moved around a little." Soon 
it dimmed, moved a little toward 
the south, lost a few degrees in al
titude and then became stationary. 

Mr. Lorenzen determined through 
careful questioning that the "star" 
was at first about five degrees south 
of due west at an elevation of from 
30 to 40 degrees. 

However, the boys soon had lost 
interest and went back into the 
tent to another game of Rummy. 
From time to time they peeked out 
at the strange "star" but it just 
"stayed there." All three boys were 
beginning to think about turning in 
for the night. One of the fun things 
about sleeping out was staying up 
beyond normal bedtime, but they 
had to admit to themselves that 
they were sleepy. Then at about 
11:45 things began to happen . .. 

The bright "star". became much 
brighter and seemed to move closer. 
It assumed a triangular shape as it 
grew larger. Then it became station
ary again. How long this process 
took the boys did not know, but 
according to the kitchen clock (they 
kept peeking in the window to 
check the time) a surprising thing 
happened at "12: 15 A.M. Three 
green flares or rockets were fired 
horizontally from the main object. 

At this time, John scrambled in
to the tent, and emerged with the 
score pad and pencil. Having de
cided to keep notes he wrote: "At 
9:00 o'clock at night we saw a fly
ing saucer. At 12:15 it shot three 
green things that traveled faster 
than any plane." 

Jim and I questioned the boys in 
a conversational tone, changing off 
subjects occasionally. Sometimes I 
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would talk to John while Jim would 
ask questions of Ronnie Black or 
James. Then we would switch and 
I would talk to the youngest j:Joy 
and Jim would concentrate on John 
and James, and so on. They all 
agreed that the rockets were too fast 
to track with the eyes. 

After the first " rocket" was fired 
John noticed the second "saucer" 
which we will hereafter refer to as 
Number Two. It came racing from 
west to east across the northern 
sky, " turned a flip," and came to 
rest about 15 degrees east of north 
at a slightly greater elevation than 
saucer Number One. Shortly Num
ber Two, which appeared closer 
and larger than Number One, was 
approached by a "flare-like object" 
which came in from uncierneath and 
appeared to be absorbed throu!I1J 

the bottom of Number Two. 
Then the first saucer spat out an

other of the small objects. About 
three minutes later Number Two 
was approached again by a tiny ob
ject which seemingly disappeared 
into the bottom of Number Two. 

Number One was ·still in the same 
position, appearing to be triangular 
in shape. Number Two appeared 
round, and much closer, with two 
leg-like or stilt-like protuberances 
on its underside. 

A third flare emerged from N um
ber One and was shortly " received" 
by saucer Number Two. Things 
were getting interesting. 

Number Two then shot out a 
"rocket" which quickly disappeared 
into the night sky. Number two 
began to dim and fade into the sky 
and was not seen again. Number 
One retained its position. 

At this time saucer Number Three 
was spotted at about 100-110 de
grees and about 45 degrees eleva
tion. It appeared the largest and 
highest of the three, which suggests 
that it was closer. The detail re
ported by the boys bears this out. 

But the best part of the show 
was yet to come. 

Number Three sported a cone
shaped superstructure above an ap-

parently round airfoil. Its color was 
white and like the others it made 
absolutely no sound. At l: 16 a jet 
plane went over. We later decided 
it was probably in the flight pat
tern of Davis-Monthan AFB; a 
Strategic Air Command installation 
a scant three or four miles from 
the Westmoreland home. 

The new visitor closed in and 
three of the stilt-like protuberances 
"popped out." Then the object 
gained altitude. An elongated dark 
something slid out from above the 
circular rim and three of the small 
rocket-like objects emerged in quick 
succession. In a few minutes they 
were back. Two doors swung down 
and back up flush with the bottom 
of the saucer. As the doors opened, 
the " legs" receded into the object. 
The little "rockets," now clearly 
seen, swiftly entered the opening, 
one by one. The big object elevated 
slightly, moved sideways and then · 
became stationary again. 

During our conversation the boys 
talked excitedly, sometimes dis
agreeing about time intervals but 
always agreeing on the basic infor
mation. 

They said that during the latter 
part of the sighting involving the 
saucer with opening doors they be
came frightened but were too curi
ous to go indoors. 

The newspaper had printed only 
the boys' notes which recorded 
merely general movements of the 
aerial objects. For instance, in de
scribing saucer Number Three, John 
had written: "Something lowered 
from the bottom. Something came 
out." 

· I asked John what this meant. 
He said something which looked 
like a rope or cable came out and 
lowered to the ground. I asked him 
what color it was and two voices
John's and James'- replied in uni
son, " brown." I asked how they 
could tell the colors at that time 
of night. " From the light," they 
said. 

"What light? " I asked. 
They then told me that when the 



saucer doors opened, a rea light 
shone down from the inside in a 
perpendicular narrow beam that ex
tended to the ground. When the 
long, rope-like object began to 
emerge, it was clearly visible and 
appeared brown in color. 

The boys estimated that after 
three to five minutes the "rope" be
gan to go up into the saucer again. 
After it had cleared the top of the 
ridge bordering Pantano Wash 
they realized something was on the 
bottom of it. It was slowly pulled 
up into the large object, the doors 
closed and the object moved up
ward, eastward, and out of sight. 

The youngsters stayed up a little 
longer watching for more activity 
in the sky, but before long sleep
iness due to the excitement of the 
night and the late hour overcame 
their curiosity and they retired to 
the tent. 

As soon as they awakened in the 
morning they rushed in to tell Mrs. 
Westmoreland what they had seen. 

Pat Westmoreland, about 40, is 
an understanding mother but a firm 
one. She thought at first the boys 
had made up or had imagined the 
story but she soon realized they 
had had a real experience. She de
cided the newspapers should know 
what had happened the preceding 
night and called them. 

The boys were anxious to find 
out if others had witnessed the phe
nomena. During one of our con
versations John expressed consider
able disappointment that no one 
had reported the objects to us. He 
said, "I can't f1gure how anyone 
could have missed it." 

The newspaper which printed 
John's notes pointed out that the 
incident could be real or imaginary 
and did nothing to investigate for 
other witnesses or to establish the 
facts. 

After three long visits with the 
boys, during which time Mr. Lor
enzen walked with them to Pantano 
Wash over which they thought the 
UFO had hovered and I sketched 
the objects from their instructions, 
we found no indication that they 
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were not telling the truth. l'vlr. 
Lorenzen and I have no evidence 
nor any suspicion that t~e boys 
were attempting to perpetrate a 
hoax. 

Some of the things, over and 
above the apparent honesty of the 
boys, which impressed me concern
ing the sighting are the objectivity 
and intelligent powers of observa
tion displayed by the three boys. 

When attempting to describe the 
object which was brought up by 
the "rope" or "cable," John West
moreland estimated the object was 
about as long as his father. In 
other words, its length was ap
proximately six feet. If saucer 
Number Three was above Pantano 
Wash, as the boys thought, we can 
have an idea of its size as well as 
of the size of the flares or "rockets" 
and of the size of the objects pulled 
11p by the "rope". 

The rim of the third saucer seem
ed to have the same displacement 
as the five-foot cross-arm on the 
utility pole at the corner of the 
Westmoreland Jot. Thus, if it was 
over Pantano Wash, one-fourth 
mile distant, it was approximately 
80 feet in diameter. The small ob
jects then would have been about 
six feet long, and the object taken 
up into the saucer would be about 
the same size as the "rockets," and 
certainly of the same general con
figuration (see sketches). 

It is interesting and tempting to 
speculate that one of the rockets, 
at some time or other, had become 
disabled and a search had been in
itiated and, eventually, a recovery 
effected (the incident observed by 
the Westmoreland boys and Ronnie 
Black). The latter phase of the 
sighting, in which a device was 
lowered to the ground and returned 
to saucer Number Three with a 
triangular-shaped object at the end 
of it, certainly indicates something 
was raised from the ground to the 
saucer. This may be supp')rted 
further by the fact that, after hours 
of hovering in the vicinity, the UFO 
left after the small object.was taken 
into Number Three. The recovery 

of that object may have been the 
sole reason for the presence of the 
saucers that night. 

* * * 
D URING THE COURSE of our 

investigation I heard a third
hand account of a sighting from an 
individual whom I consider reliable. 
This object had a yellow light on 
it and "gave off" small bright ob
jects. It was seen southeast of Tuc
son about two months prior to the 
Westmoreland incident. The indi
vidual who told of the previous in
cident did not know all the details 
of the Westmoreland sighting. 

After the initial publicity, a group 
of local college students sent up 
some balloons filled with ordinary 
kitchen gas and lighted by candles 
encased in fireproof crepe paper. 
This was done three days after the 
Westmoreland sighting. 

A professor of atmospheric phys
ics who is interested in UFOs was 
told of a strange lighted object in 
the sky and viewed it through a 
small telescope. The story of his 
sighting was in the Arizona Star, a \ 
morning paper, on Friday, June 29, 
1962. Upon reading the details, 
plus his theory that the thing was 
an "extended source of light," I 
wondered if some hoaxers had been 
at work. I called the Tucson Citi
zen, asking that they mention 
APRO's interest and asking for fur
ther sightings of the Thursday ob
ject if any came in. I suggested 
that the object seen that night 
might have been the result of a 
prank. Later I talked to the physi
cist and found that he also had de
cided that the object was a hoax. 

Later news stories said the boys 
involved in the "prank" were "car
rying out experiments dealing with 
wind velocity and other weather 
conditions." Considering that the 
balloon was home-made, of dry
cleaning bags, and that it contained 
dangerous, highly flammable gas 
and was tied to a device with an 
open flame, it is not likely it was 
more than a prank. It appears more 
likely the "young men" realized the 
childishness of their actions and at-

) . 



tempted to pass them off as "an ex
periment." 

The only two observers of the 
lighted plastic bags who called me 
and described what they had seen 
did not think there was anything 
mysterious about the objects. One 
lady said she felt the thing she was 
watching was a balloon with a light 
attached to it. Nevertheless, the 
local press gave the impression that 
those who viewed the hoax objects 
were completely fooled. This cer
tainly was not the case. 

It is lamentable that the news
papers, apparently satisfied with the 
"young men's" explanation, stated 
that these "experiments" may have 
been the cause of all saucer sight
ings in Southern Arizona in the past 
few months. Unfortunately, a large 
percentage of the press disposes of 
the perplexing UFO problem by 
ignoring the evidence. 

Mr. Lorenzen duly informed the 
Airdrome officer at Davis-Monthan 
AFB of the Westmorelands' saucer 
sighting, but they have not been 
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contacted by any official investiga
tor. Indeed, the officer did not seem 
to be interested in the sighting. 

The events of June 24-30 aptly 
demonstrate my contention concern
ing the psychology of the "disbe
liever." The skeptic is so intent 
upon disproving what he does not 
wish to believe, by labelling it a 
hoax or the misconception of a con
ventional object, that he often sets 
about perpetrating a hoax to sup
port his own convictions and allay 
his subconscious fears . 

>I< * * 

A THOROUGH PERUSAL of 
newspaper stories concerning 

the Westmoreland sighting, as well 
as other newspaper reports of un
identified flying objects, emphasizes 
the foolhardiness of accepting in 
toto the information pertaining to 
UFO sightings as presented by the 
news media and points up the need 
for thorough investigation. Had I 
accepted the Westmoreland story 
as presented by the Tucson Citizen 
I would have had a short disserta-

tion completely lacking in detail. A 
few hours spent in investigation en
abled APRO to log one of the most 
detailed sightings of an unconven
tional aerial object in our records. 

* * * 
AT THIS POINT, perhaps you 

wonder why the boys didn't 
report their observation when it 
took place. 

The answer is quite simple. The 
first UFO remained only a "star" 
in the sky for some time. When 
the interesting phenomena began it 
was late and Mr. and Mrs. West
moreland had retired. Both of the 
Westmoreland boys said they would 
hesitate to wake their parents to 
report a "flying saucer." And the 
Westmorelands admit that they 
would not have felt kindly disposed 
toward tales of UFOs in the middle 
of the night. 

None of them believed in flying 
saucers before June 26 of this year. 

(xx.) Date of Fate article missing. It was probably published shortly after the same 
story appeared in the July 1962 issue of the APRO Bulletin. 

26 June. Verona, Italy. (about 3:00a.m.) 

"An incorporeal being." 

A weird story from the Italian press. A strange account was: 

" ... described by a 20-year-old man named Roberto Peregozzo, of Verona. He 
claims that, during the evening hours of June 26, he was sitting up with his sister and 
mother smoking when they noticed a silvery disc maneuvering in the sky outside. 

"It remained visible for about an hour, after which the two women retired. Roberto 
went to his own room. 

"About 3 am. the daughter woke up complaining of intense cold. 'And then I saw 
a greenish fluctuating light invade the whole room,' she told the newspaper La Domen
cia del Carriere. 'Before I could recover from my astonishment, I saw appear, two 
paces from my bed and in the rectangular opening of the window, an incorporeal being 
in human form, but with only the outlines hazily defined. The rest of it was transparent. 
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It had an enormous close-shaven head. Although impalpable and, maybe, weightless, I 
could nevertheless see it, gigantic, with its huge head and its huge hands extended to
ward me as if it intended to carry me off. It was motionless, and only its hands brushed 
me. It had no particular odor.' ... 

"At this point she began to scream, waking her mother, who fainted upon seeing the 
creature. Just then Roberto rushed into the room, where he, too, beheld it. Almost im
mediately the form began to diminish, passed through a window, and 'disappeared in a 
flash just like a TV set when it goes out.' The cold remained, however. 

"So unnerved by the whole experience were they that the family have since moved 
to a cottage in the country." (xx.) 

(xx.) Beckley, Timothy Green, Ed. Inside The Saucers 1962. Published by the Inter
planetary News Service. February 10, 1962. p.29. (Note: Usually I omit the 
sensational occupant cases from Europe. Since this incident has multiple wit
nesses, it is more interesting than most-L.E. Gross) 

26 June. Falmouth, Massachusetts. (no time) 

Hovered over the ocean. 

Our source states: "At Falmouth, Massachusetts, Eleanor Schmidt and two other women re
ported a large bright red object that maneuvered from side to side and hovered over the ocean 
for 30 minutes." (xx.) 

(xx.) No Case. (Information Only) 26 June 1962. Falmouth, Massachusetts. Air Force 
BLUE BOOK files. 26 June 62. 

27 June. Salta,Argentina. (daytime) 

Extraordinary luminous body. 

The newspaper La Razon printed: 

" . . . in a perfectly clear sky, an extraordinary luminous body had passed rapidly 
from North-East to South-West over the town of Salta in the far north of the country, 
an area where so many UFOs had already been seen. The paper also reported that 
from around midnight of June 27-28 until noon June 28 a constant rain offme ash
like dust had poured down on Salta and vicinity. Many had at first thought it was 
snow." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. July-August 1964. Vol. 10, No.4. pp.10- 11. 

27 June. Durban, South Africa. (about 5:30p.m.) 

Blood-red object. 

A press report contained this information: 
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"The Natal Witness on June 28 announced that Mr. C.M. Grover, of Durban, report
ed having seen an unidentified object in the sky about 5:30 p.m. on June 27 when he was 
about 15 miles from Utrecht on the Blood River-Utrecht road. He thought it at first to 
be a thin line of cloud, brilliant red in color, above the sunset. But when he stopped, the 
'cloud' suddenly started to move in an extremely fast zig-zagging motion, which contin
ued for five minutes. It seemed to be very high. 'It looked,' said Mr. Grover, 'rather like 
a red-hot golfball, leaving behind it a trail ofburning gases.' As he watched, it disappear
ed and although he waited for some minutes the object did not show itself again. Mr. 
Grover said that from where he was, the object could well have been moving backwards 
and forwards over Newcastle, though it was difficult to estimate its exact position." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. November-December 1962. Vol. 8, No.6. p.24. 

28 June. Swedish Ministry of Defense. 

Data released. 

According to our source: "On June 28-the Oberberbefalhavare (the Commander-Chief of all 
Swedish forces) publicly announced that a complete list ofsightings were filed at the Ministry of 
Defense and that this list was to be handed over to the Swedish UFO Research Society." (xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. September-October 1962. Vol. 8, No.5. p.3. 

· 29 June. London, England. ( 11 :30 p.m.) 

Hovered over reservoir. 

A letter to the Flying Saucer Review said: 

"On the evening of June 29, a Mrs. G. Roberts, aged 50, was looking out ofher 
window toward the S. W. 1 district of London at 11 :30 p.m. She lives in Granville 
Road at the top of Child's Hill, N.W. 2, and has a clear view in the direction toward 
which she was looking. Suddenly she saw a large round object glowing a deep violet 
color hovering over the Kilburn area which is directly south-west from her. This ob
ject was the size of a farthing held at arm's length. It darted backwards and forwards 
for a few seconds and then hovered again. She called her 14-year-old daughter who, 
on seeing the object, became quite frightened. After about from 30 seconds to one 
minute the object shot up and disappeared. I interviewed the daughter the next morn
ing. They are both intelligent people and not accustomed to hallucinations. I can 
vouch for their mental states for they have been my patients for some time. 

"From analysis of this sighting it appears that the object was hovering over the 
Brent Reservoir, popularly known as the Welsh Harp, a large artificial stretch of 
fresh water." ( xx.) 

(xx.) Flying Saucer Review. September-October. Vol. 8, No.5. p.31. 

June or July? 1962. Dickenson, Texas. (Sometime between 9:00- 3:00a.m.) 
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"The two in back made right angle turns." 

Martin R. Wingstrand was in a barrack on old Ellington Air Force Base one night in the 
summer of 1962. He happened to look out the window in time to notice three elliptical objects, 
giving off a constant medium-orange glow, silently racing across the dark sky. They were the 
size of a pea at arm's length. When the trio ofUFOs reached a point overhead, they split up in 
dramatic fashion. (See drawing below) (xx.) 

(xx.) Report of an Unidentified Flying Object. Questionnaire issued by the International 
UFO Bureau (IUFOB) Edmond, Oklahoma. Date of report: 29 July 1976. Copy 
In author's files. 
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